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Summary 
This study will examine the religious and spiritual experiences of devotees of the Sathya 
Sai Baba Movement in several ethnographic sites in Singapore. This work will be 
primarily based on ethnographic accounts and observations of the devotee’s everyday 
experiences in the Sai community, and will provide a comparative analysis of the 
different Sai religious communities. In fact, the increasing level of popularity of particular 
NRMs in certain social contexts but not others is the result of structural conditions as well 
as the changing patterns of individual subjective needs. Thus, this study will attempt to 
account for and examine the popularity and growth of the Sai Baba Movement by 
examining the structural and subjective variations within a given society. In this 
dissertation, I raise several interesting questions: Why do non-Hindus and non-Indians 
join the religious movement? How, and under what conditions, and to what degree has the 
“universal” movement successfully spread in non-Indian cultures? 
 
This study will therefore examine the processes of particularization of the Sathya Sai 
Baba Movement, and seeks to contribute both theoretically and empirically to the 
sociology of global new religions. One of the key issues I will address is that the study of 
global new religions should not be limited to the recruitment strategies of new religious 
groups or the questions of who joins new religions and why, but would be re-focused to 
understanding the very processes of indigenization. Studies have shown that in the last 50 
years, many NRMs like the Sai Baba Movement have travelled overseas mostly by way 
of migrants and the transnational movement of sacred and social structures but little has 
been done to explore how NRMs proceed after the initial foothold has been established in 
the host country. Thus this study will empirically focus on the issues surrounding 
devotees in non-Indian contexts and concerns itself with the particularization of the Sai 
Baba Movement in locales outside of India. The findings in this study are an attempt to 
further a more holistic view of the growth of the Sai Baba Movement in Singapore, and 
more generally transnational NRMs. 
 
I seek to explore the particularization of the Sai Baba Movement by examining what 
Beckford (1985) called internal and external relationships, both at the level of the 
individual as well as the socio-structural conditions of the religious economy. I assert that 
these internal and external factors may constrain or facilitate membership, and as a result 
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problematize the increasingly common refrain used by universalistic groups that “All are 
welcome”. A further implication is that the cultural specificities of the host country effect 
the development and the type of role that the Sai communities play, and hence differs in 
different countries. Hence, the analysis will focus on two aspects. Firstly, the syncretistic 
nature of the Sai Baba Movement (external) and its impact on the individual’s subjective 
reasons, accounts of religious experience and key conversion events that led to their 
decision to become devotees (internal); and secondly, the specific nature of State-religion 
relations and the general social climate with regards to religion and religious expression 
in the societies in question, and its impact on religious competition both between other 
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Particularizing Global Gods: The Sathya Sai Baba Movement 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 The Sathya Sai Baba Movement (SSBM) was founded in the early 1940s by an 
influential Hindu guru, Sri Sathya Sai Baba. Beginning as a relatively small congregation 
in the Indian hamlet of Puttaparthi, the movement operated both as a religious or spiritual 
group as well as a welfare organization and was especially popular with the poor and 
lower class masses that were periodically given food and healthcare services. The group 
grew astronomically from the mid 1930s, developing from a localized social movement to 
a transnational movement with over 1,200 centres in 137 countries1. In Singapore, the 
movement has shown phenomenal growth from its first centre in 1975 to the 
establishment of 14 centres by 2006, and faces no significant anti-cult opposition as 
compared to the United States. More impressively, the movement has attracted a multi-
ethnic, -religious, and -national membership, in spite of the use of Sanskrit as the main 
language medium for spiritual devotions and the predominantly Hindu rituals and 
symbols used in their spiritual ceremonies and philosophy. In fact, my observations in 
Singapore show a large number of Chinese-Taoists and Buddhists, and to a lesser extent 
Christians, actively involved in the movement. These facts raise several interesting 
questions: Why do non-Hindus and non-Indians join the religious movement? How, and 
under what conditions, has this movement with its strong, observable Hindu 
characteristics, succeeded in establishing and embedding itself in Singapore? 
                                                 
1 http://www.sathyasai.org/organize/content.htm 
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Singapore is characterized as a multiracial society, specifically one that is culturally 
and socio-politically defined along racial lines2. This environment of cultural pluralism is 
regulated by strict laws that regulate the proselytizing3 of religious ideas and in some 
cases eliminate the establishment of new religious movements whose ideas contradict 
those propagated by the state. This reinforces the intricate bond between certain ethnic 
and religious traditions, especially when it comes to the Chinese in Singapore, where the 
ritual practice of Buddhism and Taoism, for instance, is inextricable from that of Chinese 
folk religion (see Tong, 2002). So how did the SSBM successfully appeal to and attract 
these purportedly religious Singaporean devotees? In order to succeed, NRMs must be 
“inextricably woven into the social fabric, although the actual manner of their 
interweaving varies greatly across movements, time and space” (Beckford, 1986:x). Thus, 
these groups often adopt different strategies and may even alter their original beliefs and 
practices in order to adapt to their host culture (see Barker, 1999). Hypothetically, the 
indigenisation of the SSBM in such a pluralistic social context such as Singapore would 
result in variations in ritual practices and the meaningful interpretations of symbols and 
meanings. What would be the result of this process of indigenisation, and how would 
such a racially and religiously-divided Sai community form? One of the objectives of this 
thesis is to identify and account for these variations of practice and examine the 
continuance, assimilation, and exponential growth of the transnational religious 
movement into a complex social organization. 
This thesis sets out to examine the processes of indigenization of the SSBM, and 
situates itself in between the sociological studies of the globalization of religion and New 
                                                 
2 The Singapore Census categorizes citizens according to religious identity and 4 main ethnic groups: 
Chinese, Malays, Indians, and Others. Buddhism, Christianity (Roman Catholicism and Others), Taoism, 
Islam, and Hinduism are the major religions listed. For additional details on the impact and role of 
multiculturalism in Singapore, see Chua (1998). 
3 The freedom of propagating one’s religion is protected in the Constitution, but nonetheless is viewed as a 
potential source of social disorder and thus is treated sensitively as an issue of internal security. 
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Religious Movements4 (NRMs). As such, this study seeks to contribute both theoretically 
and empirically to the sociology of global new religions. In fact, the exploration of how 
NRMs “travel” and become ‘global’ has become increasingly interesting (Barker, 
1999:24). Conversely, how NRMs particularize (see Robertson, 1992) and become 
indigenous to the host culture is of interest in this thesis. While several studies have 
shown that in the last 50 years, many NRMs like the Sai Baba Movement have travelled 
overseas mostly by way of migrants (Mearns, 1995; Sangha and Sahoo, 2005), and the 
transnational movement of sacred and social structures (Waghorne, 2004), little has been 
done to explore precisely how NRMs proceed after the initial foothold has been 
established in the host country. I proffer that while explorations of recruitment strategies 
of new religious groups or the broad questions of who joins new religions and why are 
important and thus will be addressed and examined in this thesis, the study of global new 
religions should be re-focused to understanding the very processes of particularization or 
indigenization of these transnational religious groups. This study will empirically focus 
on the Sai community in non-Indian socio-cultural contexts and concerns itself with the 
indigenization of the SSBM in a locale outside of India, namely Singapore. 
 
 
                                                 
4 Arguably, the difference between a cult, sect, and new religious movement are the assignment of 
correlative characteristics, negative to some and neutral or positive to others.  Stark and Bainbridge 
(1986:489) argued that “What is cult and what is sect is not decided by scholars, but by societies… [A] 
group may be a cult in one and a sect in another”. In other words, societies, not scholars, decide what is a 
cult or sect or simply another religion, and the adoption of these value-laden definitions would only embroil 
the researcher in a tangle of socio-political arguments on the nature of religious groups and complicate any 
meaningful, holistic study of these groups. A definition should acknowledge a NRM on its own merits and 
consequently analyze it as a social group and phenomenon with its own historical development and social 
patterns, and not merely as the result of a radical departure within a given religious economy, for “… it is 
attributes, not correlates, that belong in a definition” (Stark and Bainbridge, 1986:20). For the purposes of 
this thesis, however, it would be satisfactory to define NRMs, cults, and sects as religious organizations that 
“[…] have developed in the last 200 years as reaction to modernity. Although they embrace the new and 
reject a single, ongoing tradition, they borrow their ideas, doctrines, and practices from older religious 





1.1.2 The Socio-Structural Construction of NRMs 
 Beckford’s study of the social construction of cult5 controversies (Beckford, 1985) 
examined the cultural context in which they occurred and their meaning to individuals. 
His multi-site comparative study of several prominent NRMs in the 1960s and 1970s 
focused on the strategies adopted and social relationships exploited by NRMs to recruit 
and reproduce themselves rather than look at NRMs as responses to ideological changes 
in the world such as the decline of traditional religions and moral values (see Wilson, 
1967; Anthony and Robbins, 1982). Specifically, he examined the NRMs’ different 
‘modes of insertion’ into different societies by looking at social relationships that linked 
individuals to certain NRMs, and these NRMs to their respective host society. As such, I 
concur with Beckford’s argument that a study of NRMs should necessarily include an 
examination of their anti-cult counterparts, as “NRMs can be fully understood only in the 
context of the controversy surrounding them” (Beckford, 1985:5). 
 Particularly useful was Beckford’s conceptual analysis of NRMs in terms of both 
internal and external relationships. His analysis of the former was based primarily on the 
strength, character, and valence of bonds between members, and the latter in terms of the 
movements’ “modes of insertion” vis-à-vis institutional spheres and organizations 
(Beckford, 1985:81; 85). He argued that locating how NRMs cultivated and maintained a 
community of believers was far more fruitful than addressing why people hold certain 
beliefs. Implicit in this focus on social relationships and processes, is his assumption that 
such developments do not take place in a vacuum and are in fact culturally-embedded and 
context-specific. Hence, aside from internal relationships, external factors like the socio-
political climate also determine and affect the nature of the NRM in a particular context. 
                                                 
5 Beckford argued that the uses of the terms cult and New Religious Movements should remain value-free in 
the social sciences (For a more detailed argument, see Beckford, 1985). Similarly, I use these terms 
interchangeably. 
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The timing of their insertion is also important (ibid, 19). Simply put, an NRM may utilize 
different modes of insertion into different societies at different times, and develop in 
varying ways accordingly.  
 However, examining the processes at the level of the group is insufficient. In this 
study, I assert that an adequate examination of the Sai Baba Movement in Singapore 
requires a multi-level analysis, including the individual level. Similarly, Dawson (1998) 
argued that both “macro-structural” and “micro-structural availability” are equally 
important in assessing the impact and growth of NRMs globally and locally because these 
factors are both relevant in determining why and what type of people join certain types of 
NRMs (Dawson, 1998:72). Both the social conditions of a particular social context - for 
example, the level of religious regulation by the State, the monopolistic presence of a 
State religion, or the incompatibility of the NRM with certain cultural milieus - and the 
subjective predispositions of certain individuals to particular religious ideas or groups 
(ibid, 74) are important in determining the successful indigenisation of a transnational 
NRM. These factors also account for why people join or convert to NRMs under certain 
conditions and with certain predispositions. 
 Kilbourne and Richardson (1989) further argued that not only are there different types 
of conversions, the process of conversion or joining an NRM is multi-faceted. These 
multiple aspects can be analysed using different levels of analysis and degrees of agency 
(ibid, 2). Some studies examined conversion to NRMs from the psychological 
perspective, whereby individuals as “passive agents” are “pushed by some internal state 
or condition to convert to a religious faith” (ibid, 9; see also Galanter, 1985; Loftland and 
Skonovd, 1981; Parrucci 1968; Salzman, 1953). Other studies privileged the social as an 
extremely coercive force, for example, the well-documented explanations of 
“brainwashing” and other modes of psychological manipulation employed by NRMs 
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(Singer, 1979; Stoner and Parke, 1977). Lying somewhere in between are intra- and inter- 
individual levels of analyses of active individuals. For instance, phenomenological 
approaches tend to adopt a more “humanistic” view of religion by focusing on “the 
subjective experiences” of the adherents (Kilbourne and Richardson, 1989:9), while 
interactionist theories like experimental and social drift conversions focused on the 
individuals’ active involvement in the conversion process as well as the impact of the 
social context on conversion. In general, interactionist theories “interpret conversion 
experiences from the standpoint of a relationship between the convert’s capacities […] 
and the facilitating or restraining aspects of the social environment” (ibid, 10). Kilbourne 
and Richardson ultimately argued that conversion can only be meaningfully studied when 
taking into account the social context and both the converts’ as well as the observer’s 
point of view and thus is best conceptualized as a form of socialization (see Snow and 
Machalek, 1984; Long and Hadden, 1983).  
 These aforementioned bodies of work6 suggest that a study of NRMs must include 
analysis at the level of the individual as well as at the socio-structural level, and include 
analyses of social processes such as interactive bonds, socialization, and psychological 
and structural issues such as individual subjective experiences and social context. As 
such, a central assumption of this dissertation is that religion is both structural as well as 
subjective. Weber argued that religious action is more than the result of coercive 
impositions of a rational system of ideas that dictate the relationship between the sacred 
and profane cosmos; it is socially meaningful7 and symbolic, and the behaviour of the 
devotee is the result of an interaction between social action and social structure. 
                                                 
6 Dawson’s work will be discussed in more depth later in this chapter. 
7 “Action is social in so far as, by virtue of the subjective meaning attached to it by the acting individual (or 
individuals), it takes account of the behaviour of others and is thereby oriented in its course” (Weber, 1947). 
 6 
Consequently, I adopt an interpretive approach to understanding the Sathya Sai Baba 
Movement, based on the ideas postulated by Weber that 
The external courses of religious behavior are so diverse that an understanding of 
this behaviour can only be achieved from the viewpoint of the subjective 
experiences, ideas, and purposes of the individuals concerned – in short, from the 
viewpoint of the religious behavior’s ‘meaning’.8
Using this approach, I will also be able to adequately examine the subjective experiences 
of my respondents and the relationships that play out between individuals and at the level 
of the community, as well as with their spiritual leader the guru Sathya Sai Baba. In this 
thesis, I will examine the Movement’s mode of insertion by analysing the impact of its 
ideology and religious practices on certain groups of Singaporeans (chapter 3), and how 
the Movement was transplanted to Singapore via transnational migrants (chapter 4). I will 
extend this study of relationships by analysing and describing the types of local and 
transnational social relationships that operate in the Movement and their significance in 
the development and growth of the SSBM (see chapter 2). 
 I will attempt to answer the central questions of this thesis by examining the internal 
and external relationships at play in the Sai community in Singapore, at the level of the 
individual as well as the socio-structural conditions of the religious economy. I assert that 
these internal and external factors may constrain, prevent, or facilitate membership and 
conversion, and as a result problematize the increasingly common refrain used by global 
humanist groups that “All are welcome”. Hence, the analysis here will focus on the 
SSBM in Singapore in two ways. At the micro-structural level, I will critically examine 
the subjective reasons that devotees gave as to why they joined the Movement, and 
subsequently argue that these reasons are in fact constrained and affected by the 
syncretistic nature of the Movement and its teachings. In other words, although 
“universal” in ideology, I proffer that the SSBM appeals only to particular groups of 
                                                 
8 Max Weber, cited in Lemmen (1990:57). 
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Singaporeans in particular ways because of certain religious and cultural constraints. In 
addition, I will answer the question of how people of different ethno-religious cultures 
could form a meaningful, cohesive religious community by examining the nature of the 
Sai community and the key relationships that maintain its cohesiveness. 
 Secondly, I will attempt to assess the process of indigenisation, firstly by broadly 
tracing the historical development of the SSBM from its first appearance in 1967 to its 
expansion and present day development, and secondly by analysing the nature of social 
relations with regard to religion within the boundaries of the Singapore State. I argue that 
the cultural specificities of the host country affect the development and the type of role 
that the Sai communities play; hence the nature of Sai communities would vary in 
different countries. I further argue that the SSBM fits perfectly in the socio-political 
context of Singapore, and that this provides the conditions necessary for successful 
transplantation and subsequent growth of the SSBM. To fully understand how and why 
the SSBM experienced such phenomenal growth, one must look at the exact pattern of 
growth and the role of religion in Singapore: hypothetically, the number of centres could 
have increased due to ‘church schism’ or government intervention rather than merely an 
increase in the gross number of devotees. Thus, I will extend the argument by analysing 
the relations between State and the Movement as a whole, as well as the meaningful 
relationships that occur within and between Sai centres. 
1.2 Situating NRMs in a Global System 
A central view in the sociological study of religion is the rise of new religious 
movements and cults, and many scholars attribute this phenomenon to the decline or 
gradual secularization and desacralization of traditional religions like Christianity 
(Nelson, 1987; Johnstone, 1997; Hexham and Poewe, 1997). For instance, Nelson (1987) 
critically analysed the theory of human historical development as a recurrent process that 
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spirals between ideational and sensate9 cultural systems (Nelson, 1987:147). He proffered 
that secularized religious organizations that adopt “sensate” systems or those established 
“on basis of reason alone”10 (ibid, 156) and are generally unstable because they 
discourage and deny their members the very human desire to “supersensory” and “super-
rational” experiences of the sacred world (ibid, 156). Consequently, certain types of 
NRMs11 form to challenge the dominant sensate world-view, resulting in the decline of 
the sensate-type religions and the rise of ideational and idealistic types. Thus, despite the 
increase in secularization in modern society, human history will “spiral” like a “swinging 
pendulum” (ibid, 147) onto the next phase of re-sacralization. The rise of NRMs and their 
development toward more practical means of bridging the sacred-profane divide through 
active works of charity rather than doctrinal exclusivism seems to support this theory. 
Interestingly, this theory implies that the place of dominant and conventional religions is 
assured since the NRMs function merely to re-sacralize the current religious economy, 
and that the necessity of NRMs in the grand scheme of the development of religion and 
religiosity is a recurrent but short phenomenon. It follows then that NRMs are generally 
short-term and will cease to exist after that certain period of sacralization, but this seems 
highly inaccurate. 
Stark (1987) similarly argued that the growth of NRMs cannot be accounted for 
without the existence of the dominant religions. Stark systematically explored the success 
of new religious movements through an analytical “Model of Success” (Stark, 1987:13). 
                                                 
9 At different points of history, cultural systems of society are “integrated around particular view(s) of the 
nature of reality” (Nelson, 1987:147). Sensate systems are those characterized by a “sensory” perspective of 
reality, and thus is centred on the immediate and rational. On the other end of the spectrum, Ideational 
systems rely on the “supersensory” or “super-rational” experience of God. Nelson argued that the transition 
between the sensate and ideational is bridged by a period dominated by “idealistic” cultural systems. 
Religious organizations with “idealistic” systems, not unlike the Sai Baba Movement, tend to adopt a “non-
dualistic” approach to religious and everyday life like that described in Indian philosophy. See Nelson 
(1987) for a more detailed argument. 
10 Such organizations may thus be said to have been affected by secularization. 
11 For example, the rationalization of doctrines and practices in the dominant forms of Christianity in 
Europe led to the formation and reaction of Evangelical and Pentecostal movements. 
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He proffered that religious movements will spread more readily when built upon the 
familiar, or if their structure retains some form of cultural continuity. Secondly, the NRM 
must possess some form of tension with dominant, competing religions in order to have 
some basis for conversion of members and that the content of religious doctrine “can 
facilitate or impede organizational structure” as well as the mobilization of its members 
(ibid, 17). Stark also examined the impact of “favourable ecology”; the degree to which 
religious economy is regulated and the condition of “conventional […] faiths against 
which the movement must compete” (ibid, 19). The most interesting case of the Sathya 
Sai Baba Movement presents a contrary; no conversion is required. I will show in this 
thesis that rather than compete with other firms in the religious economy12, the Sai Baba 
movement in fact attempts to take up roles that traditional religious firms cannot. 
Furthermore, other structures exist, namely the syncretic belief system that guides the 
Movement’s teachings, which build upon familiar cultural and religious markers to make 
possible the adherence of devotees from different ethnic groups and religions13. 
Despite these critiques, however, the important contributions of these works are their 
contradiction of the once popular notion held by Comte, Weber, Durkheim, Marx and 
Freud that religion in its entirety would disappear with the advent of modernization14, or 
as C.Wright Mills put succinctly: “In due course, the sacred shall disappear altogether 
except, possibly, in the private realm” (Mills, 1959:32-33). Though initially supported by 
the observable rise of spirituality practices like yoga and meditation as an alternative to 
                                                 
12 I use the terms “firm” and “religious economy” as Stark and Finke (2000) defined them. While a “firm” 
is “a set of one of more [religious] organizations seeking to attract or maintain adherents”, the religious 
economy is a “distinct subsystem” in the wider social system of all societies, that “consists of all of the 
religious activity in any society” – the “market” of potential and current adherents, the firms, and the 
religious cultures offered by these firms (ibid, 193). 
13 This will be examined later in this chapter and developed in chapter 3. 
14 See Bruce (1992) for a more elaborate discussion of this issue. 
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religion, the idea that the sacred would “disappear altogether” seems empirically15 
unfounded. In fact, the religious economy thesis, for example, successfully proves and 
accounts for the persistence of religion in modern society, accepting the fact that it is the 
nature and significance of religious firms that might change rather than religion 
disappearing in its entirety. The work of Stark, Beyer, and Nelson also implicitly assume 
the centrality, dominance, and resilience of the World religions in this new global 
religious system, despite the decline of their importance as the authority in moral and 
socio-religious meaning. More importantly, however, is the fact that NRMs are fast 
emerging as stable entities that play a central, significant role in a global religious system 
as much as their traditional counterparts, and hence must be studied on their own terms.  
 Rather than thinking of NRMs as ‘transient’ phenomena, I argue that NRMs are in 
fact situated, embedded, and contextualized in many social contexts, in many cases even 
interconnected globally. Scholars agree that the world is becoming an increasingly 
smaller place in terms of social relations (Robertson, 1992; Scholte, 1996; see also 
Dawson, 1998), and religious and cultural systems have also become more interconnected 
globally, even across national and continental boundaries (Hannerz, 1996:17). As a result 
of this, people were not only able to gain knowledge about many different religions and 
smaller groups that used to be dismissed as “cults” or “sects”, but also became members 
of these new transnational groups.  At the same time, the global notion of a common 
“humanity” had become the new point of reference for the differentiation, evaluation, and 
modification of social reality (Dawson, 1998:587), and as such, NRMs were well poised 
to fill in this gap in the global system. 
                                                 
15 Similarly, Heelas and Woodhead (2005) provided empirical evidence of this from the U.K. by arguing 
that traditional congregational religion will not “disappear completely” but rather “bottom out” in favour of 
more ‘spirituality-centred’ endeavours. 
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In other words, new religious movements are on the rise and take on roles to ‘fill the 
gaps’ in religious systems in many places around the world. Amidst this context of social 
change in the last 30 years, New Age and Religious Movements like the Sai Baba 
Movement have risen to prominence with their emphasis on social service and “global 
humanisms”, giving what many perceive as a renewed purpose to the disenchanted role of 
religion and religious traditions. Furthermore, in order to fit in, many NRMs have been 
known to employ several strategies such as to reject the label ‘religion’ in an attempt to 
resist the perceived negative effects and implications of secularization and privatization 
that has plagued World Religions in the 20th century (Beyer, 1998:19). The Soka Gakkai 
in America and Singapore actively participate in the American bicentennial celebrations 
and National Day Parades respectively to display a seamless conformity or compatibility 
with the value and aims of the group with that of its host society (Wallis, 1984; Snow, 
1976). These strategies clearly suggest that NRMs are actively finding a place in both 
global and local systems, and far from becoming marginalized and irrelevant in the face 
of secularization and privatization of religious interests, NRMs in fact are key players, 
with their flexibility to simultaneously break with tradition and conform to it (Dawson, 
1998:586; Beyer, 1998). Although in comparison to traditional religions these NRMs had 
little impact in the past (see Wallis 1984), one cannot deny their increasing role and 
significance in the current religious domain. 
 
1.2.1 Particularizing the NRM
 Much of the discussion on the globalization of new religion may be grouped into two 
main modes of understanding: (1) Structural-systemic approaches, or theories of how 
religions “fit” in the world in relation to each other and to the State given the current 
global economic, cultural, political, and psychological developments (among others, see 
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Beyer, 1998; Stark and Bainbridge, 1979, 1986); and (2) socio-cultural discussions, or 
how people of different religions relate to each other, make sense and meaning of their 
new identities, and quell their need for supernatural compensators within this new global 
religious marketplace or system (Stark and Finke, 2000). This thesis will use a 
combination of these two macro and micro perspectives to examine the ability of the Sai 
Baba Movement as an NRM to situate itself in local religious systems. 
Explicit in these discussions on globalization are the examination of the exchange of 
images, meanings, and symbols and their constant transformation (Appadurai, 1991; 
Hannerz, 1992). Melton (1995) asserted that new religions often take on either a more 
traditional or pietistic variant form of a dominant religious perspective, using cultural and 
religious artefacts that are known to them or predominant in the culture of their 
development or origin. This process will undoubtedly also affect the structural and 
organizational aspects of NRMs as it is brought to foreign cultures by global and 
transnational movement of ideas and immigration; with new “artefacts” and local 
elements to interact with, these movements tend to develop into newer variants of their 
parent religious forms (Melton, 1995:271). I argue that this very ability to adapt to and 
transform in ‘local’ environments is the key to understanding Sai Baba’s success in 
foreign lands. The availability of a multiplicity of ethnic-linguistic and religious resources 
in Singapore and Malaysia allows the Sai Baba movement to fit in by adopting different 
structural and organizational forms in relation to the social ecology, for example, the 
adoption of Chinese cultural and religious innovation within the framework of Hindu 
pujas in the bhajan16 rituals (Kent, 2000; see Chapter 3). I will argue later in this chapter 
that the SSBM’s ability to adapt lies in its organizational syncretic framework. 
                                                 
16 A form of devotional singing central to Sai religious practice. Described in detail in Chapter 2. 
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Clarke (2000) argued that NRMs travelled transnationally via social networks through 
places of worship of institutionalized religions like Hinduism as an essential “period of 
quarantine” for new religious movements (Clarke, 2000:6). This process of cultural-
religious transference via networks made in the institutionalized religious sphere suggests 
a need for NRMs to secure a form of surrogate centre, especially since such movements 
contain “no clear centre and no clear outside boundaries” (Batstone, 2000:236). Batstone 
attributed this lack of a clearly defined community to the modern “network society” of the 
21st century, where traditional notions of community are offset by “transitional sites that 
offer relationships, goods, and services which appeal to a small part of our selves” 
(Batstone, 2000:227). Empirical evidence on the Sai Baba seems to support this theory 
whereby Sai devotees attend bhajans and social service events all over the island, 
including in many cases those organized by their Hindu temple hosts. This makes the 
attempt to effectively account for membership numbers extremely difficult as members 
may be temporary visitors, and official numbers are often inflated or estimated in the first 
instance. However, while Clarke implied that the use of these places of worship is a short-
term and temporary solution, studies of the Sai Baba movement show the contrary. Most 
of the major local Sai Centres operate out of Hindu temples. The Sai Centres in Singapore 
operate with a high degree of autonomy in different areas throughout the island, with 
some serving different ethnic enclaves where they are established, having managed to 
adapt their structural and organizational patterns to the local environment, such as in the 
area of rituals, place of operations, multi-ethnic membership, and other socio-cultural 
practices. The literature up to this point has dealt with the international travel of such 
NRMs, but little has been done to explore how movements proceed after the initial 
foothold has been established in the host country, neglecting the highly plural yet 
significantly homogenized socio-ethnic and linguistic artefacts that exist in multicultural 
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cities throughout the world, particularly in Singapore, Malaysia and other parts of 
Southeast Asia. In Chapter 4, I will show that this apparent lack of “clear boundaries” is 
another structural aspect of the Sai community that propels its growth in Singapore and 
attracts locals to its fold rather than hinders it. 
Furthermore, heterogeneity as a “force of consciousness” or framework of reference 
in our selves implies that our ability to relate to the sacred (or to transcend the profane 
world) will inevitably result in a pluralistic meaning system; this would thus imply that 
there are multiple explanations for the motivations and basis of attraction of adherents to 
the Sai Baba movement. This characteristic of multiple levels of interaction between 
community and network, and local practice and global ideas, is the result of glocalization 
and its related processes of macro-localization and micro-globalization (Clarke, 2000:6; 
Khondker, 2004:4), or what Robertson succinctly prescribes as “the interpenetration of 
the universalization of particularization and the particularization of universalism” 
(Robertson, 1992:100). I argue that the Sai Baba Movement is able to disembed itself 
from its Indian cultural roots, both ethnically and socially, by ideologically promoting 
itself as a universal spirituality, one that is able to rhetorically encompass all religions. 
Having been repackaged as an interfaith humanist movement (see chapter 2) centred on 
what Dawson referred to as a “common humanity”, the SSBM was thus able to travel via 
immigrants to different societies. Once there, the movement would undergo a process of 
indigenisation and thus re-embed and in many cases re-ethnicise in its host society (I will 
extend this argument in Chapter 4). As argued earlier in this chapter, the social context of 
the host society will also affect this indigenisation process. While Sai philosophy appears 
to have a global reach and demands a global concern as members of a universal faith with 
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a common identity, initial explorations seem to imply that tension does result from this 
very process of indigenisation and in particular ethnicisation17. 
In relation to this process of indigenisation, Ionescu (2000) critically examined the 
degree of importance ecology plays in the development of NRMs: To what extent can a 
religion, which has arisen under specific historical and cultural circumstances, become 
relevant to people in entirely different social, cultural and temporal contexts? What is the 
exact proportion of universality to cultural specificity that a religion should have in order 
to gain a following beyond its national borders? And how much does a religion entering a 
foreign culture with proselytizing intentions have to take into account the characteristics 
of the host culture (Ionescu, 2000:183)? Ionescu explored the relationship between the 
trinity of national, local, and official level variations of the Japanese New Religion Soka 
Gakkai in Germany and noticed that practices and rites varied at all three levels when 
more local Germans began to join the community, while addressing issues of 
“pluralization of centres” and “decentered centres” (ibid, 187). Similar to the Soka 
Gakkai which draws from Buddhist and Japanese traditions, the Sai Baba movement 
predominantly draws religious and cultural artefacts from Hinduism and other religions; I 
will show in this thesis that the SSBM also experiences similar conflict and tension in the 
indigenisation and expansion of the group in Singapore. I assert that in the examination of 
global NRMs within a particular social context, it is more important to locate the nature 
of these flows and communications, rather than engage in an over-exuberant discussion of 
whether such cultural flows are the result of a single, multiple, or “decentred” centres. As 
I proffered above, NRMs differ in different social contexts. Thus, the significance of such 
networks lies not at the general global level, but in an analysis of its particularized social 
functions, between official and unofficial, the centre and its peripheries. In order to do so, 
                                                 
17 I will examine the significance of these tensions in Chapter 3. 
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it is necessary to conduct a brief analysis of how the SSBM fits into the religious system 
in Singapore and why Singaporeans join this movement. 
1.2.2 Situating the Sai Baba Movement in Singapore 
 When studying religion in Singapore, two major factors must be discussed: religion 
and race. The Singapore state’s paranoia when it comes to religion and race since the 
communist threat in the mid-1940s and the Natrah18 riots in 1950 has been well 
documented (see Chua, 1996; Khun, 1998; Hill, 2003). I argue that in order to 
successfully establish a foothold in Singapore, the SSBM had to overcome potential 
barriers to entry. Not only did the movement have to fit into this political culture of 
wariness when it came to religion and race, it also had to meet the socio-cultural 
standards of the people. These two aspects will be examined briefly in this section. 
 
1.2.3 Religion and the Singapore State
 In Singapore, the religious economy is highly regulated; new firms are restricted access 
to the multi-religious marketplace and are carefully monitored. There are also strict legal 
regulations on the conditions of competition between existing ones in the market. The 
potential for a recurrence of ethnic and religious violence is a constant and major concern 
for the nation-state that actively promotes a brand of multiculturalism that seeks to 
politically unite multi-religious and -ethnic elements under a single national identity. 
Consequently, the State limits proselytizing to behind closed doors and only between 
members or willing, potential members of a religious group. All societies are required to 
register with the government and send regular reports of their activities to the Registrar of 
Societies; religious groups are kept under watch by the Internal Security department and 
                                                 
18 Also known as the Maria Hertogh riots which took place on the birthday of celebrations for the Prophet 
Mohammed. The celebration was since banned in Singapore. 
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groups that are overly critical or against government policies are quickly shut down or 
persecuted19. 
 Although religious freedom is constitutionally guaranteed, the religious domain in 
Singapore is conditioned according to two major discourses: (1) the separation of religion 
from formal politics, and (2) religious harmony (Sinha, 1999: 80). Citing extensive work 
on religion in Singapore (Kuo and Tong, 1995; Khun, 1998; Teo, 2005; Tong, 2007), one 
may argue that all religious communities in Singapore are expected to attend to the 
spiritual welfare of their members, contribute to the nation by providing social welfare 
services in terms of education and charitable work, refrain from hindering, or preferably 
accept national modernization projects, including those proposing socio-economic and 
material advancement, and practice religious tolerance. 
 The secular position of the Singapore government is thus a vital component in the 
political management of multi-religious elements in Singapore society. Individuals who 
use religious institutions as a platform for political activism are immediately detained and 
punished. In 1987, several members of the Catholic Church and Catholic student 
organizations in the local universities were arrested as Marxist conspirators (White Paper, 
Maintenance of Religious Harmony, Dec 1989). Religions that are in line with the State-
adopted communal ethnic and familial values such as Confucian and filial piety values, 
are thus seen as an important source and repository of social integration, moral values and 
norms, which not only acts in the Weberian form of religious ethics in contributing to 
national socio-economic development, but also a “…much needed balance against 
                                                 
19 Groups like the The Jehovah’s Witness is banned in Singapore for promoting subversive ideologies. The 
group professed non-violence and objected to Singapore’s implementation of compulsory military 
conscription (known as “National Service” or NS). Controversial socio-religious groups like the Falungong 
are kept on close watch. 
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excessive economic preoccupation and materialistic possessions” (Sinha, 1999:79). As 
such, “eastern” religions like Buddhism appear to be highly favoured in Singapore. 
 In other words, religion in Singapore is positioned as a cultural ballast against the 
‘evils’ of western ideas that accompany the process of modernization and social 
inequalities that inevitably accompany the State’s intense acceptance of Western 
techniques of economic development and modernization. These aforementioned 
conditions, coupled with State aversion to welfarism and its consequent promotion of 
charities as a “safety net”20, allows the Sathya Sai Baba Movement, with its Indian origins 
and emphasis on social service and charity regardless of race, language, or religion, to fit 
into the very fabric of Singapore society with little resistance. Government records 
categorize the Movement as a “religious” group (REL), which one may argue, should 
place the group under intense scrutiny and distrust, given the governments’ sanctification 
of Singapore’s fragile ethno-religious relations. Interestingly however, official 
spokespersons from the Registry of Society insist that the Movement is not subjected to 
any special categorization21 and treatment, but are dealt with in a similar fashion as any 
secular society or group applying for official registration. Given the usefulness of its 
primary function of social welfare and service, such benign neglect on the part of the state 
it is not entirely surprising. Through the use of parallel legislation like that of the 
Societies Act, the government may remain secular - and therefore neutral - in its handling 
of religious issues, yet maintain tight control over their activities and influence. 
 
 
                                                 
20 Christopher de Souza, Member of Parliament for Holland-Bukit Timah GRC, was officially quoted on 
the ruling People’s Action Party website saying: “Firstly and obviously, charity benefits the poor, the needy 
and the vulnerable.  Singapore is not a welfare state […] our society relies heavily on the safety net of 
strong family values [and when] people fall out of this safety net, they need the support that comes from 
charities.” See: http://www.pap.org.sg/articleview.php?folder=PT&id=1087. 
21 My informants in the Registry tell me that such categorization, while not necessarily considered a secret, 
are not widely publicized to the general public. 
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1.2.4 Socio-Religious Context: Race and Religion in Singapore 
 Religion and religious groups in Singapore are also affected, and hence controlled, by 
policies and issues of race and ethnicity, specifically with regard to social integration. 
One of the methods employed by the State for policy implementation, and the easy 
management and control of the various ethnic and religious groups in Singapore is the 
essentialization and reification of race and religion (Siddique, 1989; Chua, 1996). 
Historically under the veneer of the policy of multiracialism, the Singapore government 
subsumed its citizens into four ‘ideal type’ major categories or “cultural world orders”: 
Confucian-Chinese, Islamic-Malay, Hindu-Indian, and Christian, Anglo-Saxon (see Tong 
and Lian, 2002:2). Effectively, this results in the perception that there is no difference22 
between the notions of ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’ (Chua, 1996:57; Siddique, 1989). Each race 
is today closely associated with a particular religion with the exception of Christianity; 
for instance, the Chinese with “Chinese Religion”23, Malays with Islam, and Indians with 
Hinduism, effectively disregarding the existence of ethnic and religious variation. As a 
result, such ideas of race and religion are reproduced as ethnic-cultural identities24 in the 
everyday life of Singaporeans. This in turn is internalized and expressed as mutual 
tolerance and understanding in living side by side with communities of different religious 
and ethnic types. As an unintended consequence of this disposition, it is not uncommon 
for Singaporeans to associate most religious phenomena with that of the four ‘ideal type’ 
religions; groups that do not “fit” into these categories are often perceived as strange and 
                                                 
22 Although anthropologists generally agree that there are important differences between the two terms (see 
Benjamin, 1976; Clammer, 1985), Chua (1996) points out that this lack of distinction between the two 
reflects the social climate of Singapore as a consequence of the State’s multicultural policy. 
23 Chinese religion itself is treated as an indistinguishable blend of Buddhist and Taoist practices, and the 
State supports specific “doctrinal” forms of Buddhism and Hinduism whereby the uncontrolled plurality of 
religious systems is potentially disruptive to nation-building and modernization (Wee, 1976; Sinha, 1999). 
For a more in depth review of the study of Chinese Religions in Singapore, see Tong (1989, 2002). 
24 Christianity is often associated with the Christian, Anglo-Saxon category, now commonly known as the 
ambiguous category of “Others”. It is however common to see many in the Chinese (16.5%) and Indian 
(12.1%) communities in Singapore adhering to Christianity, although only 14.6% of the total population 
adhere to the religion. Virtually all Malays are Muslim (96.4%). Source: Singapore Census of Population, 
2000 
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potentially dangerous. For the State, groups that do not conform to the ideals of national 
development and security are labelled ‘cults’ and subsequently outlawed. 
 In other words, religion, alongside the notions of ‘race’, is essentialized into four 
types: all others are “new” and therefore subject to intense scrutiny and suspicion. 
Singaporeans generally relate better to the four ideal types. Therefore, in order for the 
SSBM to “fit in”, it must firstly be seen as functionally useful by the State, in this case, as 
a social service group, but also superficially identified by the people as a recognizable 
religion not only to be accepted in society, but also to avoid anti-cult paranoia and 
unwanted media attention. As such, the establishment of the Sai Centres in Hindu temples 
were met with a benign neglect on the part of the State and the general populous. 
Paradoxically, rather than restrict the growth of NRMs, the close association of racial and 
religious ideal types created a space for the Sai Baba Movement to establish a foothold in 
Singapore society with ease. But if the SSBM is easily identified with Indian-Hinduism, 
why do non-Indians, particularly the Singaporean Chinese, and non-Hindus, specifically 
Christians, join the movement? What attracts them? I argue that the ability to encompass 
other religious artefacts under its syncretic framework of Sai teachings combined with the 
local desire to remain members of traditional religions make these Singaporeans available 
to adherence. 
1.3 Who Joins, and Why? 
 In his succinct overview of Who Joins New Religious Movements and Why, Dawson 
(1998) examined the micro-structural availability of people to joining NRMs. He 
critiqued two key theories that have had considerable influence on the sociological study 
of cults and NRMs: relative deprivation theory (Glock, 1964), and the Lofland-Stark 
model of conversion (Lofland and Stark, 1965). Glock’s work was primarily based on the 
traditional ‘push’ and ‘pull’ logic of religious conversion; economic deprivation was 
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thought to be a major factor in pushing people to join NRMs. Glock recognised that the 
reasons for joining were far more subjective than just economic deprivation and 
suggested four additional typologies of deprivation: ‘social deprivation’ resulting from 
unequal distribution of social privileges and status; ‘organismic deprivation’ in terms of 
inequalities of mental and physical health; ‘psychic deprivation’ or the lack of love and 
affection; and ‘ethical deprivation’ akin to the feeling of anomie or distance from the 
dominant values of society (Glock, 1964:27-8). Glock argued that relative deprivation 
was the principle explanation for the rise of NRMs. There are several problems with this. 
How many “relatively-deprived” people did not join NRMs? Why not? There is no way 
to accurately explain why some “relatively deprived” people joined NRMs but not others. 
As Dawson rightly argued, although Glock’s theory can sufficiently explain why 
relatively-deprived people join NRMs, it cannot on its own adequately account for the 
rise of NRMs (Dawson, 1998:75). On the other hand, although Glock’s implication that 
one may ascertain multiple kinds of deprivations by studying the beliefs and practices of 
those new religious communities is methodologically flawed, his work highlights an 
important fact. As much as there are different kinds of relative deprivations, there are also 
many different reasons why people convert or join a particular NRM. 
 Similarly, Beckford (1985:60) argued that there are many different types of NRMs, 
each with their own “self-contained system of assumptions, teachings, and recipes for 
action”. Empirically, some NRMs have been found to attract members who were 
religious-seekers and/or converts from a traditional mainstream religion, while others like 
the Soka Gakkai members primarily introduced friends or relatives to the group (Wilson 
and Barker, 2005:302). Thus, one may argue that there is no single reason for people to 
join NRMs. Although devotees often attribute their ‘conversion’ on the “attractiveness of 
a distinctive, internally consistent system of thought” (ibid, 61), what they perceive as 
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distinct about the group differs greatly. It follows then that there is also no single 
explanation for adherence or conversion to a particular NRM or new religious phenomena 
in general, but in fact multiple explanations. 
 While the key contribution of Glock’s work was accounting for why people joined 
NRMs, I argue that Lofland and Stark’s primary contribution was examining the process 
of conversion or how people join NRMs. Lofland and Stark (1965) developed a more 
elaborate model of conversion that proposed seven necessary steps to facilitate a “true 
conversion” from a “verbal convert” to a “total or true convert” (Lofland and Stark, 
1965:864). In order for an individual to become a true convert, they must undergo (1) 
some sort of tension in their lives, (2) which may be solved or answered by religion or 
religious ideas, (3) leading them to become religious seekers. Following which these 
individuals must (4) encounter a cult at a certain “turning point” in their lives and (5) 
form an interactive bond with certain cult members. Subsequently, they would (6) reduce 
their involvement in other non-cult activities, and (7) interact with other converts. 
Although only steps (1) through (4) are required to make a member a “deployable agent” 
of the cult, the overall accumulation of these 7 experiences are necessary to produce a 
total convert. Studies testing the applicability of this theory have produced varying 
results, with some recent empirical studies validating it (Wilson and Dobbelaere, 1994) 
and others rejecting some of the accumulative 7 steps to conversion (see Snow and 
Phillips, 1980; Greil and Rudy, 1984). Despite these perceived problems of applicability, 
the Lofland-Stark theory of conversion makes a significant contribution to the overall 
understanding of NRMs: An implicit assumption in their work is that while all members 
are converts, some are more converted than others. Thus one may argue that even within 
a single NRM, there may always be an observable range of partial to total converts. In 
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any case, Lofland and Stark’s work highlights the importance of socio-psychological 
conditions in determining a persons’ conversion to a new religious movement. 
 There are however several problems with this conception of conversion. Firstly, it 
ignores the importance of actual subjectivities of religious experience, choosing rather to 
subjugate its significance under several types of processes (namely steps 1 to 4). 
Although some argue that accounts of religious experience are merely exercises in 
justifying a devotee’s decision to join an NRM, they are nonetheless significant 
particularly in the SSBM where they serve as symbolic narratives that perform certain 
functions in the community and point to important factors determining adherence (see 
chapter 3). Secondly, the conception of conversion as existing on a continuum lacks 
clarity and thus it is difficult to identify at which point a “partial” or “total” conversion 
type begins and ends (Snow and Machalek, 1984:170). If we follow the Lofland-Stark 
model, it may be argued that at some point, a recruit becomes a full member25 or a verbal 
convert a total one, but that exact point is somewhat difficult to locate clearly. How much 
and to what level of mastery26 must one attain before one has been “fully” converted?  
 Moreover, unlike most NRMs, the Sai Baba Movement specifically preaches non-
conversion. In fact, the term “conversion” is one that is particularly sensitive when it 
comes to the Sai devotees’ self-perception. For my respondents, conversion was often 
seen as an event that required the adherent’s rejection and exit from one religious system 
of belief to another (see Lofland and Stark, 1965) or a necessarily severe or “radical 
reorganization in identity, meaning and life” (Travisano, 1970:600). Empirically, I will 
                                                 
25 Stark and Finke (2000) similarly held that “the path to full membership […] began with recruitment and 
passed through conversion” (123). 




show that this does not characterise the Sai Baba membership in Singapore (see chapter 
3).  
 It is clear then, as Berger and Luckmann (1966) rightly argued, that such 
transformation takes place in the individuals’ subjective reality, and is only “subjectively 
apprehended as total” (Berger and Luckmann, 1966:176). Only in the extreme case of 
alternation where the individual “switches worlds” or undergoes religious conversion do 
these transformations “appear total if compared with lesser modifications” (ibid, 176). 
Conversion is thus a subset of alternation; there are many other different levels of 
alternation and modifications to one’s subjective reality. More importantly, Berger and 
Luckmann argued that what allows this alternation to take place is the availability of 
plausibility structures that validate the individuals’ subjective realities. These plausibility 
structures provide the ‘legitimating apparatus’ for religious alternation to take place, and 
are transferred and internalized through the individual’s interactions with significant 
others in the religious community (ibid, 177-9). I argue then that religious alternation can 
be examined in terms of psychological change – by analysing devotees’ conversion 
experiences and narratives of change in the quality of life; and social change, in terms of 
daily rituals, the significant others with whom the individual interacts, and other symbols 
and things of importance. In this thesis, I argue that devotees in the Sai Baba Movement 
do not “totally convert” in the Lofland-Stark or Travisano sense, but rather adhere to and 
alternate between their identity as members of traditional religions and devotees of Sai 
Baba. This is made possible by the syncretic framework of the Sai Baba Movement and 
its teachings, which provide, barring certain socio-structural constraints, the plausibility 
structures of the major tradition religions. 
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1.3.1 Syncretism and Multi-Religious Plausibility Structures 
 Charles White (1972) in his study of Indian Saints asserted that the Sai Baba 
Movement is a syncretistic Hindu religion, one that “develops by a process of 
assimilation and digestion rather than exclusion and destruction” by tracing and 
identifying the development of various Indian religious movements up to the Sai Baba as 
one that follows a pattern of parallels and innovations of and in accordance with their 
teachings or practices (White, 1972:869). Other scholars assert that the Movement “[has] 
developed within the broader framework of Hinduism” (Sinha, 1984:2), or generally, is 
the syncretistic and eclectic product of modern Hindu tradition (Babb, 1987). But what 
precisely is syncretism? Some have argued that in some sense all religions appear 
syncretistic to the extent that they have historical links with other and earlier religions 
(see: van der Leeuw, 1933). On the other hand, some may argue that certain religions 
appear more syncretic than others. Such views arise from the standpoint of monotheistic 
religions, whereby the perceived purity of a religious tradition is important for political 
and theological reasons. I argue that in order to understand clearly the process of 
syncretism, one must therefore critically analyze both the processes and products of 
culture that is religion. For the social scientist, the dynamics, processes and socio-cultural 
contexts surrounding religious syncretism are more important, not whether certain 
religions are syncretistic or not. In this sense, one may observe that religious products that 
are seemingly “more” syncretistic are on many occasions the result of varying degrees of 
socio-political essentialization, or the result of “multiple possibilities in coherent tension”, 
of which one outcome is a synthesis of such possibilities in the formation of a New 
Religious Movement (Pye, 1993:5). 
 With this approach, new religions can be more fruitfully studied even in terms of the 
syncretism and anti-syncretism process (Shaw and Stewart, 1994; Stewart, 1999), 
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whereby different interest groups both within and without the religion compete for the 
creation of meaning by way of modifying religious rituals and practices. This implies that 
conflict and tension is inherent within all syncretistic religions, whereby adherents 
attempt to assert their own interpretations of religiosity through everyday ritual practices. 
It also indicates the presence of an unequal distribution of power and the importance 
within the movement of which sacred objects are paramount to the spirituality of the 
group. So there can be expected groups of people who have more say and agency in the 
growth and everyday operations of the community, as well as the minority groups who 
react against them. I will explore these issues in relation to bhajan practices and ritual 
variation within the SSBM in Singapore in more detail in Chapter 3.   
 What exactly is the Sathya Sai Baba Movement? How do we understand the 
Movement’s religious characteristics and how does this allow us to study the growth of 
similar groups that seek to present a universal, multi-religious identity? I assert that the 
Sai Baba Movement is an NRM because it ideologically breaks with a singular, existing 
religious tradition and “borrow[s] their ideas, doctrines, and practices from older religious 
traditions” (Poewe & Hexham, 1997:37). More specifically, I argue that what many 
scholars see as a variant of ‘Hinduism’ in the Sai Baba Movement may in fact be more 
accurately understood as a particular syncretic framework reflected in Sai teachings27, in 
combination with the historical incidence of developing within the Hindu and Indian 
cultural milieu. Unlike conventional religious frameworks, the syncretistic framework of 
the SBBM does not assert a doctrinal homogeneity, but in fact allows adherents to 
compete by way of the interpretation and particularization of rituals and practices. In 
addition, the “borrowed” religious and cultural elements, sacred religious objects, and the 
                                                 
27 I will examine these in Chapter 2. 
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meanings associated with them28 appear to draw the seemingly diverse ethnic groups of 
the Chinese and Indians in Singapore with their attendant religions to the Movement. But 
how are such seemingly diverse elements and sacred objects subordinated and cohesion 
maintained within the religious system of the Sai Baba Movement? In order to understand 
these processes, I will employ Durkheim’s logic of religious systems. 
 Durkheim ([1912] 1995) argued that religious systems are the result of the 
hierarchical subordination of certain sacred objects, each on its own a sacred object 
oriented with its own rites and beliefs,29 to a dominant sacred object and its rites and 
beliefs. This system, in its entirety, is what is defined as a religion; in other words, 
religion is “…a whole formed of separate and relatively distinct parts” (Durkheim, [1912] 
1995: 43). Similarly, I assert that it is more useful to understand the Sai Baba Movement 
in terms of this framework. One may argue, therefore, that religion is integrated into a 
religious system via a framework that encompasses several sacred things and their 
corresponding rites and beliefs. What binds these cults into the system that we call 
religion is not a singular, sacred object to which all rites, behaviour and rituals are 
oriented, but rather a particular framework that allows these centres to communicate and 
make sense of each other through the beliefs and expressions of adherents. Without a 
religious framework, these centres may scatter or fragment into “a mere ceremony or a 
particular rite” (Durkheim, [1912] 1995: 43), causing the movement to lose its identity, 
significance and coherence as a religion. Likewise, without this framework, the sacred 
objects cannot be oriented to each other, subordinated, or even organized into a coherent 
system. Conceptually, however, both ideas do not take into account the complex social 
context in and from which the framework is embedded and borne. 
                                                 
28 Key ideas that are borrowed from Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism are 
reflected in the official Sai Logo. For elaboration, see http://www.sathyasai.org/logo/logo.htm 
29 Durkheim referred to these sacred objects and the beliefs and rites that revolve around them as “cults of 
their own” (Durkheim, 1912 [1995: 43]).  
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 Thus, I argue that within a particular framework, the Sai Baba Movement seeks to 
ideologically include all religions and all its adherents, by claiming that all religions and 
individuals are equal with each other, including the sacred object of Sai Baba himself. 
However, I suggest that the SBBM’s historical embeddedness in Indian culture inherently 
accords a higher status to Hinduism and its deities, and Sai Baba, over others. 
Consequently, it similarly empowers its Hindu adherents, but it is in fact vulnerable to 
transformative change from the very elements it seeks to include. Buddhism and Taoism 
as practiced in Singapore, for example, would be relatively unaffected by the Movement’s 
efforts, but the Buddhist and Taoist Sai adherent could potentially initiate change into the 
very practices and shape of the Movement itself. The Movement teaches that all religions 
are equal and oriented to the notion of a universal God. One may argue that since 
religious systems are made up of distinct centres of sacredness, it is conceptually 
plausible that the Movement may, without paradox, successfully unite all religions under 
its banner. 
 Traditional conceptions of religious conversion are thus challenged when placed in 
this context of religious syncretism. In this context, alternation would be more fruitfully 
applied and understood as a process whereby “…a new or formerly peripheral universe of 
discourse comes to function as a person’s primary authority” (Zurcher and Snow, 
1981:460; see Anderson 2000). Furthermore, it is plausible to assume that the subject 
does not and is not compelled to discard that which was his former primary authority, but 
that it has been displaced to the periphery of his or her identity. Sai Baba devotees still 
identity themselves as members of a dominant religious system, whilst simultaneously 
practicing religious rituals and practices that may run counter to the exclusivist, doctrinal 
logic of their dominant religious affiliation. In some cases the devotee’s claim of being 
Christian, Buddhist, Taoist or Hindu appears to be a normative one; his understanding, 
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dominant belief system, and the practice of religiosity in everyday life has in fact changed 
to predominantly adhere to Sai teachings. These devotees do not see any contradiction in 
their beliefs, precisely because their personal identity as a Sai devotee is undoubtedly the 
primary authority in their actions and spiritual beliefs in everyday life. As argued earlier, 
there is no severe transformation or a required exit from their former religious 
community. No conversion is necessary for the Sai devotee because religion in most cases 
appears structural and ritualized; what remains is the essence of religious experience that 
may be renewed or revitalized, akin to the application of spirituality-focused activities 
like yoga, meditation, and Buddhist chanting by different religious groups into their own 
religious framework.  
 As I have argued, such frameworks are necessarily imbued with and grounded in 
history, tradition, and cultures from various socio-cultural and religious sources. 
Hinduism, for instance, was born of and flourished within the context of Indian society, 
tradition and culture. As a result, many Singaporeans identify Hinduism as an ‘Indian’ 
religion, which consequently leads to the mistaken assumption that there exists a single 
coherent form of Hinduism, and that this is synonymous with the religion of all Indian 
peoples. This common misconception does not, however, negate the social fact that 
religions, conceptualized and framed in human thought and through human action, are 
embedded in a certain cultural context.  
 Similarly, we can understand the Sathya Sai Baba Movement as a religious system 
that is bounded by a syncretic framework, one that has been born from a particular socio-
cultural environment, namely the South-Central Indian regions of Maharastra, Andhra 
Pradesh and Karnataka. Not only has the Movement acquired different rites and beliefs 
from various religious systems and traditions that have ceased to exist or may no longer 
be recognized as a dominant religious system, its historical development is also one 
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rooted in Indian-Hindu cultural traditions. For instance, the Sanskrit text, the Zoroastrian 
camphor flame and their corresponding rites and beliefs have become prominent sacred 
objects and rituals synonymous with religious communities such as Jainism, Hinduism, 
Buddhism and the Sai Baba Movement, and they also have roots in the Aryan culture. 
They may even be found in use in certain elements of Thai culture.30 Other rituals include 
the chanting of the 108 names of Sai Baba and the bhajan, or devotional singing, 
common in Hindu and other syncretic religions.31 As Sinha (1993) has pointed out in her 
numerous works on Hinduism in Singapore, these variations and differing opinions as to 
what really constitutes ‘Hinduism’ clearly show the existence of not one but many 
“hinduisms” (Sinha, 1993, 1999, 2005; see also Senghaas, 2002). Lastly, the Movement’s 
spiritual leader has his religious roots firmly planted in Hinduism, which shapes the 
nature of his teachings, and in turn, determines the sacred object to which all others are 
subordinated.  
The relatively large Indian population in Singapore and the state’s religious harmony 
policy are major factors allowing the SSBM to successfully ground itself in society and to 
establish a stable foothold compared to centres in Japan and China, which have not seen 
nearly as much growth in the last 30 years. Since 1975, the number of major registered 
Sai centres in Singapore has risen to 14. The movement is identified with a state-
essentialized form of Hinduism, contributing to the sustained and phenomenal growth of 
new centres from 1993–2006. This contrasts with other countries without a large Indian 
and Hindu population, where the movement has faced a high degree of anti-cult 
resistance. SSBM’s association with Hinduism was advantageous not only because of the 
                                                 
30 Sanskrit itself has acquired a status of sacredness and is still used by Buddhist and Hindu religious and 
cultural groups (Van Gulik, 1956). The Thai language and certain names and titles, for example, have roots 
in Sanskrit. Source: ‘The National Language’ 
 http://www.mahidol.ac.th/thailand/language.html 
31 The number 108 carries much symbolic and sacred significance. For detailed studies, see 
http://milan.milanovic.org/math/english/creation/creation.html, and Dr. Waldemar C. Sailer, “The World of 
the Buddha Footprint”,  http://www.dralbani.com/buddhafootprint/introduction.html. 
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latter’s syncretic nature, but because of its coherent identity as a dominant religious 
system, or what Durkheim refers to as a “constituted religion” (Durkheim, [1912] 1995: 
43). The difference, however, is that while both possess frameworks that are syncretic, 
Hinduism enjoys worldwide recognition as a dominant religious system. Thus, a certain 
degree of legitimacy and a clear sense of identity is accorded to the religion as well as to 
its adherents. 
The structure of the SSBM allows for the absorption of certain socio-religious 
elements of different religious systems. Yet it creates the social space for high degrees of 
variation. This in turn appeals to certain types of adherents, who accept and rationalize 
the teachings readily to suit their own purposes. However, several conditions exist that 
result in an uneven ‘pull’ of new members, resulting in what I call a ‘Hierarchy of 
Affinities’, a concept loosely based on Max Weber’s idea of elective affinity (Weber, 
[1905] 1976).  Firstly, the Singapore state’s essentialization of race and religion has 
erected certain socio-structural norms that govern ethno-religious boundaries. These are 
expressed and maintained in the everyday life of Singaporeans (see Chua, 1996, 1998; 
Tong, 2002). As a result, only certain types of people are attracted to and may easily join 
the SSBM, while other types are both structurally as well as culturally constrained.32 The 
majority of SBBM members in Singapore are Indian-Hindus and Chinese-Buddhists. 
Thus, the success of the movement’s growth in Singapore is limited along these two 
ethnic-religious lines. I assert that it is only when individual ethnic identity is asserted in 
communal, everyday practice that tension and potential conflict arises. In this thesis, I 
will show that the very process of indigenisation of the Movement in Singapore gives rise 
to ethno-religious tension and conflict, and in fact becomes a characteristic feature of the 
                                                 
32 See Chapter 3 for the extension of this argument. 
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localized Movement from its everyday running, patterns of expansion, as well as the 
experiences of devotees in positions of power.  
1.4 Review of the Study of The Sathya Sai Baba Movement 
The vast majority of accounts of miracles and experiences with the saints of the 
movement especially Sathya Sai Baba are written by Indian and foreign devotees (see 
Murphett, 1971; Krystal, 1985, 1994; Hislop, 1985) and official biographers (Kasturi 
1971, 1973; Warner, 1990). Although they provide vast ethnographic data on the 
leadership in India, they are mostly “dramatic, exaggerated, simplistic, unsophisticated, 
and intellectually undemanding” (Swallow, 1982:126). However, there are clearly three 
important and substantial works on the Sai Baba movement in Bali (Howe, 2001; 2005), 
Trinidad (Klass, 1991) and Malaysia (Kent, 2000; 2005).  
 In his study of new religions in Bali, Howe (2005) argued that the Sai Baba 
Movement in Bali was seen by “ordinary Balinese” as a reaction to state-imposed 
orthodoxy supported by the Balinese elite and thus had the ability to channel “local 
interests into new forms which energize religious and political change in ways which slip 
through state control” (Howe, 2005:95). Secondly, the ordinary Balinese saw the SSBM 
as the way to reclaim their religious and cultural traditions from the state-imposed 
orthodoxy and the movement most appealing because it projects itself as “Hindu in spirit” 
but inclusive in “doctrines of love, compassion and individual spiritual development” 
(ibid, 96). Thus many devotees who feel that the state-sanctioned rituals enacted in the 
agama Hindu33 are “deficient or disadvantageous” find that this new religion fits nicely 
with their agenda of bringing their religious roots “back into the fold of ‘true’ religion 
from which they have deviated” (ibid, 97).  
                                                 
33 The Javanese term for “religion”. However, the term has political connotations, and is used to distinguish 
State-sanctioned religion and the religious traditions of smaller ethnic communities that are termed belum 
beragama or “not yet to have religion” (Howe, 2005:91). 
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 Howe’s work is conceptually important as it points to the importance of the political 
and socio-cultural climate and the relationships within it with the idea that these factors 
provided the fertile ground for the proliferation of the SSBM. For the most part Howe, 
like Beckford, places the study of the NRM in context with its surrounding controversies. 
As I argued earlier, this is vital in our understanding of the SSBM as both the socio-
political and cultural contexts point to as well as determines the nature of the movement’s 
successful transnational travel, insertion, establishment and growth in its host society (I 
will extend this argument and explore this in Chapter 4). Another important observation 
that may be made from Howe’s descriptions is that for the Balinese in general, this 
religious revivalist motivation for joining the movement is central to a devotee’s religious 
experience and coincides with certain key teachings of the movement regarding the unity 
of religions34. In many cases, the Sai Baba Movement did not interfere with local village 
customs and ceremonies (Howe, 2001:177). While the ‘push’ factors of relative 
dissatisfaction with traditional religion encouraged the Balinese to look elsewhere for a 
new religious experience, the ‘pull’ of the SSBM lay with its use of Hindu terminology 
and Malay ideas. Potential devotees were familiar with and thus able to identify with the 
movement’s teachings, and this eased their transition from Adat35 and agama Hindu into 
the new religious community. In fact, they viewed their membership not as a conversion, 
but as “a return to a lost tradition now rediscovered” (ibid, 92). The SSBM was thus able 
to adapt and embed in a foreign land by positioning itself in the space provided by socio-
political ambiguity, in this case, the dissatisfaction with the State and its involvement in 
traditional Balinese religion. In other words, the NRM was able to “plug the gaps” or act 
as the bridge between traditional religion, the State, and the Balinese people. As I have 
                                                 
34 A description and analysis of the unity of faiths and related teachings can be found in Chapter 2. 
35 Adat refers to Indonesian customaries and common law. 
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asserted earlier in this chapter, this process hints at the very heart of the successful 
indigenisation of the Movement in non-Indian lands. 
 One important observation to be made of Howe’s analysis is his systematic focus on 
different levels of relations. Firstly, he examines the relationship between State and 
Religion, and secondly, conducts a comparative analysis between traditional (or State-
sanctioned) and New Religion to discover why the NRM appealed to so many people. 
Thirdly, he makes an astute analysis of the “vertical” or transnational relations involved 
in the maintenance of the Movement’s overseas centres. These vertical ties to the 
Spiritual headquarters in Puttaparthi where the charismatic figure of Sai Baba himself 
resides are vital for the continued growth and sustainability of the Movement both for the 
organizational bodies as well as for individual devotees. As Babb (1987) notes succinctly:  
 If Baba’s miracles are important in attracting new members and convincing them 
that Baba is a living God, it is this intense personal relationship that sustains 
them thereafter (Babb, 1986, cited in Howe, 2005:99). 
 
In Chapter 3, I will show that this intense interconnectedness with Sai Baba and the 
sharing of these intense emotional experiences and stories are also evident, and an 
important component, in the Sai religious community in Singapore. Klass (1991) further 
developed the importance of Sai Baba in the lives of the Trinidadian devotees by briefly 
analysing the narratives of their religious experiences, which clearly show the multiple 
explanations for why West Indian Trinidadians would be attracted to Sai Baba. These 
accounts range from retrospective stories of spiritual and emotional change in their lives, 
miracles, and subjective experiences of meeting the divine being of Sai Baba in a dream 
or in person (Klass, 1991:144-53). The common denominator, Klass surmised, was the 
desire for revitalization; the form of ‘revitalization’, however, varied in different places. 
For Sai devotees in New York, the form of revitalization proposed by the local Sai 
community appealed to the alienated middle class, while for Indians it appealed to mostly 
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those who felt “alienated from traditional Hinduism, and yet tied to it, with an attractive 
alternative” (ibid, 160). However, despite the rich data provided in these descriptions and 
responses, Klass failed to fully extricate and make use of them, even though he does hint 
at the importance of both written and shared accounts in relation to the Sai community 
(see Klass, 116-120).  
 Like Klass, Kent’s work also explored this dimension of revitalization: She examined 
the Sathya Sai Baba Organization in Malaysia from the perspective of a Hindu 
revitalization movement (Kent, 2005). She argued that the organization was extremely 
active in trying to align and display to the Malaysian government the applicability and 
compatibility of Sai teachings with that of national interests, similar to the actions taken 
by the Soka Gakkai internationally. Her work further revealed the SSBM’s attempt to fit 
into the Malaysian ethno-religious milieu with its bid to aid the Malaysian government in 
developing a national moral education programme. This mode of pro-National 
development allowed the SSBM to fulfil its global humanist role and revitalize Hinduism 
relatively unhindered under a Malay-dominated government, though perhaps with limited 
success. In a later paper, Kent further developed this idea and argued, using Marcel 
Mauss’s idea of The Gift (1990), that the Sai organization’s version of this gift somewhat 
parallels the national ideology of free-market material development, whereby “the 
cultivation of an internalised altruistic spirit is favoured over the renunciation of worldly 
progress” (Kent, 2004:60). On the other hand, Kent also observed that the Sai Baba was 
internally divided into two camps: the official, formal organizational body that is well-
recognised internationally, and the devotees who “worship Sai Baba but remain 
independent of the organization and its ideology” (ibid, 68).  Implicitly, Kent noticed the 
apparent internal/external division in the SSBM, particularly between the leaders and the 
organizational representatives, and the “ordinary devotees”. On the other hand, she also 
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argued that the presence of both a minority Chinese and majority Indians who were 
marginalized in larger Malaysian society – despite being embroiled in a power struggle 
for leadership of the movement - coupled with the organization’s attempts at obtaining 
“external” or “Malay” validation provided not only economic and political strength, but 
also the hope of a recognition as “stewards of spiritual capital” in Malaysia (ibid, 167). 
These internal/external dynamics are similarly consistent with my findings on the SSBM 
in Singapore, and will be explored in this thesis. 
Both Howe’s and Klass’ works used a combination of ethnographic and socio-
political analyses and revealed that certain elements of the Sai Baba movement differ 
more substantially as it indigenises within a given context. Although the main religious 
ideas and practices remain comparable to established groups in other countries, socio-
cultural practices vary greatly. In the case of Bali, the social and cultural elements of 
Hinduism, like the social hierarchy of Caste, remain more prevalent in the daily rituals, 
beliefs, and practices of devotees (see Howe, 2001). Kent (2005) similarly argued that the 
SSBM in Malaysia developed a variety of socio-cultural innovations as a result of the 
interaction with the array of indigenous ethnic and linguistic elements. Based on his 
findings in Trindad and his experience of Sai practices in New York, Klass also observed 
that Sai teachings “can be received and absorbed in very different ways in different places 
(ibid, 13). In all these cases, the establishment of the movement in a social context 
resulted in tension or some other form of interaction with its environment, like the close 
relationship of most of the Sai Centres in Singapore with their host Hindu temple, and the 
tensions that result between Baliness adat and the Sai Baba movement (Howe, 2001:178; 
2005). Similarly, if intense relationships via vertical networks served to sustain their 
devotion to Sai Baba, horizontal relations appear to have the opposite effect. Klass (1991) 
in his study of the SSBM in Trinidad noted that conflict between members and leaders of 
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Sai centres frequently played out during Sai rituals like the bhajan or satsang. I will show 
in this thesis that such conflict also plays out in the Sai centres in Singapore, and 
manifests itself structurally as well as in Sai ritual practices. 
 
1.4.1 Views on the Sathya Sai Baba Movement in Singapore
The aforementioned published sources serve as a notable reference to the study 
conducted here, but provide more of a backdrop to the events that have unfolded in the 
last 35-40 years in Singapore. Most of the impressive ethnographic works on the Sai Baba 
movement in Singapore come from unpublished works in the form of honours and 
masters dissertations. Thus this thesis builds upon the ethnographic data made available 
by these unpublished works. 
The work of Khoo (1981) approached the study of the SSBM ethnographically, 
paying particular attention to the early life of its founders, the organizational and 
membership structure of the movement, and the compatibility and function of Sai 
philosophy in its application to lifestyles and behaviours of devotees. Significantly, she 
pays much attention to the issues of cults and sects as a brief analytical note to the 
sociological relevance of her field of study, but does not go further in terms of a kind of 
sociological analysis that contributes to the larger body of work on the sociology of 
religion. She admits that her work is ethnographic and exploratory, and as a result, the 
work is highly descriptive with minimal analysis and appears to merely scratch the 
surface of the issues at hand. Furthermore, a lack of theoretical and analytical thrust 
results in a study that readily supports the philosophical and practical propositions of the 




There are evidences that suggest the possibility of the authenticity of Baba and 
these young people have a chance to see such evidences […] For example, there 
is the vibhuti and honey flowing from pictures of Baba. The sceptical and the 
curious, when satisfied with such evidences will sincerely admit the greatness of 
Baba (ibid, 73).  
 
A later work by Menon (1984) picked up from this apparent bias and lack of scope 
and began a fruitful structural study on the international network of the Sai Baba 
movement. Pertinent to this study was also the first attempt at structural and 
organizational analysis of the movement at a local level. Menon mapped out and studied 
the networks, hierarchy and activities of the three major centres from the oldest centre in 
Serangoon Road to the new centres at that time in Serangoon Gardens and Everton Park. 
Most significantly however, Menon successfully attempted a more holistic view of the 
local organization by doing a multi-level analysis of devotee involvement in the 
movement, as well as the alternative views of ex-devotees and their reasons for leaving 
the group. He included a brilliant analysis of the relationships that occurred within the 
local organization by dividing the different types of devotees into “core” and “periphery” 
devotees (Menon, 1984:25). His conclusion was that although the movement brought 
together potentially hundreds to thousands of participants, only a small percentage were 
“official” and “regular” participants, and even fewer were “core” members who helped in 
the everyday running of the movement. This was the first time in local literature that 
adequate treatment and attention were given to the complex nature of the Movement’s 
membership and organizational structure. Menon also attended to the dynamics of social 
behaviour by looking at group allegiance, the extent and nature of religious identity, 
motivation and influence. The study also notes and tracks an interesting ‘nomadic’ aspect 
of the group by listing the movement of bhajans and the usage of temple spaces for 
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spiritual sessions and EHV classes36. Although somewhat comparative in nature, the 
thesis generally neglected to study the patterns of growth from one to the three centres, 
but rather focused on the differences of practice as well as issues of membership and 
centre networks. 
Another contribution to the study of the SSBM came in 1997 with the work of 
Santhosh (1997). This thesis relied on an intense study of the Sathya Sai Centre in Telok 
Blangah, and yielded a much more comprehensive and detailed analysis of practice and 
structural issues. Santhosh applied Weberian rationality analysis to his work with 
emphasis on the interaction between political and socio-economic factors and individual 
belief and actions. Sai teachings must and always do, pass the “quality control” of the 
Singapore State, and this inevitably also has an impact on the choices that individuals 
have when it comes to religious beliefs (ibid, 40). In a sense then, because the Sai Baba 
presents itself much in parallel with the State ideology of multiracialism and 
development, the State has in fact allowed the movement to thrive without hindrance. An 
important contribution of this piece of work is Santhosh’s conclusion that the ethnic-
religious dimension of the Sai Baba “clearly highlights the possibility of potential 
dissension along ethnic lines” (ibid, 53).  
However, as with most of the studies conducted on the Sai Baba thus far, this thesis 
does little to address or observe the differences between the Centres that may be found in 
Singapore, but rather the macro view of these Centres. His attempt to explore the 
rationalities behind devotees’ adherence to the movement produced rather simplistic 
results at the micro level and was thus far from conclusive. The inter-Centre tension that 
may be observed is neglected analysis in this study, but like Khoo (1981) is rich in 
ethnographic data on the micro level nonetheless. His approach to the movement as a 
                                                 
36 Education in Human Values classes; moral classes based on Sai philosophy for children and youth of the 
movement. See Chapter 2. 
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Hindu revivalist movement however somewhat limits the scope of study to the Hindu 
religious tradition and its function and influence on social experience. I would argue that 
the Sai Baba movement in Singapore goes beyond the limitations of neo-Hinduism and 
revivalism as a scholastic and intellectual framework, and should be studied as an entity 
that has long since indigenised and evolved in substance from the form of its Hindu 
origins. On the whole, all three works ignore the importance of transnational network ties 
and empirically neglect the fact that the movement is a local manifestation of a global 
phenomenon. The methods employed by these researchers and the conceptual areas that 
were empirically explored by them were extremely helpful in further formulating the 




 As a Eurasian anthropologist studying the Sai Baba Movement, I was initially 
sceptical of my chances in eliciting responses from my respondents, the majority of 
whom were Indian. I was concerned that the devotees would be suspicious of my being 
there because I did not “blend in” with the crowd. I looked and behaved neither Chinese 
nor Indian. I did not speak Tamil. I did, however, have a great deal of questions and was 
extremely curious about the nature of Sai spirituality and worship. Armed with what little 
knowledge I had of the Sai community, I embarked on my research. 
 Initial preparation for fieldwork took place between in December 2004-November 
2005. During this period, I reviewed the material written on the Movement as well as the 
official Sai literature on their teachings. I also attended several bhajans in the main Sai 
Centre on Moulmein Road. This preliminary entry into the field allowed me to “touch 
base” and familiarize myself with my site and peoples of inquiry. I soon found that the 
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devotees did not take my presence there out of the ordinary and in fact many came up to 
speak to me as a fellow devotee after the bhajans. This period also allowed me to 
establish social connections and these individuals soon became my respondents and a 
source of information and vital contacts. 
 I began my research proper in January 2006 in the Telok Blangah Samithi which was 
still an unregistered, informal Sai centre in 2005. The committee members were 
extremely helpful, although they were initially wary of the type of work that I would be 
embarking on. In the following year, I conducted several in-depth interviews and attended 
at least one activity in each of the Sai centres in Singapore. In the last six months, I 
narrowed down my participant observation to 5 centres and attended bhajans and talks 
regularly. Aside from formal interviews with key leaders of the various Samithis and the 
Central Council, I supplemented my data from the informal interviews I had with 
ordinary devotees that I met at these activities.  During this period, I attended bhajans 
with a fellow female researcher and this enabled me to get a more balanced view of the 
movement in terms of demographics and viewpoints. 
 In early March 2006, entry to the field and the subsequent networking was halted for 
several weeks because the leaders of the movement had become very distrusting of any 
form of research being done on the movement. This was the result of the BBC’s 
scandalous documentary Secret Swami37 which allegedly exposed the guru as an imposter 
and a molester. This was highly surprising as the documentary had already been released 
in 2004, but was now being re-visited. According to one of my contacts in the Central 
Council, the fallout was a circular from Puttaparthi advising its international centres to be 
wary of all forms of “research”. As a result, entry to the field and access to respondents 
                                                 
37 Secret Swami, Produced by This World, BBC. Reporter: Tanya Datta, Producer/Director: Eamon Hardy, 
Editor: Karen O'Connor. Secret Swami was broadcast in the UK on Thursday, 17 June, 2004 at 2100 BST 
on BBC Two. Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/this_world/3791921.stm 
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were made extremely difficult. After several more weeks of negotiation and assurance, I 
was only allowed to speak to people who were handpicked by the leaders themselves, 
making the data collected from the field unreliable and one-sided. Work resumed only in 
October 2006, and trust had to be rebuilt again, and political sidestepping took up more 
time in the research process. Fortunately, however, enough “unofficial” data had already 
been collected and I was able to attain a more holistic picture of the Movement at the 
official level and the level of everyday life. 
 In the end, there was little difficulty in soliciting answers from my respondents. Many 
were eager to share with me their experiences in the Sai Baba Movement and indeed any 
other related life stories that would help me understand how or why they came to be 
devotees in the first place. The Chinese seemed to appreciate my minority status and 
opened up without much hesitation.  
 As a Eurasian Catholic, I was indeed enlightened and humbled by their devotion to 
Sai Baba and their knowledge of his teachings, especially their knowledge of other 
religions. In fact, several of my respondents attempted to convert me by highlighting 
many parallel teachings of Sai Baba and those of Christianity. In the end, my initial 
feelings of uncertainty at being immersed in a culture and confronted with rituals that 
seemed “alien”, and quite unlike my own, were replaced by a deep respect and 
amazement at the commitment of these individuals to their cause. What at first seemed to 
me like a cultural world misplaced in our land was overcome by a sense of familiarity, a 
realisation that there was something distinctly Singaporean about the Sai community 






 Chapter 2 offers a detailed description of the movement’s historical development 
internationally as well as in Singapore, and analysis of its organizational structure and 
social networks. It continues with an ethnographic description of altars, rituals and 
practices in terms of devotional singing, prayers, and spiritual education. This chapter 
also deals with issues of variations in these practices and their significance.  
 Chapter 3 will look at the construction of the Sai Baba community and issues of 
identity and conversion in an attempt to understand why these people join the movement 
and to what extent they retain their conventional religious identity in terms of class and 
ethno-religious stratification. I will also show that the Sai religious community maintains 
social cohesion through a combination of vertical and horizontal social relations by 
examining the significance of sharing stories of religious experiences. 
 This is followed by a structural analysis of the Movement within Singapore in 
Chapter 4, where I will employ a socio-structural analysis of the arrival and 
indigenisation of the Sai Baba Movement. I will examine the socio-structural changes of 
the SSBM in Singapore as a result of indigenisation. I will show that the movement’s 
successful growth in Singapore was the result of a combination of factors, including that 
of conflict between the local Sai centres stemming from ethno-religious differences. 
Specifically, I will show that the SSBM in Singapore is structurally characterized and 
sustained by a kind of internal religious economy within the Sai community rather than 
externally with traditional religions. 
 The concluding chapter will explore the future of the movement by attempting to 
situate the Sai Baba movement as a new religion that is part of an emerging “global 




Origins, Beliefs, and Practices of the Sathya Sai Baba Movement 
 
2.1 Introduction: Origins of the Sai Baba Movement 
 
 The Sathya Sai Baba Movement is a new religious movement that originated within 
the Indian-Hindu cultural milieu. The movement led by Sathya Sai Baba was officially 
founded in the early 1940s, although official history places its origins in the early 1870s. 
The movement engaged in social service and provided food and education for the poor, 
developed infrastructure in rural areas, as well as offered a new blend of a ‘practical 
religiosity’ in terms of a humanistic approach to spirituality and religion38. In this chapter, 
I will first trace the origins of the movement and extensively describe the structural nature 
of the Movement in terms of its charismatic leadership, membership, and organizational 
apparatus. Next, I will examine the broad aims of the movement and discuss with 
ethnographic detail the beliefs, religious practices and other activities that are orientated 
to the achievement of those aims. 
 
2.2 Founders of the Sai Baba movement 
 According to my respondents and the movement’s official history, the Sathya Sai 
Baba movement may be traced back to its founding father in 1872; an Indian saint that 
went by the title of Sai Baba of Shirdi. Notably, the movement under Shirdi and its 
current leader Sathya Sai Baba is distinct, each with their own set of devotees. However, 
for the adherents of the latter, more globalized form of the movement, the histories of 
both are common and interlinked; devotions to Shirdi have not ceased or been replaced by 
                                                 
38 This aspect of syncretism in terms of teachings, beliefs, and practices will be elaborated on later in this 
chapter. 
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the existence of Sathya Sai Baba. It would therefore be prudent to begin the account of 
the movement’s history from its early formation. 
 
2.2.1 Shirdi Sai Baba  
Shirdi Sai Baba’s real name39 and origin are unknown, and all written records by his 
devotees that exist today mention his first appearance as a young boy of 16 in the village 
of Shirdi, located in the West Indian region of Maharastra. The saint quickly gained 
popularity among the masses by performing miracles and adopting religious artifacts 
from both Muslim and Hindu religions (see Brent, 1972). The creation of his identity was 
also the result of such a blend; he often dressed as a Muslim fakir, used both Arab-
Muslim rituals and Hindu prayers, and performed various miracles to attract people to the 
spiritual life that he offered from his abode of an abandoned mosque. His chosen title 
“Sai” closely identified the man with the Bauls, a Hindu sect whose devotees worshipped 
the Hindu God Vishnu (Murphett, 1982). The saint was well known for his use of 
sacramental ash, Vibhuti, a powerful symbol in Hinduism, to cure illnesses or improve the 
circumstances of devotees. He was also revered for possessing Siddhis - preternatural 
powers of healing and other magical abilities such as appearing in dreams and the 
seemingly omniscient behaviour of appearing in different locations at one time (White, 
1972). 
 Although distinctly Hindu and Muslim in ritual and practice, the saint’s teachings 
embraced all religions as valid paths to God, consistent with the Hindu doctrine of Bhakti, 
or “direct, loving devotion to God (in any form) […]” (Vertovec, 2000:27). As a result of 
                                                 
39 ‘Shirdi Sai Baba’ is the saintly name that the man declared himself, and his devotees continue to address 
him. ‘Shirdi’ is the place where he began his religious teachings and where he resided most of the time 
(Menon, 1984:72); ‘Sai’ is defined as “divine mother of all”; and ‘Baba’ means “divine father” (Khoo, 
1981:88,90; Menon, 1984:73). 
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this idea, the movement presented itself as an inclusive40 group, and the nature of the 
saint’s following was multi-religious; devotees who became his close disciples included 
Parsees, Hindus, Christians and Muslims (White, 1972:869). Followers believed that 
Shirdi Sai Baba was the first of a series of 3 Avatars, or incarnations of God, and his 
miracle healings and teachings came to be closely associated with the Hindu deities Shiva 
and Shakti. Avatars were traditionally believed to enter into the mortal realm in order to 
guide humanity through an era of uncertainty by empowering believers as divine beings 
themselves41, and many contemporary Sai followers consider Rama, Krishna, Kuan Yin 
and Jesus Christ as famous examples of different series of Avatars. Shirdi Sai Baba 
reportedly declared to his followers that the second Sai avatar would be born 8 years after 
his death to continue his work.  
 Notably, this pronouncement established a clear system of succession and ensured the 
continuation and subsequent growth of the movement in spite of the loss of its 
charismatic leader by imparting Shirdi’s successor, Sathya Sai Baba, with the same divine 
authority and god-like attributes as his predecessor. Later in this chapter, I will show that 
the Shirdi’s early ideas and teachings laid the foundation of the present-day NRM known 
as the Sathya Sai Baba Movement, and were later rationally structured and developed 
more substantially. I will also examine the significance of these divine attributes when I 
analyze the subjective beliefs of Sai devotees in chapter 3, as well as its structural 
importance with regard to religious competition (which I will discuss in chapter 4).  
                                                 
40Here I use the inclusive/exclusive dichotomy to refer to the extent to which the group’s religious or 
spiritual doctrine and the degree of social control exercised by members of the community repel or attract 
potential adherents of different religious groups. 
41 An ‘Avatar’ is the incarnation or physical manifestation of the Supreme Being that permits the deity to 
cross from the sacred to the profane realm without compromising his divinity (Deming, 2005:29). The word 
‘Avatar’ is derived from the Sanskrit word ‘Avataranam’, meaning ‘descent’, and usually implies a 
deliberate descent of the Divine into the mortal realms. Avatars may appear to reveal the Absolute Truth to 
humanity and remind them of their true divine nature in different forms at different times, places and 
circumstances. Source: http://www.srisathyasai.org.in/Pages/SriSathyaSaiBaba/Introduction.htm  
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2.2.2 Sathya Sai Baba  
Sathya Sai Baba was born in November 1926, eight years after the death of Shirdi Sai 
Baba. He was the last child of four born to Pedda Venkappa Raju and his wife 
Eswaramma, and his childhood was said to have been accompanied by various signs and 
miracles (see Bassuk, 1987:87; Santhosh, 1997:6). Legend and official biographers also 
record that the young boy Sathyanarayana Raju periodically experienced trance-like 
states, and at the age of 1442, he declared to the people of his village and his family that 
he was Sai Baba of Shirdi reborn. Many of the leaders I interviewed cited this moment in 
the early 1940s as the beginning of the present-day Sathya Sai Baba Movement. Almost 
immediately after the declaration of his identity and mission, Sathya was said to have 
displayed Siddhis, as his predecessor had before him. One of the miracles well recorded 
by White (1972), other scholars, and guests of Sai Baba is his regular use of Vibhuti; 
several accounts describe his miraculous act of producing the sacramental ash in his 
hands from thin air (2.1). In 1950, devotees erected a temple dedicated to Sathya Sai Baba 
which became the seat of his movement, known as an Ashram43 or ‘spiritual centre’; it 
was later named ‘Prashanti Nilayam’ or ‘Abode of Peace’. 
 In a similar pattern to Shirdi Sai Baba, Sathya Sai Baba revealed on several 
occasions44 since 1963 that the final manifestation of the Sai avatars, Prema Sai Baba, 
would appear 8 years45 after his demise, that is, in 2022. This completed a lasting 
identification and consequent inheritance of Shirdi’s authority and power. The transition 
of leadership of the movement was almost instantaneous; in some abodes dedicated to 
Shirdi Sai Baba, pictures of the new Baba were also put up. Although shrines to the 
                                                 
42 Some sources say he was 13. (See Bowen, 1997) 
43 A Sanskrit word; several definitions exist, but generally refers to an abode of a spiritual teacher or guru 
which is also a holy place of sanctuary and penance. 
44 http://www.sathyasai.org/intro/premasai.htm 
45 Sathya Sai Speaks, (III): 5, 19. 
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former still remained, devotees seemed to have accepted the latter incarnation as well. As 
such, devotees to Shirdi continued to exist alongside that of Sathya Sai Baba, and the 
development of the movement as it exists today under the new leadership may have 
prompted a decline - but not the elimination - of the former. Interestingly, the rise of 
Sathya Sai Baba and his close association with Hindu teachings, prayers, and symbols, 
gradually eliminated the Muslim elements that were prevalent in the Muslim-Hindu blend 
of the movement in Shirdi. Sathya’s close personal identification with Hinduism was 
compounded when many years later at the age of 36, he further declared that he was the 
incarnation of the Hindu goddess Shiva and Shakti (Swallow, 1982:126; Bowen, 
1997:215). I will show in Chapter 3 how this self-identification with the Hindu faith 
would develop into certain structural conditions that constrain and control the type of 
devotees who are attracted to the Sai Baba movement. 
 In the study of new religious movements, the role of the charismatic leader is of 
central importance. It has been argued that the charismatic leaders’ influence is vital in 
initiating conversion through “convincing argument and preaching”, and is often 
accompanied with divine powers or signs (Eggleton, 1999:266). As such, one may argue 
that the encounter with Sathya Sai Baba is an important part of a Sai devotee’s religious 
experience. An encounter with this leader and the aura of spirituality associated with him 
is one of significance for both the potential and current devotees. To them, Sai Baba is not 
only a teacher and the symbol of religious authority; the leader is also divine. These 
encounters appear to serve 3 distinct functions: to justify and initiate the seeker’s 
devotion to the teachings of the group, to renew and affirm the devotion of the present 
adherent, and to obtain validation and sanction for the purpose of practice or action. In 
fact, even the narratives and stories of encounters with Sai Baba as told by devotees also 
serve these three functions (I will examine these narratives in Chapter 3).  
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 Today, devotees continue to worship him as a divine being or god, and every year 
thousands of devotees including many of my respondents, pilgrimage to his ashram in 
Puttaparthi. His birthday celebrations are grand affairs that include dance items, parade-
like displays, devotional singing and mass ritual performances and are attended by 
thousands of devotees from every corner of the globe including my respondents from 
Singapore. There, devotees are granted personal interviews with Sathya Sai Baba and 
listen to his discourses on Sai spirituality which are often accompanied by story-telling 
and parables and later re-told and discussed by his devotees. Devotees also go to 
Puttaparthi to witness the guru’s magical performances like the manifestation of vibuthi 
and gold chains from thin air, and the regurgitation of lingams46 from his mouth47. During 
these personal interviews, many of my respondents experienced miraculous healings and 
were awed by his ability to “know every aspect of our lives”. My respondents also 
claimed that the guru appeared to them, their friends, and their family members on several 
occasions in Singapore in an apparent act of divine omnipresence. I will later argue in 
Chapter 3 that devotees to Sai Baba convert as a result of these subjective experiences, 
but use them to alternate between their subjective realities as a Sai devotee as well as a 
member of a dominant religious tradition. These subjective experiences are also 
reproduced, retold, and reused as a ‘repository of myth’; I will further argue that this is a 
key process for social cohesion in the Sai community where the members are from 
different religious traditions and ethnic backgrounds. 
2.3  The Sathya Sai Baba Movement: An Overview 
The movement grew increasingly popular with the poor and middle class with its 
emphasis on community and social service. Within India, Sathya Sai Baba’s initiatives in 
                                                 
46 An important symbol in the Hindu worship of Shiva often associated with a phallus. In Plate 6.2, the guru 
holds up a lingam he has just manifested before an audience. 
47 A video of this event may be found here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cuk-pWr20eU 
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building, education and social service projects, including a $63 million Drinking Water 
Supply Project48, led to the development of the small and relatively unknown village of 
Puttaparthi into a town with modern amenities and even a small airport to meet the 
increasing demands of foreign visitors and devotees. The first hospital was built in 
Prashanthi Nilayam in 1954, and had a modest twelve beds and a small group of 
volunteers - fully-qualified doctors and nurses, appointed by Sathya Sai Baba himself - to 
cater to the villagers and devotees. By the 1980s, with the establishment of a local Sai 
University known as the Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning, the movement and 
population in the town had grown so immense that a new hospital with better, more 
modern medical facilities49 needed to be built. Subsequently, the Sathya Sai General 
Hospital was built in 1982 and inaugurated in 1984, with the construction of a polyclinic 
and the Sri Sathya Sai School of Music following suit in 1991 and 2000 respectively50. 
Both the University and the School of Music focused on education in Sai teachings, moral 
behaviour, and devotional singing, and offered them free to the poor in many of the rural 
villages in South-central India. 
 By the 1960s, the movement’s influence had spread internationally from the spiritual 
centre in India to include a membership that crosses national, religious, and ethnic 
boundaries. It is estimated that the Sathya Sai Movement first moved beyond the borders 
of India to Malaysia in the early 1960s and Sri Lanka in 1965. The early to mid 1970s 
saw a sudden growth in terms of establishments of new centres in various parts of 
Southeast Asia; Japan registered its first Centre in 1975, and Singapore and Hong Kong 
in 1975 and 1976 respectively. At the same time, Centres were being established in the 
                                                 
48 The Project was coordinated by the Sri Sathya Sai Central Trust, apparently funded by non-solicited 
donations, in collaboration with the Andhra Pradesh government. Work was done by Larsen and Toubro 
Limited. Source: http://www.sathyasai.org/saiwater/content.htm 
49 The hospital was fitted with state-of-the-art operating theatres, laboratories, ICU, a dentistry department, 
and even a blood bank. Source: http://www.sathyasai.org/saihealth/ghosp.htm 
50 Source: http://www.dci.dk/en/mtrl/saibabaeng.html 
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West Indies (1974) as well as the USA (1975). Information is scarce on most of the 
international Centres and it is therefore difficult to accurately account the times of each 
centre’s establishment in the broad history of this Movement. However, with what 
information is available, a clear pattern of localized expansion may be observed during 
the period of 1975-1999, when international expansion of the Movement was observably 
less intense. The development of centres within each individual country however was 
vastly different in degree as well as in terms of membership. For example, the relatively 
smaller island of Singapore saw the establishment of 15 centres, compared to the 9 
centres in Japan and 2 in Chinese Hong Kong51.  As I have mentioned briefly in chapter 
1, the processes that occurred after the NRM had arrived in its host culture have been 
largely neglected. I will argue in Chapter 4 that in order to understand how the SSBM 
spread successfully in some countries more than others, we must examine the 
indigenization of the movement in terms of stages of development and socio-structural 
change. 
 Despite his popularity as a guru and adoration by millions of Sai devotees around the 
world, Sathya Sai Baba faced a disproportionately small but intensifying anti-cult 
movement that began in the 1980s and gained momentum in 1993 with the mysterious 
deaths of several young men in the guru’s private chambers, the result of an alleged 
assassination attempt52. Regardless, rather than weaken the guru’s influence, these events 
highlighted the prominence that Sathya Sai Baba commanded in India as the spiritual 
leader of this international movement, and the power and influence he possessed over 
                                                 
51 Japan: http://www.sathyasai.or.jp/english/framepg2.html; Hong Kong: http://www.saibaba.org.hk/ 
52 Many accounts exist that expose the guru as a manipulative and violent sexual predator of young boys 
and men. It is unknown how reliable these sources are; regardless, since the late 1980s there has been a 
major online campaign against Sathya Sai Baba and an intensifying pattern of anti-Baba sentiment. 
Furthermore, circumstances and the available accounts of witnesses and devotees seem to suggest that the 
event did not fit the profile of an assassination. Moreover, Puttaparthi police at the scene were suspected of 
being sympathetic to Sai Baba which prompted anti-Baba proponents to the possibility of a cover-up. 
Source: http://home.no.net/anir/Sai/enigma/SaiSex.htm#the6 
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government officials and local law enforcement. Furthermore, the revelation that Prema 
Sai’s place of birth was to be in the Mandya district of Karnataka (Mysore), the Indian 
state adjacent to Andhra Pradesh where Sathya himself is based, effectively consolidated 
the centre of the movement’s vast influence in the greater part of South-central India - 
within the three adjacent states of Maharastra, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka (3.1). In 
order to maintain some level of control and communications between the centre in 
Puttaparthi and its periphery communities overseas, an elaborate organizational structure 
was established. In the following section, I will examine the overall administrative and 
membership structure. Concurrently, I will draw upon my field work to elaborate further 
on the local permutations of those structures of the Sai Baba Movement in Singapore. 
 
2.3.1 Organizational Structure 
The Movement is directed from its headquarters in Prasanthi Nilayam, Andhra Pradesh 
by a council comprising a President, a Chairman and other senior council members all 
appointed personally by Sathya Sai Baba himself. This council is also known as the 
Prasanthi Council. The President is in charge of centres in all states of India, while the 
Chairman’s portfolio deals with the management of all Sai overseas organizations. The 
Council disseminates information and policies through the President of each Indian state, 
who in turn informs the members under his charge and executes those policies. The 
Presidents are always men; each state president however is assisted by State-level Mahila, 
women who are in charge of the spiritual, service, and education activities in their own 
state. 
 The council is also made up of senior members who primarily manage the affairs of 
the movement’s Indian states in terms of the Movement’s 3 major activities which are 
thereby organized into the 3 administrative wings: Spiritual, Service or Seva, and 
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Education in Human Values (EHV). Devotional singing (bhajans), meditation, lectures 
by spiritual leaders and study groups are some activities conducted under the Spiritual 
wing. The Sathya Sai Education in Human Values programme comes under the purview 
of the Education Wing, and is responsible for the development of this education syllabus 
aimed at the academic, spiritual and moral development of new members, and targets Sai 
youth between the ages of 6-15. The Service Wing handles and ensures the proper 
coordination and execution of seva activities ranging from free medical check-ups, free 
vocational and educational skills upgrading, and other forms of community service. 
 The organization is further divided into international zones, regions, and countries53. 
Countries with more than 10 Sai Centres or Samithi54 require the management of a 
Central Council. The Chairman appoints regional heads known as Central Coordinators 
who in turn appoint the President of the local Central Council. At every level, 
coordinators manage the 3 vital wings, although unlike the Indian council, women are not 
necessarily required at these positions. Official information, policies, directives and 
messages are passed from the Prasanthi Council via this hierarchical administrative line. 
Communication between Sathya Sai and international movements are restricted by this 
bureaucratic mechanism, but this is supplemented by the readiness of the guru to 
personally meet local and foreign devotees in private interviews.  
 Network ties in the movement are generally characterised by interpersonal bonds 
between members at the local level, or horizontal ties, and vertical ties between that of 
the regular devotee and movement leaders. Vertical ties may be further divided into two 
types: one, the formal hierarchical networks, or the networks on which Sai centres, the 
                                                 
53 Most regions and zones are categorized according to geographical proximity, but interestingly the USA 
and Israel are both in the same region and zone and may have been grouped in terms of political affiliation 
instead. The international organization is divided into 15 regions. For more information on the exact zones, 
regions and countries go to http://www.sathyasai.org/organize/content.htm 
54 Also known as “spiritual centre”, or more succinctly, the community whereby Sai devotees congregate 
and engage in ritual practices. There may be several Samithis in any one region or country. 
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central council, and the headquarters in Puttaparthi communicate with each other, and 
two, the informal lines of communication between devotee and his guru Sathya Sai Baba, 
or what I call pilgrim networks. These pilgrim networks are less constrained and 
unmediated by the formal hierarchy, and council members from different international 
centres often engage in direct communication with Sathya Sai himself during these 
pilgrimages regarding centre matters. I argue that the vertical networks are important in 
both the temporal and spiritual sense; the former for the tangible, physical benefits of 
being able to connect with the charismatic, spiritual leader of the movement, and the latter 
being extremely important in cultivating a close spiritual relationship with god, whom 
Sathya Sai Baba represents. To the devotees, the miraculous spiritual realm and the 
mundane, profane world are connected by the guru’s presence in both (Howe, 2001:172). 
This combination of formal and informal networks between the centre and the periphery 
may be utilized by overseas devotees who are in leadership positions to further the 
position of their local centres55 and are essential in maintaining cohesion in the highly 
plural Sai community. I will expand this argument in Chapters 3 and 4. 
   
2.3.2 Membership Structure 
Membership size tends to fluctuate since membership to the group is not exclusive or 
restrictive in terms of religious beliefs and membership to any particular spiritual school 
of thought. Members could come and go as they pleased and were by no means limited 
solely by social service activities organized by the Sai Baba Movement. This membership 
structure appears more prominently in Malaysia (Kent 2004:44) and Singapore, where 
official registration of names and demographics of members are a strict requirement of 
both governments. Membership numbers in other countries with less restriction in terms 
                                                 
55 This aspect of religious competition between periphery communities within Singapore will be examined 
later in Chapter 4. 
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of official membership classification appear more like ball-park approximation rather 
than the result of a proper system of membership records. The Movements in Sri Lanka 
and India report a membership size of 128,00056 and 3 million respectively, while the UK 
is estimated to have 4,000 members. There are 160 centres in the USA57 alone, and 
worldwide membership now stands at approximately 1 million58. It appears that the 
measures taken by certain governments on this new religious movement may appear to 
phenomenally affect the membership size, making an exact census of members 
problematic. Such figures vary depending on the criterion of categorizing members used 
by different groups and obtained from different sources, and these factors should be 
considered when analyzing this data. It is possible that such figures may be exaggerated 
or manipulated so as to attract new members or to allay the fears of anti-cult elements in 
society. 
The earliest record of the Sai Baba movement in Singapore is that of a prayer 
assembly held in 1970 (Menon, 1984:23) that boasted a modest number of 20-3059 
devotees; it is possible then to suggest that the first few devotees were most likely 
immigrants60 who arrived in Singapore but were most likely unnoticed until the political 
stability of the state was established with Singapore’s independence in 1965. By the time 
the first centre, Sri Sathya Sai Seva Samithi, was registered with the Registry of Societies 
in 1975, membership had swelled to more than 700 devotees. By 198261, a second centre, 
the Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre of Singapore, had been established on Everton Road, and 
                                                 
56 http://www.srisailanka.org/ 
57 http://www.sathyasai.org/organize/z1reg01/introbooklet/mission.htm#5 
58 Statistical Source found in Chryssides, George (1999). Exploring New Religions. London, U.K.: Cassells. 
59 This number is based on several interviews I conducted recently with 3 of the oldest living members of 
the movement here whose kin were involved in the Samithi centre. 
60 This idea will be explored in Chapter 4. 
61 Santhosh (1997) notes that the first centre was registered in 1976, and the second in 1981. These 
discrepancies are most likely the result of a delay between submission and acceptance of administrative 
paperwork to the Registry of Societies, or even the result of inaccurate information gathered from informal 
interviews. Official sources to-date show the dates of registration to be 8th November 1975 and 9th January 
1982. 
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the movements’ ranks were estimated to have risen substantially to about 1000 registered 
members. From 1992-1997, the growth of the movement intensified with the formation of 
9 new Centres in the five year period, compared to 1976-84 where only 4 centres had 
been established. 
 The membership structure in most of the overseas nations, including Singapore, may 
be analyzed according to 3 broad categories: appointment, registration, and level of 
commitment. Menon (1984) described members who were actively involved in most Sai 
activities organized in a Sai centre as ‘core members’, while members with a relatively 
lower level of commitment to these activities, but nonetheless attend certain activities like 
bhajans regularly at a particular centre, were called ‘periphery devotees’ (Menon, 
1984:25). For example, both the Singapore and Malaysian governments require all 
societies to register with their Registry of Societies, and submit regular reports of their 
financial and demographic status. This includes a list of names of registered members for 
the purpose of monitoring as well as government records. Committee members and core 
members tasked with regular duties are usually registered members. My field research has 
shown that there is a higher tendency for a family of adherents to be registered members, 
although this does not necessarily mean that the entire unit would be core members. 
 The core and periphery groups of devotees make up the bulk of a centre’s 
membership and this number is then used by the leaders of the centre I interviewed as the 
approximated membership size of their group. For an average Samithi in Singapore, this 
number can range anywhere from 50 (core) to 200 (periphery). The availability of the 
members in these two groups makes them a highly reliable source of labour that is most 
frequently tapped into for the centres many activities. In the field, I observed a 
significantly smaller number of devotees participating in the weekly bhajans than at the 
monthly seva event. Similarly, Menon (1984) reports that the number of participants in 
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seva projects and events organized by the movement increased phenomenally with the 
inclusion of ‘non-movement members’ (Menon, 1984:25). These seva participants are 
drawn to such activities solely on the basis of social service; many attend these events on 
their own accord, personally motivated by acts of social service. Some of the participants 
I interviewed were devotees from other welfare and social service-oriented religious 
groups like the Buddhist Lodge in Singapore or The Salvation Army (International), and 
did not consider themselves members of the Sai Baba Movement. Such non-movement 
members seldom participated in bhajans although they attended seva projects more 
frequently. As such, they did not play a major part in determining the Movement’s socio-
spiritual direction. My fieldwork further revealed that Centre leaders and core members 
are undoubtedly the key players in the indigenization process, especially when it comes to 
the execution of spiritual and religious practices in the local context of Singapore; the 
extent of their influence will be explored in terms of those practices later in Chapter 3. As 
a whole, however, the core, peripheral, and non-movement members do inevitably 
interact and contribute to the overall ebb and flow of the Movement. 
 To date, there are a total of 16 societies registered under the Sathya Sai name in 
Singapore, with 13 operating as Samithis62 or where devotees congregate and participate 
in social service or seva, moral education (EHV), and the singing of devotional songs 
(bhajans). Most centres operate in the premises of various Hindu Temples in Singapore, 
while two use the Sathya Sai Baba Centre building on Moulmein Road for their activities 
in the week. The Sathya Sai Baba Centre was built in 1995 and is the only registered 
society with its own premises63. Given the use of temple grounds and Sathya Sai Baba’s 
close identification with Hinduism, it is not surprising that membership in most of the 
                                                 
62 Some of the other registered groups do not serve individual communities per se, but serve specific 
administrative functions for the movement as a whole, for instance the Sathya Sai Central Organization 
Singapore operates as the central council for all centres in Singapore.  
63 http://www.geocities.com/saiinsingapore/html/main.html 
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Samithis comprises an overwhelming majority of Indian devotees. Paradoxically, 
however, three of these Samithis are run by a majority-Chinese committee, and in 2 of 
these cases, have a Chinese membership that outnumbers that of Indian members. These 
facts raise several questions: Why do the Singapore Chinese join and even take up 
leadership positions in the Hindu-oriented Sai Baba Movement? What is the relationship 
between the “Chinese” Samithi and the leaders of traditional Hindu religion, and in what 
way does the State’s treatment of religion in general affect this relationship? I will 
address these questions in Chapters 3 and 4 by exploring the impact of race and religion 
on the conditions and reasons for conversion, as well as Samithi-temple relations. To 
understand how these people embrace the NRM even though it appears at first glance to 
be a contradiction to their individual racial and religious identities, it is vital therefore to 
look at the teachings and beliefs of the movement before any analysis of these 
relationships may be done. 
 
2.4  Teachings, Beliefs, and Practices of the Movement
Most of the teachings and beliefs observed by the Movement were recorded and extracted 
directly from the speeches, discourses and spiritual messages that Sri Sathya Sai Baba 
delivered to devotees who visited his ashram between the years 1953-1997. These 
discourses were eventually compiled into a 30-volume collection known as Sathya Sai 
Speaks, and are used extensively in spiritual study circles, discussions, and devotional 
sessions. The movement’s efficient structural networking and the acquisition of modern 
systems of communication allowed Sathya’s daily messages on various themes of the 
week to be transcribed at the headquarters in Puttaparthi and sent to Sai Centres 
worldwide. The intended effect was to orientate the actions of the adherent by way of 
these messages and from the observation of certain key principles, no matter where they 
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resided. As Sathya’s discourses grew increasingly dense and numerous, however, 
adherents were also taught a simplified canon to remember and recite as a means of 
spiritual guidance in their everyday devotions and actions: “Love All, Serve All. Help 
Ever, Hurt Never.”64 I will now describe and examine the key teachings of the movement 
with regard to spirituality and religion, service, and moral education. 
 
2.4.1 Spiritual and Religious Beliefs: The Four Guiding Principles 
The Permanent Charter officially released to the international community on 14th January 
1981 saw the concretization of the Movement’s four guiding principles: 
(i) There is only one religion;  
the religion of Love 
(ii) There is only one language;  
the language of the Heart 
(iii) There is only caste;  
the caste of Humanity 
(iv) There is only one God,  
He is Omnipresent.65 
 
These principles encapsulate the symbolic meaning of the collective, the motivation 
behind the Movement’s desire to reach out beyond religious, ethno-linguistic and socio-
political boundaries with the motivation of pleasing an omniscient, universal God. One of 
its main objectives is the improvement of individual spirituality and moral behaviour; the 
rules and guidelines set by the guru for his devotees, known as ‘Sai Paths’ (Santhosh, 
1997:11) are based on the central principles through the notions of Prema (Love), Dharma 
(Right Conduct), Sathya (Truth), Shanti (Peace) and Ahimsa (non-violence)66, which in 
turn provide the motivation and sense of purpose for the movement’s involvement in 
social work and action. 
                                                 
64 http://www.srisathyasai.org.in/Pages/His_teachings/His_Teachings.htm 
65 Charter of The Sathya Sai Organization and Rules and Regulations (For International Countries), p.9. 
66 Charter of The Sathya Sai Organization and Rules and Regulations (For International Countries), p.8. 
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  These spiritual ideas and teachings may be categorized into two dominant strains of 
logic: religious and practical. By religious logic, I mean the ideas and principles oriented 
to the explanation of what is sacred and what is profane, to the purpose of increasing the 
adherents understanding and belief in a sort of ‘universal monotheism’, one that embraces 
all other religions and religious ideas as having come from the same basic divine source. 
This religious logic in turn drives the practical logic, or ‘practical spirituality’, where the 
adherents engage in meaningful social action, that is the orientation of his or her personal 
and communal life according to certain shared values of common humanity. This 
effectively drives adherents to serve communities in need and actively take part in social 
welfare projects as seen by the Movements humanitarian efforts all over the world. The 
social action that the adherents engage in to justify the meaning of that religious logic 
further fuels and reifies the symbolic meaning of those religious rituals and ideas. In this 
sense, devotees may draw from the teachings of their own traditional religious beliefs, 
and in most cases revitalize them, but concurrently maintain a link to a community made 
up of members of other religions. Although one may assume that issues of religious 
difference may be a source of conflict in such a multi-religious community, whereby 
devotees are encouraged to maintain their adherence of traditional religious forms, I will 
show in this thesis that religious difference is not the primary source of tension amongst 
Sai devotees in Singapore; In fact, I will argue that it is the problematic correlation 
between race and religion that is the cause of conflict. 
 
2.4.2 Unity of Faiths 
One of the most notable characteristics of the Sai Baba Movement is the organization’s 
religious-inclusion effort to establish a ‘unity of faiths’ by “taking within its fold persons 
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belonging to all religion”67. The Charter of The Sathya Sai Organization states that this 
concept of religious unity is important “to make devotees of the religions more sincere 
and dedicated in the practice of their respective religions.”68 Functionally, this approach 
potentially establishes a broader base of recruitment; a larger pool of possible adherents is 
available the less it excludes on the basis of social categories like race and religious 
affiliation. This ‘unity of faiths’ draws its credibility from a particular notion of 
spirituality as postulated by Sathya Sai: the idea of the presence of the divine in Man, and 
the belief that “God is Man minus desire” (Lowenberg, 1983:7-8; Santhosh, 1997:10). 
These two ideas, coupled with rituals and action that reinforce certain rules and beliefs, 
create and consolidate the religious aspect of the Sai Baba Movement. 
 According to official biographers, the movement’s adopted approach of universal 
appeal is a deliberate attempt to “…unite science and spirituality, religion and science, 
reason and poetry, and above all, the various faiths with one Advaitic Reality” (Singh, 
1991:54). The Sathya Sai Baba Movement further attempts to galvanize its universal 
religious ideas by removing the additional obstacle faced by its current and potential 
adherents: the necessity of conversion. Sathya Sai proclaimed that 
All religions are mine. There is no need for you to change from one religion to 
another. You carry on in your own established modes and practices of worship, 
and when you do so, you will come nearer and nearer to Me (cited in Singh, 
1991:53).  
 
Elsewhere he declares that God “can be addressed by any name […] that appeals to your 
sense of wonder and awe… It makes no difference at all” (Sandweiss, 1975:219). Indeed 
this approach has been extremely successful as the movement draws a diverse crowd of 
adherents in terms of occupation, religion, and ethnicity, including Buddhist monks, 
Christian students, Nepalese, Sikhs, Japanese and Africans (Singh, 1991:55). 
                                                 
67 Charter of The Sathya Sai Organization and Rules and Regulations (For International Countries), p.3. 
68 Charter of The Sathya Sai Organization and Rules and Regulations (For International Countries), p.9. 
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 Sri Sathya Sai Baba revealed the Sarva Dharma Stupa or lotus flower design to the 
leaders of the movement on 22 November 1975 (4.1). The symbols of 5 world religions 
were included on the lotus flower petals, namely Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism, 
Islam, and Zoroastrianism. Each symbol had a dual function: firstly, it carried the 
meanings and teachings of its source, and secondly, it provided the opportunity for the 
guru to persuade potential adherents as to the relevance and plausibility of a universal 
spirituality by way of uncomplicated anecdotes (4.2). Although the religion of 
Zoroastrianism in terms of adherents number much less than any of the other major world 
religions, Zoroastrian ideas are widely believed to have influenced modern day religions 
more than any other form of religious belief in history especially in terms of the 
relationship between body and soul (see Boyce, 1979), and hence appears to be an 
important addition to the spiritual foundation of the movement.  
 The design of the lotus flower, a prominent symbol in Jainism, Buddhism and 
Hinduism, illustrates the movement’s strong affiliation with the spiritual ideas of those 
other religions. This identification can be seen as an indication of the influence of those 
religious ideas on the movement’s historical development over time. This incorporation is 
also symbolically reflected in the adoption of a new Sai logo (4.3). Furthermore, in 
identifying with these religious traditions, the movement is able to incorporate those ideas 
into its own spiritual mantra with some level of credibility which would prove important 
as the driving force of the movement’s practical logic. This practical logic is guided by 
moral and spiritual education, as well as social service. 
 
2.4.3 Sathya Sai Education in Human Values (EHV) 
The Sathya Sai Baba Movement has in place primarily two types of education 
programmes. The first, the Sathya Sai Spiritual Education of Human Values or Bal Vikas 
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was conceived and implemented as a way to inculcate the children in the movement with 
Sai spiritual philosophy and beliefs. The aims of the EHV are threefold: (1) to create an 
awareness of human values and its importance, (2) teach students the benefits and process 
of moral reasoning, and more importantly, (3) the actual social practice of the two. 
Children were also taught the appropriate behavior during rituals and in response to 
certain symbols and actions, as well as to school them in the proper recitation of Sanskrit 
prayers and Sai mantras like the ‘108 names of Swami’. New adult members were asked 
to attend the Sathya Sai “Human Values” programme, while youths were encouraged to 
take courses for ‘Spiritual Transformation’ and ‘Future Leadership’69. Some centres with 
large intakes of students separate their cohort into different age groups and subsequently 
coordinate different teaching methods and points of emphases70. The Sai Institute in 
Mumbai specializes in training Educare teachers or yugas and to-date has trained over 
1,200 teachers from 122 schools71 worldwide since its inception on 9 January 2000. Local 
centres overseas offer such training courses as well, and the yugas attend courses ranging 
from classroom management to various bal vikas topics during their term in office. 
 Students of the EHV classes are encouraged to wear attire in the colour adopted by 
the centre. This is usually white, although I have observed devotees from different centres 
wearing light shades of pink and green. Dress code in this sense is not strictly enforced, 
but encouraged as a form of community togetherness, and may also be used as a symbol 
of purity (Plate EHV1). The EHV teachers I interviewed believed that the attire also 
helped the children to look past their ethnic and religious differences and create a 
“friendly, bias-free learning environment”. Lessons included teaching the children how to 
chant the Hindu mantras, its proper pronunciation and speed, and in some cases and to a 
                                                 
69 Decisions and Recommendations: 6th World Conference of Sathya Sai Organizations (Overseas). 




limited extent, the meaning of the Sanskrit words. Even the sacred chair72, where the 
omniscient presence of Sathya Sai Baba is believed to sit, is reproduced in the classroom 
(Plate EHV2). 
 While most EHV classes are held by the Samithis for members of their own 
congregation, separate institutions exist apart from the centres to provide Educare to Sai 
children. Members who wish to send their children to the EHV classes but whose centres 
do not have adequate numbers to start their own, or have their classes at an inconvenient 
timing, may send their children to these dedicated Educare schools. Every country has at 
least one Educare school, although numbers may vary; the Sathya Sai School in Kuala 
Lumpur Malaysia boasts an enrolment of 60 children, while Sri Sathya Sai Kindergarten 
in Singapore has only 14 children attending its classes. 
 In 1995, the term ‘Bal Vikas’ was dropped by centres outside of India amidst growing 
fears that the Movement would appear evangelical in nature, especially with the 
introduction of the education programme into some kindergartens and other public 
educational institutions. The programme was renamed Sathya Sai Education in Human 
Values or Sathya Sai EHV. Conceptually, the EHV programme was to emphasize the 
teaching of moral social values, unlike the bal vikas which non-members would have 
perceived as a Sai ‘religious’ class. Consequently, the programme adopted in public 
schools was amended accordingly and adopted as the second of two Sai education 
programmes. In later years, the entire human values education initiative comprising the 
two programmes was referred to as Educare, Sai Spritual Education (SSE), or more 
generally, ‘Sai Learning’73. Although the distinction between the spiritual classes and 
human values classes continues to exist in some Sai centres, the curriculum of the EHV 
                                                 
72 This will be explained and described in the ethnographic section of the bhajans ritual later in this chapter. 
73 Proceedings of the International Convention of Sri Sathya Sai Bal Vikas Gurus, 2-4 July 2001, Prasanthi 
Nilayam. Online: http://www.sathyasai.org/education/reports/reporteducare.pdf 
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classes conducted within Samithis still include Sai philosophy, spirituality, and ritual 
practices. In either case, the education programme plays an important role in preparing 
the young devotee to be spiritual role models and engage in the service of the movement, 
society, and the nation. 
 Apart from the EHV lessons, adults and young adults are encouraged to participate in 
study circles, where philosophical and spiritual dialogue are encouraged based on any Sai 
discourses, religious texts, or ethical and moral issues that one encounters in daily life. 
These study circles are ideally meant to translate into actual social action, that is, every 
member is expected to act upon a wrong or injustice or to engage the problem or issue 
which has been brought up for discussion, rather than simply indulging in philosophical 
and psychological self-satisfaction. Study circles are generally held once a week at 
specific times to suit most members, but generally any similar kind of informal 
discussions of the sort are highly encouraged. Devotees are encouraged to continue such 
discussions even after the end of their EHV lessons, usually after bhajans and after their 
service activities. 
  
2.4.4 Social Service (Seva)
 You and the Universal are one; you and the Absolute are One; you and the 
Eternal are One. You are not the individual, the particular, the temporary. Feel 
This. Know this. Act in conformity with this. - Sathya Sai Speaks, Vol. XI, 
Chapter 22. 
 A key tenet of Sathya Sai’s teachings is focused on the existential discovery of the 
Self. He insists that Man is God (see Murphet, 1982:100-7), based on the assumption that 
Man’s “atma” or soul that resides in the physical body is inherently divine and therefore 
good. Although mankind has the capacity to self-realization in this sense, it is said that 
personal desires and egoism have made it less apparent. The concept of an Avatar in fact 
implies the culmination of that human-divine merger; an avatar is a man who has realized 
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his inherent divinity, and Sathya Sai’s self-presentation as an avatar then provides an 
avenue of possibilities for adherents and potential adherents to attain such a divinity that 
is attainable by believers of all faiths. Indeed, such ideas on the inner divinity of man 
have some resonance in similar teachings in Buddhism and Christianity, although to 
varying degrees and conceptualization. 
 Adherents believe that this divinity is attainable through acts of service to mankind; it 
is also the reason for such acts to be carried out, since according to the Sai spiritual logic, 
to serve another person is equivalent to serving God himself. The movement’s emphasis 
on service draws on the belief that 
Service to man will help your divinity to blossom, for, it will gladden your heart 
and make you feel that life has been worthwhile. Service to man is service to 
God, for He is in every man and living being, in every stone and stump.74 
 
Indeed, Sathya Sai insists that “[the] best way to serve God is to love all and serve all [as] 
your entire life will be sanctified thereby.”75 In other words, the philosophical 
understanding of one’s divinity is not enough; adherents are required to accept it 
wholeheartedly as Truth and coordinate his or her actions accordingly. 
 The Movement has various initiatives in place for the dispensation of seva, ranging 
from sending volunteers to welfare homes and shelters for the aged, mentally and 
physically disabled, and destitute, to temple cleaning and collection of old clothes for the 
needy. A major project initiated by the Sathya Sai Central Organization in Singapore is 
SAFFRON, or Sai Action For Family Relief Of Needy [sic]. SAFFRON attends to needy 
families by pairing them up with a “guardian family” from the movement, whose task is 
to attend to their material and non-material needs. Volunteers mainly provide advice, 
encouragement and moral guidance to their wards, which include residents in welfare 
                                                 
74 Sathya Sai Speaks, (IV): 43 
75 Sathya Sai Speaks, (XXII): 23. 
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homes as well as independent family units. On top of providing volunteers for non-
material needs, services like medical aid, food and water are readily provided by these 
families where possible, while more serious cases are referred and directed to other 
welfare avenues more equipped to help them, like the Singapore Indian Development 
Association (SINDA).  
 The SAFFRON project requires long term commitment from its volunteers and is 
highly critical of the inconsistency and short-term initiatives of other welfare groups in 
Singapore due to poor volunteer numbers and sustained interest. For several years since 
its inception, SAFFRON has supported Sunlove Home for the mentally disabled and, 
according to project leaders, will continue to do so “…for many, many more years as long 
as there are people there who need help.” As a Central Council initiative, SAFFRON 
draws its manpower from all the Samithis in Singapore as well as non-movement 
members who volunteer. Although the Samithis may also adopt their own homes for long-
term service76, members and non-members continue to serve through the SAFFRON 
project and hence has been relatively successful in social service. 
 The movement’s emphasis on service has been described as the result of a recognition 
of man’s social nature, and is therefore oriented more in the secular than spiritual realm 
(Santhosh, 1997:13); other authors described the nature of service in developing Asian 
nations like India, Singapore and Malaysia as a way of reconciling spirituality with 
modernity (Kent, 2004:43). In both instances, the emphasis is on practicality and action, 
rather than a preoccupation with doctrinal and dogmatic notions of god, good, and evil. In 
fact, many of my respondents affirmed the belief that service to the nation was an 
important part of their Sai responsibility and an extension of that spirituality. One 
respondent equated his volunteer teaching of computer skills at one of the Sai centres in 
                                                 
76 The Sai Centre in Katong, for instance, adopted the Tampines Home for the aged and 2 others as part of 
its own monthly seva activity. Source: http://www.saicentrekatong.com 
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Singapore to “equipping these workers who cannot afford to upgrade [their skills] with 
skills that will make them good model and vital citizens of Singapore”. His logic and that 
of other respondents echo that of Sathya Sai, who declared in one of his discourses that 
devotees should take the available opportunity to serve society in any way that they can, 
for 
Service is not limited to serving individuals. Any action that benefits the country 
is service. One should experience Divinity through the service rendered. There is 
no distinction between acts of service. It is immaterial whether you are serving 
the poor or the rich.77
 
The Sai philosophy of service seems most compatible with social work and nation-
building and this may partly explain the general level of support given to the movement 
by the Indian government, particularly the local government in Puttaparthi. The 
government’s position in Singapore and Malaysia appear to be characterized by benign 
neglect rather than outright support for the movement, possibly as a result of the 
perception that the movement’s activities would actually aid the nation-building78 effort 
rather than hinder it. Either way, the lack of opposition allows the movement space to 
grow and members to engage in meaningful social action. Indeed, this association of 
service with “any action that benefits the country” has shown some marked contribution 
in the building of Malaysian middle-class Indian identity and community to the benefit of 
the state (see Kent, 2004).  
 The attainment of this ideal level of ‘limitless’ service required stringent structural 
mechanisms that both govern and influence the conduct of the adherent. The movement’s 
                                                 
77 Sathya Sai Speaks, (XXII): 23; italics added. 
78 This internalized belief that “Any action that benefits the country is service” is a striking characteristic of 
the NRM that is important in explaining why the Singapore state, with its sensitive position on religious 
groups and activities, allows the proliferation of several NRMs including the Sai Baba Movement. The 
treatment of NRMs by the host society will also explain the consequent high growth rate of the Sai Baba 
Movement there. This aspect of the importance of political and socio-cultural context in the growth of 
NRMs in Singapore will be examined in Chapter 4. 
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Codes of Conduct79, also known as the ‘9 point spirituality’, is essentially a list of 
detailed rules to be followed by an adherent pertaining to his or her spiritual and religious 
life. It is widely believed by the movement’s leaders and followers that adherence to these 
rules will contribute positively to the devotee’s desire and motivation for social service. 
Associated with these spiritual guidelines are the 10 Principles laid out which relate to the 
proper conduct of the adherent as a social being living in pluralistic ‘secular’ society. 
These set of principles govern issues like national pride, social, ethnic and religious 
tolerance, obedience to the law, charity, as well as general health and social conduct. 
These two sets guiding religious and social conduct maintain the balance between 
individual religiosity and the more pragmatic issues of community service and social 
practice. 
 However, the success of the movement in attracting such a large number of devotees 
is not due solely to its ability to isolate and bring together the various aspects of 
traditional religions into a coherent whole. A clear majority of my respondents did not 
adhere to Sathya Sai Baba simply because they were rationally convinced of its universal 
ideals. Many experienced miracles or had encounters with the sacred at the point of their 
conversion, and it was apparent from my interviews that these subjective experiences of 
the sacred were of key importance. As such, the bhajans or devotional singing sessions 
are vital components of the Sai spirituality. Although in principle bhajans are presented as 
but one important way to worship the divine being of the “one God”, bhajans are 
primarily oriented with the person of Sathya Sai Baba in mind. In short, as an avatar, he is 
worshipped as God. As much as proponents of the NRM insist that the Sathya Sai Baba 
Movement offers teachings of spirituality and not religion80, I assert that the worship of 
Sathya Sai Baba is intrinsically religious in nature, and in fact is an important feature of 
                                                 
79 Annex A 
80 I have already defined these terms and highlighted their differences in Chapter 1. 
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the NRM that enables the maintenance of a coherent Sai identity through the successful 
alternation of subjective realities (see Chapter 3). I will next examine in ethnographic 
detail the Sai religious practice of bhajan, its logic, and its encompassing rituals. 
 
2.5  Sai Religious Practices: The Bhajan
One of the main religious practices of the Sai Baba Movement is the bhajan, also known 
as the Kirtana (Khoo, 1981:56) and more recently, as devotional singing sessions. The 
bhajan ritual is one of great importance in the Sai Baba movement. Sathya Sai Speaks, a 
comprehensive collection of the guru’s teachings and most famous postulations on all 
things related to spirituality and the movement, records this importance placed on bhajan 
participation by Sathya Sai as one vital for spiritual life, growth and sustenance: 
The procession to the cremation ground starts immediately on birth and the 
beating of the heart is the drum beat for the march towards that place. Some take 
a longer route, some reach quickly, but all are on the way. Therefore, devotional 
singing (bhajan) has to start in the childhood (sic) and has to continue. It must be 
the constant companion of man, his solace and strength. Do not postpone it to old 
age, for it is essential food for the mind.81
The organizational structure clearly reflects the importance of this ritual at the heart of Sai 
spirituality with the inclusion of a Bhajan Convenor at the regional, zonal, and centre 
levels. In each Samithi, a member of the centre’s executive committee is appointed as the 
Bhajan Convenor, who is responsible for organizing devotees into bhajan practice groups 
with the help of two or three other members. My fieldwork will show in greater detail 
what Khoo (1981) observed: that the bhajan ritual serves not only a religious and spiritual 
function but plays a vital role in social interaction and integration of the members. The 
religious symbols and rituals of the bhajan reinforce the beliefs and conviction of the 
members as a community united and dedicated to a common cause of service. It also 
                                                 
81 Sathya Sai Speaks, (I):123 
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provides an avenue for rational discussion of social and spiritual issues among members 
of all races, social class, and religious traditions. 
 In this section, I will give an analytical and ethnographic account of my observations 
and understanding of the bhajan ritual. I will describe the symbols and objects used, the 
social processes involved, and the meaning of the ritual at different points. The 
descriptions of the ritual will begin with the weekly preparation, followed by the actual 
ritual itself, and finally the social practices observed at the end of the entire bhajan 
process. The degree of variation in ritual practices between Sai centres substantially range 
from slight changes in the set up of the altar to more obvious omissions of certain 
symbols and practices. However, for the purpose of getting a clear picture of what is 
involved in the bhajan process, I will first present the observations made of a single 
bhajan, but one that incorporates most of the elements that may be encountered and 
expected in a ‘typical’ bhajan. Subsequently, this section will discuss the significance of 
variations in the ritual found in different centres across Singapore. 
2.5.1 Preparations for Bhajan 
Bhajans are commonly conducted once a week and practices usually fall on the weekend 
prior to or on the day of the current weeks’ proceedings. In some cases the centres 
conduct the ritual 2-3 times a week to cater to the demands of different groups of 
devotees, but generally devotees are encouraged to attend at least one. Preparations begin 
when informants gather in the hall, usually a large room that can accommodate anywhere 
between 50-100 people, in some cases the wedding hall of the Hindu temple the centre 
operates in. In my observations, I noticed two groups of people are assembled for the 
preparations, those intending to lead the community in devotional singing, and those who 
are able to play musical instruments for musical accompaniment. Competition for a place 
in the proceeding weeks’ bhajan as a leader is intense as only 10 would be chosen for that 
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week, whereas it is common to see the same 2-3 people in charge of musical 
accompaniment weekly as there are a small number of people who possess the skill to 
play the Indian tabla and harmonium. 
  It is not unusual to see groups of 15-20 potential leaders practicing in the bhajan hall. 
Devotees then practice by themselves as well as in front of the bhajan Convenor; some 
informants have spent up to 2 hours practicing one or a few songs that are picked from a 
wide selection of songs written specifically for the ritual. The songs are available in a 
variety of languages, and each bhajan requires up to 10 songs of devotion. Generally, the 
songs used are predominantly in Sanskrit and a few in English, while general instructions 
are always given in English throughout the ritual. The guidelines for devotional singing 
that informants often strictly adhered to were purportedly laid down personally by Sathya 
Sai Baba: 
Let those with a good voice and musical talent lead; the keertan (singing the 
name of God) must be pleasant, it should not jar [sic] on the ear.  If your voice is 
grating or out of tune, do not disturb the melody, but, repeat the namavali (song 
reciting the name of God) in your mind.82
Bhajan leaders are required to set the melody of the devotional singing; as a result, 
devotees who want to sing and lead the bhajan have to practice together before the actual 
bhajan is conducted. The bhajan Convenor and his aides would then select the best 
singers for the bhajans, giving feedback and guidance on their vocal quality and 
performance wherever necessary. I noticed that members who were not chosen to lead 
were turned away but highly encouraged to participate again in the selection process the 
following week. Subsequently, both musicians and singers are briefed on their roles and 
the exact procedures to be adhered to in the ritual to follow, and in some cases a dry-run 
may take place. 
                                                 
82 SSS, (VII):177-178 
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 The official preparation then comes to an end and each bhajan leader is subsequently 
expected to say his or her daily prayers and devotion up to the day of the ritual, using the 
song that he or she has been selected to lead. This practice is aimed at the fulfillment of 
both the functional familiarization of their chosen songs for the forthcoming ritual, as 
well as the spiritual and mental preparation that is required for the execution of their task 
at hand. Two to three days prior to the ritual, the Convenor telephones the members to 
remind them of and request their presence for the coming ritual, after which no other 
preparatory tasks, like the physical set-up of paraphernalia in the ritual space, are attended 
to until the day of the ritual itself. 
 The final preparations for the ritual are made half an hour before the event, and rely 
heavily on communal help from those attending the bhajan that day. Members who arrive 
early lend a helping hand by setting up sitting mats on either side of the hall, where 
devotees will be seated throughout the bhajan. Some devotees are directed to assist in the 
hanging of laminated photographs and pictures of Sathya Sai Baba around the hall with 
the use of some form of temporary adhesive which allows for easy removal. Regular 
members of the centre that is organizing the bhajan attend to the altar, primarily because 
it is treated with a higher degree of importance, but also because altar paraphernalia are 
kept in storage by the committee members for safekeeping. Other devotees help in the 
unfurling of a large and long red carpet in the centre of the floor which trails from the foot 
of the altar that is set up at the front of the hall. The red carpet is a very prominent and 
vital part of the room layout as it effectively divides the room into two social spaces; the 
group of devotees is segregated by gender on either side for the duration of the ritual. 
Although the majority of devotees are Indians, it is not uncommon to see a sizeable 
number of Chinese devotees (6.1).  
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2.5.2 Religious Objects and Symbolic Practices 
The altar is a three tier platform that resembles a short flight of stairs that are lined with 
tea lights and candles (5.1). At the foot of these stairs is a small-framed picture of the feet 
of Sathya Sai Baba (5.2). His feet are described by devotees as “lotus feet” and are 
regarded with great reverence. The “Lotus” image, a powerful symbol in Hinduism, 
Jainism, as well as Buddhism, is a strong symbol of beauty, softness, and sacredness, 
which coincides with the “lotus feet” of divine beings which are often attributed with 
similar properties83. It follows then that the adoration of the feet of Sathya Sai Baba also 
implies deistic deference, worship, and a spiritual connection to the sacred, reinforcing 
the guru’s proclaimed identity as a divine avatar. In fact, all devotee respondents 
identified the guru as the very being of the universal God. 
 At the top of the flight of stairs sits an elaborately carved and designed high-back 
chair. Devotees believe that Sathya Sai Baba is actually present during the ceremony, and 
sits in this chair as the ritual is carried out. In fact, respondents insist that the guru is 
present simultaneously at all bhajan celebrations across the globe, affirming the belief 
that the guru’s status is one of god-like omnipresence. As a result, both the chair and the 
red carpet that leads to it are accorded some level of sanctity; to touch the carpet during 
the ritual or to sit in the chair is taboo. Devotees also place beside the chair a life-size 
photograph of the guru, framed in an equally elaborate gold-coloured frame. The 
photograph, the central focus of the altar, usually presents a regal image of the guru in his 
saffron robes standing with his arm raised and palm forward (5.3). Statues of Sathya Sai 
Baba are prohibited under the guru’s strict instructions, and can never be found in these 
bhajan rituals. 
                                                 
83 For a more in depth exploration into this phenomenon of the lotus feet, see ‘The Sublime Essence of the 
Lotus Feet’ by Laurel Fishman. Online at http://www.vai.com/realillusions/07lotusfeet_sublime.html 
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 On the other hand, a small picture or statuette of Shirdi Sai Baba may be found on one 
of the lower platforms amongst statuettes of various deities from mainly the Buddhist, 
Hindu, and Christian traditions (5.4). These are placed on the second and third platforms 
from the top, with the statuette of the Hindu deity Lord Ganesha in the middle, while 
those of the Chinese and Christian deities for instance those of Buddha, Kuan Yin, the 
Virgin Mary and Jesus are usually found in flanking positions. The image of Ganesha is 
perceived symbolically as the “remover of obstacles”, in accordance with Hindu beliefs. 
This symbol effectively defines the spiritual preparation and concentration that is required 
of the devotees participating in the event and as a result plays an important part at the 
beginning and is meant to resonate throughout the ritual, although the degree of its 
centrality to the ritual in practical terms seems to diminish as the bhajan progresses. The 
placement of these figurines on the altar appear arbitrary, but some circumstances reveal 
patterns of deliberate placements of certain deities on higher platforms than others, 
especially when the social composition of the bhajan group is predominantly Chinese, or 
when a particular ethnic-religious festival is being celebrated. Generally however, the 
images of Hindu deities appear to occupy the central and higher areas of the altar. Other 
religious paraphernalia like Buddhist chanting beads, rosaries, prayer cards and other 
blessed items may be placed on the altar as well. 
 Devotees begin to arrive from as early as 40 minutes before the commencement of the 
ritual. Most adherents wear white, with the women wearing a simplified, contemporary 
version of the Indian sari, while the men are most commonly found in white business 
shirts or a white Indian kurta and yogi pants. The significance of wearing white in the 
movement as with many other religious groups is its association with the attainment of 
purity as well as the brightness of divine light. As they meet, devotees greet each other by 
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placing their palms together at chest level and saying the words “Sai Ram”. Sathya Sai 
Speaks states that: 
 When you meet each other, do not shout hello or bye-bye, or some silly 
chatter. Let the moment of meeting be sanctified by the remembrance of 
God. Say, Ram Ram, or Om, or Hari Om, or Sai Ram.84
 
The phrase “Sai Ram” above others was more readily adopted by devotees in the early 
stages of the movement’s development as it was more closely associated with the name of 
Sai Baba and the Hindu deity Rama. It has since become the official way of greeting 
between devotees and also a form of mutual blessing85. Several respondents also insist 
that the gesture of putting ones’ palms together is synonymous with the act of praying or 
saying a prayer. Having dispensed with the greetings, devotees then sit down and quietly 
wait for the ritual to begin. The men and women sit on either side of the red carpet and do 
not communicate with each other further until the end of the ritual. Bhajan leaders and 
musicians situate themselves in front of the congregation, also according to gender. This 
is relatively unproblematic in terms of space and coordination since in almost all the 
centres the musicians are men, the hall is large but relatively contained, and several 
microphones are used for the singers to dispense with the need to sit in a group. As all 
this is happening, books containing the bhajan songs and prayers are distributed to the 
participants, while the list and sequence of songs and the pages on which they may be 




                                                 
84 Sathya Sai Speaks X, Chap. 14 
85 Khoo (1981) records the blessing as “May the Radient presence of the Divine Guru Sai Ram, be the basis 
of our relationship with each other and with all beings, at all times, in all places” (56). Whether this 
interpretation is taken from Khoo’s interviews or her own personal experience in the movement is unclear. 
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2.5.3 Description of the Main Bhajan Ritual 
The bhajans I observed always begin with a short meditation, where devotees chant the 
sound ‘Om’. This sound is believed to be the primeval sound, the sound “from which the 
entire universe vibrates”86. In its chanting, it is believed that the mantra allows the 
adherent to heighten his awareness and experience of the divine and sacred. In some 
cases, the Gayatri Mantra is recited thereafter: 
Om Bhur Buvaha Suvaha  
Thath Savithur Varenyam 
Bhargo Devasya Dheemahi 
Dhiyo Yonaha Prachodayath 
 
This mantra, in Sanskrit, essentially translates into: 
 
We contemplate the glory of Light illuminating the three worlds:  
gross, subtle, and causal. 
I am that vivifying power, love, radiant illumination, 
 and divine grace of universal intelligence. 
We pray for the divine light to illumine our minds.87
 
Adherents chant the ‘om’ and the mantra to prepare their minds and bodies to focus on 
the ritual ahead. My respondents informed me that during these chants, they would reflect 
on 3 important aspects of Sai spirituality: praise for the universal God, meditation on their 
inherent potential for self-divinity and one-ness with God, and a prayer for the practical 
realization and manifestation of that divinity in thought and action for the betterment of 
mankind. The mantra is not only used as part of the bhajan ritual, but is also a form of 
prayer for daily meditation. 
 After the chanting of the mantra, the “108 names of Sai Baba”88 is recited. In the 
midst of the ceremonial chanting, a young woman moves up to the front of the altar and 
                                                 
86 http://www.shantimandir.com/glossary/glossary.htm 
87 Source: http://www.sathyasai.org/devotion/prayers/gayatri.html The direct translation of individual words 
may also be found here. 
88 Annex B. Also online: http://www.premamusic.com/108Names.html 
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retrieves a small bowl filled with rose petals. At every pronouncement of his name, the 
woman proceeds to drop one rose petal just in front of the picture of Sai Baba’s lotus feet. 
The number 108 is particularly interesting. The number is deeply embedded in religious 
and astrological mythologies and may be found in many religious and spiritual traditions 
worldwide. It is believed that ‘108’ became particularly significant in the 7th century 
when the Eastern Orthodox Church adopted the Julian calendar to calculate the precise 
year of the creation of the world; the number 108 was a central part of the mathematical 
equation for that calculation and has since taken on a spiritual significance for much of 
humanity89.  For the devotees of the Sai Baba movement, the significance of the 108 
names of Sai Baba is eclectic. Firstly, the descriptive 108 names reify the universalism 
associated with his divine nature, where the man is identified closely with other divine 
beings by associating the guru with certain attributes like the “giver of boons” and 
“embodiment of Truth”, characteristics readily identified with such gods and goddesses. 
The number is also symbolically significant as an identifying marker with other religious 
symbols and frameworks. For instance, there are 108 beads on a mala or mantra counting 
beads used by Hindus, Buddhists and Taoists. According to Buddhist mythology, the 
sacred Buddhist footprint90 has 108 Auspicious Illustrations; Chinese mythology holds 
that there are 108 sacred stars in the universe. Sacred Hindu texts mention the 108 maid 
servants of Krishna, and the Sanskrit alphabet is said to have 108 letters. The familiarity 
of the number 108 increases the possibility and ease of transition of potential and current 
devotees, particularly those whose identity is most in-tune with their adherence to one of 
the aforementioned dominant religions. These multiple meanings add weight to the 
syncretistic appeal of the movement to its devotees. However, it must be said that not all 
of my respondents understood its significance and most of those who did were movement 
                                                 
89 Dr. Waldemar C. Sailer, The World of the Buddha Footprint. Source: 
http://milan.milanovic.org/math/english/creation/creation.html 
90 Source: http://www.dralbani.com/buddhafootprint/introduction.html 
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leaders and senior members. On the other hand, my respondents informed me that the 
many names were most significant to them in terms of their praise for Sathya Sai Baba’s 
many roles and powerful influence. 
 The main form of expression in the bhajan is the singing of devotional songs. The 
bhajan form was created between the 14th and 17th century and made popular by a Hindu 
revitalization movement called the Bhakti. Songs are often lyrically and musically simple 
enough for the masses to understand and learn, and often come in the form of a dhun, a 
simple poetic form vocalized through musical chanting91. Bhajan songs are usually sung 
in a particular order, and for various reasons. It is common practice for the singing to 
open with a devotion to Lord Ganesha, a Hindu deity often referred to as the remover of 
obstacles, who also signifies Sathya Sai’s demand for the devotees’ complete spiritual 
and mental attention for the duration of the ritual. This is followed by a Hindu Mother 
Goddess song, also known as a Devi, and subsequently a song that makes reference to 
other Hindu deities Brahma, Vishnu, Lord Murugan, and Mahadeva. The remaining 5 or 
6 songs in the list are thematically chosen to pay homage and give praise to the greatness 
and divinity of Sathya Sai Baba himself.  
 The singing is accompanied by the melody of a harmonium and the beat of a tabla. 
Each verse is first sung by a bhajan leader and then by the participants; each verse is also 
sung twice. After the entire song has been sung once, it is repeated in double time, that is, 
a rhythm twice as fast as the first round of singing. This is accompanied by the 
enthusiastic clapping of the participants following the new beat; there is no clapping the 
first time the song is performed. The signal for participants to start clapping is the sudden 
change in the rhythm, marked by a few loud and quick raps of the tabla in quick 
succession. A short moment of silence, approximately 15-20 seconds, is observed 
                                                 
91 For a more sophisticated description of a bhajan’s musical properties, see 
http://www.chandrakantha.com/articles/indian_music/bhajan.html 
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between each song, after which another bhajan leader will lead the next song in the list. 
This is repeated until all 10 songs have been sung.  
 The majority of the songs are sung in Sanskrit. The Sanskrit verses are romanized, 
thus addressing the problem of pronunciation both for new and regular participants. Most 
devotees appear to have a general understanding of the meanings behind each song, either 
with reference to the song books which include brief explanations, or for the older 
members, from memory. Learning takes place through repetitive participation; the more a 
devotee attends the bhajan, the higher the chance of learning how to pronounce certain 
Sanskrit words and the varying intonations of each song. 
  At the conclusion of the 10 songs, Arathi is performed. Arathi is essentially the 
veneration of God with incense and fire. Although Arathi has its roots in the Zoroastrian 
faith and Vedic tradition, it is now most commonly associated and practiced by Hindus 
and is a common sight as a modern Hindu temple ritual. The ritual may have also 
received its name from a song of the same name92. The flame is created by burning a ghee 
or camphor-soaked wick in a bronze or gold vessel, and symbolizes the unity of mankind 
with the divine. A devotee, usually a young woman, lifts the vessel with two hands, and 
with arms outstretched, begins to move the vessel in a clockwise direction, in a manner 
that appears to draw a circle around the portrait of Sathya Sai Baba in the air. Water is 
also presented and offered before the altar in a similar fashion. The involvement at the 
altar at any time of the bhajan appears to be mainly the prerogative of the females in the 
group, while music seems to be dominated by the men; as the Arathi is sung, another 
young woman, perhaps in her teens, moves to the altar and places an offering of food at 
the foot. This offering is called a prasandam, and is an offering to God, usually of food 
like sweets, honey, raisins and fruits, and non-food items like Hindu sacred ash (vibhuti) 
                                                 
92 http://www.vedanta.org/wiv/practice/ritual.html 
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and flower garlands. Concurrently, the Arathi song is sung by the congregation in one 
voice. In essence, devotees believe that the flame ‘burns’ the fallible qualities of 
humankind, that is, those mortal characteristics which separate man from his inherent 
divinity; egoism and sinfulness. At the end of this part of the ritual, the Arathi vessel is 
held up before the congregation, and devotees lift their hands up to the flame in the act of 
receiving the light, before passing their hands over their head. This is an act of humility 
before God, symbolized by the light of the flame, as well as a realization of one-ness with 
his divine status.  
 A short, 2-minute discourse is recited at the end of the Arathi, followed by 5 minutes 
of silence. The message is sent to all the centres from Sathya Sai in Puttaparthi for the 
purpose of reading at the bhajans worldwide as a form of daily reflection. The message is 
usually advice on a variety of topics ranging from service and personal spirituality, to 
issues of world conflict, poverty, and social justice. Devotees are required to reflect and 
meditate on this message during the period of silence that follows. At the end of the 
reflection, a final prayer is recited, followed by general administrative announcements. 
Participants then proceed to receive Vibhuti, from the altar at the front of the room. This 
holy ash is used to mark short horizontal lines on the forehead and neck, and is also a 
Hindu practice. The water that was offered in the ritual is also distributed from its vessel 
into the hands of devotees, who then drink it as an acceptance of some form of divine 
blessing. The practice of receiving the holy water and ash is not a requirement for all 
bhajan participants; Hindu adherents however participate in it readily, and non-adherents 
may leave the bhajan hall when they are ready at this point. This marks the end of the 





As soon as the last act of the ritual is concluded, devotees begin the process of clearing up 
the hall. One respondent asserted that no one is expected to assist in this labour, but 
“…everyone helps out, it’s the right thing to do to serve, so we should help out.” Non-
participation in this practice however usually results in some form of social sanction, 
where members reprimand non-participants by giving the perpetrators disapproving 
looks, or passing them some pictures or booklets that they have collected so far in the 
hope that the violators may appropriately take up the task. Senior adherents are however 
excused from the process. Able participants each lend a helping hand to the task of rolling 
up the mats, removing the photographs from the wall, and collecting the bhajan booklets. 
Regular bhajan participants and committee members concern themselves primarily with 
the rolling up of the red carpet and the dismantling of the altar. These two tasks seem 
more important and require more experienced handling.  
 At the same time, the prasandam that has been offered during the bhajan is taken to 
the entrance of the hall by two to three volunteers. These volunteers then distribute the 
items to the devotees as they exit the hall. Food items may include vadai, fruits like 
apples and watermelon, Indian-style cakes and sweets, boiled nuts or kachang puteh. The 
participants are usually offered one of every item available with one exception: Women 
devotees are given the garlands of flowers if they have been offered in the ritual. Men are 
not refused the flowers if asked, but generally such behaviour of asking for what is not 
offered is discouraged. After receiving the prasandam, the devotees move to the back of 
the hall or out into the corridor to eat and engage each other in conversation. Young 
members use this time to talk to their seniors, who in turn take the opportunity to school 
the younger set in the teachings of the Movement by engaging them on some social or 
political issues, or simply offer advice on their Sai spiritual life. Committee members also 
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take this time to recruit members for upcoming events and service projects and to get to 
know new members better. At some point, numbers are exchanged for further contact in 
the near future. This period of socializing can last for up to an hour, after which the group 
disperses, although it is also common to see members of the bhajan committee going to a 
nearby restaurant for a late dinner or snack. For the majority of the adherents, however, 
the weekly bhajan event in its entirety is now over. 
 
2.5.5 Variations in the Ritual Practices
 The description above is primarily based on the observations of a typical bhajan event 
at the Sathya Sai Centre on Moulmein Road. However, in order to get a real sense of what 
is generally performed at a bhajan, the Sathya Sai Centre was visited for several sessions 
over a period of 6 months; observations from several other Centres were also taken into 
consideration in order to ascertain the general norms of a typical bhajan session as well as 
the post and pre-ritual activities. In this process, several key variations were observed in 
the execution of the ritual. For instance, the white attire was not a standard in all centres, 
and no official instructions for the wearing of white as formal attire exists. One group 
wears pink as the official centre colour, while another centre has adopted light blue attire. 
However, devotees in the majority of the centres in Singapore as well as around the world 
still use white as the symbolic colour of purity. 
 Another variation is the use of technology in bhajans, for example, the use of 
overhead projectors and PowerPoint presentations instead of the distribution of song 
books to the participants. This in fact affects the conduct of the ritual itself in terms of 
aesthetics; without the need for reading, the lighting levels may be lowered or raised as 
the coordinators deem fit at certain points in the ritual process. Although not all members 
agree with the use of lighting as they feel it manipulates the mood of the participants 
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unnaturally, others interpret this as an aid to their concentration and meditation during the 
ritual.  
 Yet another example would be the placing of the sacred Chair; some respondents 
believe that the Chair should be placed at the highest platform of the altar, with the 
picture of Sathya Sai resting beside or on top of it, while yet others insist that the Chair 
may be placed some distance away from the altar, towards the side of the hall. Both 
interpretations draw from different rationalizations of the assumed presence of Sathya Sai 
in the Chair itself. One respondent claimed: “Although Swami is God to me, we should 
not make the focus of the worship to be on him solely, to be understood like that [sic]. So 
where Swami sits is important that he can watch and be with us more than be 
worshipped.” On the other hand, those who practise otherwise insist that their great leader 
should be placed in the highest position possible, that is, at the top tier of the altar. 
 The variations appear to be inevitable, given that the Movement accepts adherents of 
different religions and ethnic groups and attempts to construct a cohesive spiritual 
community. Although the variations mentioned seem to bear little or no sociological 
interest at first glance, upon closer inspection, they are not simply the product of the 
syncretic nature of Sai spirituality, nor merely the result of individual assertions as to 
what is proper ritual conduct and practice. In fact, these ritual variations are most 
significantly the point of contention and conflict between members of different ethnic and 
religious backgrounds. Tong (2004), in his study of syncretism in Chinese religion in 
Singapore, provides a useful model of multiple ritual interpretations to explain how these 
variations can exist in harmony at the individual level, within an overarching framework. 
He argues that individuals are aware of the existence of practical variations in the rituals 
mentioned, but do not view them as incorrect. In Chinese religion, there is an inherent 
logic that allows individuals the freedom, within the confines of an “overarching 
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framework” of acceptability, “to construct the system of beliefs and practices he deems to 
be correct” (Tong, 2004:45–46). Wee (1976) similarly refers to this as “an empty bowl, 
which can be variously filled with the contents of institutionalized religions [and] re-
interpreted and used in a particular way” (Wee, 1976: 171). 
 I see a similar syncretic pattern in my observations of the Sai Baba Movement. 
Members draw upon their experiences and knowledge of Sai teachings to justify their 
own beliefs and assertions of what elements in a particular ritual should be included or 
excluded. The inclusion of religion-specific songs, for instance, is an example of an 
attempt of certain groups of members to assert a more ecumenical character to the Hindu 
nature of Sai bhajans. The lyrics of some hymns are presented in a manner that seeks to 
draw comparisons, or rather attention to, the Sai idea of universal monotheism. Some 
bhajan songs are specifically chosen in reference to the deities of the major world 
religions, either directly by name, or by indirect references to key attributes that these 
deities possess, for example Buddha’s ‘lotus feet’ and the ‘Sacred Heart’ of Jesus. Such 
songs may also contain explicit references to Sathya Sai Baba as Jesus Christ, Mother 
Mary, Krishna, Buddha, Kuan Yin and other deities of mainstream religions. For 
example, one song is as follows: 
 
Our Jesus came and He is here again 
 
Sai Krishna, Sai Rama Sai is His name  
Sai Krishna, Sai Allah, Sai is His name  
Zorashtra Zorashtra, Mohammed, Jehova is His name  
Jesus Christ from Bethlehem and Sai is the same  
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Glory is to thy name  
Sathya Baba, Sai Baba blessed be thy name93
 
 The names of divine beings like ‘Jesus’ take on a particular quality; in this case, that 
of the divine Messiah whom Christians claim will return to the worldly plane in a second 
                                                 
93 My emphasis is in italics. Source: http://www.sathyasai.org/songs/bhajans_default.htm 
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coming. By claiming the oneness of Jesus and other divine personalities with that of Sai 
Baba, adherents are encouraged not only to see the link between the two deities, but also 
to equate those divine powers and characteristics with that of Sathya Sai Baba himself. In 
fact, the Avatar is believed to return in a “second coming” in the form of a man called 
Prema Baba. Official teaching asserts therefore, that a worship of deities of any dominant 
religious tradition is acceptable, for they are perceived as different avenues on the same 
path of a singular idea of spirituality. Hence, the Sai framework allows the adherence of a 
multi-religious congregation. At the same time, if we take this argument to its logical 
conclusion, then there is no necessity for adherents to pray to the Gods of their dominant 
religious traditions, and in fact, these Godheads are arbitrary; prayer and devotion to 
Sathya Sai Baba is sufficient, for adherents believe that he embodies the universal God. 
Sai spirituality argues for a united effort of service and prayer but devotees appear to 
avoid the problematic nature of religious doctrinal exclusivism by elevating certain 
Godheads and religious rites above others in ritual practice under certain conditions. 
 The pattern of variations may indeed be traced to generally three major interacting 
conditions: (1) Location, (2) Demographics, and (3) Events. Centres that have their base 
of operations on Hindu temple grounds will tend to adhere to Hindu rituals like Arathi 
and the distribution of vibhuti as a form of respect for their patrons. Furthermore, the 
number of Hindu members in Temple centres would be considerably higher than those of 
other religions. The community also has patron-client obligations to provide manpower 
and other services to the temple leaders should the need arise, and hence leaders in those 
centres are also usually Hindu or have an affinity for most things Hindu. I will explore 
this further in Chapter 4. 
 With regards to demographics, it follows then that the numerical superiority of a 
particular religious or ethnic group in a community also effects the variations employed. 
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For instance, there is a tendency to see a prominence of Chinese songs and deities placed 
at the altars of a centre dominated by Chinese members. However, the demographic 
situation is slightly more complex, for there are cases where the community consists of a 
large number of non-committee Hindu members, but a disproportionate number of Hindu 
members sit on the centre committee. The ethno-religious character of the rituals depends 
on the balance and the outcome of negotiation between these two major groups of 
members. 
 Finally, certain religious and cultural events like Christmas, Shiva’s birthday, Chinese 
New Year, and Sathya Sai Baba’s birthday shape the nature of ritual behaviour for that 
period of time. The altar may be adjusted to give what appears as more honour for a 
particular deity, although philosophically-speaking, respondents insist that “there is no 
difference between these godheads”. Songs, music, and dress may also vary for these 
purposes. Temple centres, for instance, may cater their rituals and actions to the benefit of 
temple devotees and leaders during Hindu festivals and celebrations.  
 In all, the interaction between these three factors results in a complex blend of 
conflict, negotiation, variations, and growth, exacerbating certain ethno-religious 
elements within the movement while paradoxically providing for a cohesive community 
of believers. Conceptually, the Sai Baba Movement is geared to maintaining social 
cohesion within the communities of adherents; education, social and ritual practices, and 
Sai spirituality all reinforce a shared belief in the service of society and humanity. In 
addition, the movement’s centralized structure appears capable of maintaining a high 
level of uniformity and conformity of all members and centres under its care. Effectively, 
however, the multi-ethnic, multi-religious nature of the movement’s loose membership 
structure and generalized “human values” education programmes provide the space where 
the negotiation of meanings, religious symbols and action can take place. Indeed, it is the 
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contention of ethno-religious meanings – the contradictory result of the complementary 
and yet conflicting interaction between indigenous ethno-religious artefacts and those of 
Indian cultural origin, both at the level of the individual devotee, as well as at the macro-
level between Sai centres – that is at the heart of the popularity of the Sai Baba 
Movement in Singapore. In Chapters 3 and 4, I will further analyze these patterns and 
their significance both at the individual as well as the macro level. I will argue that this 
contradictory blend of complementary and conflict relations at the structural and personal 





The Hierarchy of Affinity and Conditions of Adherence 
 
3.1 Introduction: The Conditions of Adherence 
 
 In this chapter, I will examine the central problem of this thesis: Why is the Sai Baba 
movement popular in non-Indian cultures? To answer this, I will address two key 
questions: Why do people join the Sai Baba Movement? How is social cohesion 
maintained in the community formed by individuals from different ethno-religious 
backgrounds? In Chapter one, I argued that the successful international spread of the 
Movement at both the individual and the micro-structural levels is the result of internal 
and external factors. In this chapter, I will extend that argument and show that people join 
the movement due to a combination of subjective experiences (internal) and the impact of 
structural conditions on the individual (external). 
 Firstly, I will examine the internal factors that affect membership, or what I term the 
subjectivities of adherence94. These include personal motivations such as the desire to 
fulfil certain personal and spiritual needs, as well as the individual’s interpretation of 
certain events and experiences that both trigger as well as maintain adherence. For 
example, many of my respondents joined the movement because it fulfilled their need for 
religious revival and offered a way to direct their religious beliefs toward some form of 
meaningful social action. Furthermore, my respondents also presented numerous accounts 
of miracles and divine encounters that they had experienced both as Sai devotees and a 
short period prior to their adherence. The divine ability of Sathya Sai Baba to appear in 
their dreams and in person at various locales around the world is one prominent aspect of 
                                                 
94 As I have asserted in chapter one, “conversion” to the Sai Baba Movement is not marked by relinquishing 
one religious identity for another, but rather one where the importance and focus shifts in emphasis. A 
devotee may then alternate between the subjectivities of each religion with little or no personal cost.  
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these encounters. As such, these Sai religious experiences are another important aspect of 
the subjectivities that affect adherence to Sai Baba. In this chapter, I will thus examine 
some prominent and well-circulated narratives of Sai Baba’s powers within the realm of 
religious experience, and its effect on the individual devotee.  
 Secondly, I will show that individual adherence is also the result of structural 
conditions. I argued in chapter one that the syncretistic nature of the Sai Baba Movement 
is a key factor in understanding why people join the NRM. I will show that the different 
religious elements incorporated into the Sai religious and spiritual logic appeals to 
different people for different reasons. These religious elements are embodied in the 
person of Sathya Sai Baba himself in the form of divine attributes that are in turn 
repackaged in the form of global, humanist teachings (see Chapter 2). These teachings are 
subsequently received by the potential devotee who identifies with those elements 
familiar to his own religious traditions, within the framework of the Sai Baba Movement. 
As such, the potential for a Singaporean to become a devotee is also constrained by 
certain conditions such as the degree of doctrinal and communal exclusivity in his 
mainstream religion, and the socio-cultural context of Singapore society vis-à-vis the 
religious economy and the State’s emphasis on multiracialism (this will be covered in 
Chapter 4). In other words, while the Movement may potentially attract adherents from 
different ethnic and religious backgrounds in Singapore, members from certain ethnic and 
religious groups have a higher tendency to adhere than others. Furthermore, the degree of 
religious alternation may also differ depending on the religious tradition of which they are 
members. As such, I will first describe and examine three of the most commonly 
reproduced narratives of religious experience in the SBBM and then proceed to analyze 
the subjectivities of adherence; subsequently, I will address the structural conditions of 
adherence in the second half of this chapter. 
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3.2  The Subjectivities of Adherence 
 
 In the study of religious phenomena, narratives of religious experience are important 
sites of data for the researcher. Before proceeding with the analysis, however, some 
clarifications are needed to place the analysis of experience within the framework of this 
thesis. It is important to note that respondents’ statements of beliefs or what he or she 
believes in and why, are often engagements in religious philosophy rather than accounts 
of the true religious experience of the devotee. Hence, in analyzing narratives of religious 
experience it is important to differentiate the former from that of articulated beliefs; this is 
an important key to a closer understanding of the process and action of believing95 in 
relation to the outcome of those beliefs. In order to get at the devotees’ “true” experience 
of religion, one should look at both the articulated accounts of religious experience as 
well as the actions associated with them. Thus, through the narratives, we will be able to 
make grounded empirical observations and examine the subjective conditions that 
motivated, triggered, and continue to reinforce the devotee’s adherence to the Sai Baba 
Movement.  
 Therefore, in this section, I will present descriptions and analyses of various types of 
responses and accounts of experience that were collected from the Movement’s devotees. 
These accounts not only include interpretive experiences of the sacred, but also practical 
experiences of how they came to know and believe in the teachings of Sathya Sai Baba. 
In other words, these narratives will reveal the different subjective reasons why different 
people convert, adhere to, and/or are attracted to Sai Baba. Furthermore, the processes of 
                                                 
95 Geoffrey Benjamin distinguished between the idea of belief and believing in a conference organized by 
the Asia Research Institute in Singapore (The Sacred in a Global City: Symposium on Religion in 
Singapore, March 2007). Drawing from the ideas of Michael Polanyi (1959), who suggested that the 
researcher’s tendency to focus on the symbol as object necessarily destroys its meaning (Polanyi, 1959:30), 
Benjamin argued that ‘true’ belief lies in the subjective source of doing, and not the overt statements that 
are normally presented as one’s ‘beliefs’; thus researchers should be more concerned with the action of 
believing that people engage in, and less with statements of ‘belief’. 
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sharing or exchanging these narratives are an important factor in fostering community 
bonds. One way in which devotees share those experiences is through story-telling, 
specifically focused on their encounters with Sathya Sai Baba. As I have mentioned in 
Chapter 2, this culture of story-telling and myth-making reflects Sai Baba’s own penchant 
for parable-like tales in his numerous discourses, many of which continue to be repeated 
by devotees today. I assert that these experiences point to several ways in which these 
adherents from different cultural and religious backgrounds are able to relate to one 
another in the Sai religious community. More specifically, I argue that these narratives, 
through this culture of story-telling, have become collectively a ‘repository of myths’, a 
collection of social memories that are shared by the community of believers and are 
constantly drawn upon by devotees to reinforce their beliefs as well as the beliefs of 
others. For instance, stories such as personal encounters with the guru, miracles and 
healings have been exchanged between new and old members alike to the extent that 
devotees frequently use the stories as told by others as a means to communicate their own 
religious experiences. 
 However, I argue that devotees are only able to temporarily transcend individual ethnic 
and religious differences and build a religious community loosely tied together by such 
shared religious experiences. The popular narratives used by Sai devotees are 
predominantly centred on the charismatic figure of Sai Baba, as the single most important 
symbol of the Sai community. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the vertical link between the 
charismatic leader and the individual devotees lies in both the temporal and ideologically-
sacred realms; this makes the link relatively strong and impervious to conflict.  On the 
other hand, I argue that although vertical relations with Sai Baba are strong amongst 
devotees, horizontal relations between fellow devotees are vulnerable to ethnic and 
religious divisions in everyday life as a result of certain structural conditions. As such, 
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social bonds that are created at the level of the community through the interaction and 
sharing of such religious experiences remain comparatively weak, as they exist only at the 
rhetorical and ideological level. The primary function of the repository of myths is to 
maintain strong vertical relations. 
 In my research, through numerous devotee accounts, several themes appeared 
repetitively and were the most popular stories of Sai experience: personal encounters, 
dreams, signs, apparitions, and healing. The next section will thus analyze the different 
types of adherence and why they occur. 
 
3.2.1 Narratives of Religious Experience 
 
Personal Encounters with Sai Baba 
 
 The first type of popularly cited narrative is one where the devotee personally meets 
Sathya Sai Baba. Descriptions of these encounters are often framed as “life-changing”, “a 
revelation of truth”, or the epiphany that “he is god”, and accompanied by emotions of 
immense joy, awe, and self-empowerment. As asserted in Chapter 2, these experiences 
often validate, reinforce, and sanction the followers’ beliefs, identity as a Sai devotee, and 
present or future actions taken in the spirit of the religion. This may be seen in the 
following interview excerpts: 
 
When people ask me, I say he is our teacher or guru. But to me he is God 
[because] I have been to Puttaparthi… 1984 was the first time. I have touched 
Baba’s hand and kissed it many other times. It was soft like silk and smooth like 
a baby’s skin. (Lin, 51, Chinese-Buddhist) 
I met him […] it was so crowded I had nowhere to sit… how to approach him? 
He waved to me and asked me to come forward… people made way for me but it 
was still so crowded. I had to kneel in front, and he let me hold on to his ankles as 
he stood in front of the crowd. I was very happy. (Linda, 62, Indian-Hindu) 
Baba is wonderful. When I asked him about my problems in setting up a new 
[Sai] centre, he said to me something like [sic] ‘Don’t worry about these things. I 
will help you and I know you have the ability to do what is necessary’. Since then 
I set up the centre and have become a more confident and determined person. 
(Bobby, 49, Chinese-Taoist) 
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In the first and second instances, the devotees’ initial encounter with Baba was the 
catalyst for their adherence and involvement in the Movement. Linda believed that she 
was personally noticed and picked out from the crowd of thousands, and this validated the 
guru’s divine status. Subsequent encounters where Lin “touched Baba’s hand and kissed 
it many times” and Linda “[held] on to his ankles” served as a reinforcement of their 
personal beliefs as Sai devotees, through the continuous process of intensification in their 
devotion. Similarly in Bobby’s case, this reinforcement and intensification is validated 
and translated into action, where he is encouraged to set up the new Sai centre upon his 
return home, with the blessing of Sai Baba. For these three respondents and others like 
them, sharing their experience of their encounter with fellow devotees is an integral part 
of their community life.  
 What is most interesting here is that although many devotees are not able to travel to 
Puttaparthi to see the guru in person, such stories of encounters are often circulated, and 
by no surprise, strikingly similar to that of the three respondents mentioned above. In fact, 
they were re-told to me by other devotees on different occasions. Some devotees acquired 
these narratives from others, internalized them, and then repackaged the stories as their 
own, while others vaguely qualified the narrative as one experienced by “a friend of a 
friend”. Although such stories are of a third party, even a stranger, they are nonetheless 
individualized as if the experience were his or her own for the purposes of introducing 
and reinforcing the uniqueness and power of Sai spirituality to new recruits and devotees 
alike. I have participated in such interactions which often take place during after-bhajan 
activities and witnessed similar discussions in the youth EHV classes. These discussions 
gradually develop a certain level of rapport and camaraderie between members of the 
community regardless of race or religion, both in terms of the collective performance of 
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rituals in the presence of the guru, as well as the shared experiences that may be related to 
and reinforced by fellow devotees.  
 
 
Spiritual encounters with Sai Baba 
 
 Encounters with the guru may also extend into the spiritual and magical realm. Many 
interviewees insist that Sathya Sai Baba spoke to them in dreams and even appeared to 
them miraculously in their own homes, thus reinforcing their belief in his ascribed quality 
of divine omnipresence. Such encounters are also of central importance to the Sai 
devotees in their spiritual and religious life96, and are often cited retrospectively as pivotal 
moments in their life as a Sai devotee, as summed up in the following quotation: 
I remember being depressed with school work and family life, and not being in a 
very good place emotionally. My grandmother was telling me about Sai Baba, 
and I even read up on his teachings, but still I didn’t believe. I went to sleep one 
night, and Swami appeared to me in a dream, called me by my name, and asked 
me why I didn’t believe in him. The next morning I felt this huge feeling of 
happiness and relief as if there were no more burdens, and from then on I started 
going for bhajan with my grandmother. (Sheila, 17, Indian-Hindu) 
For Sheila, her loss of faith in traditional Hinduism was followed by her desire to find a 
new source of religious invigoration. This, however, was hindered by her emotional state 
with regards to family and school work, coupled with her uncertainty in the validity and 
adequacy of Sai Baba’s teachings. It is only after the dream encounter with the guru that 
the respondent accepts both emotionally and logically that her adherence is the result of 
divine providence.  
 However, a more significant finding relevant to this thesis is the fact that many of the 
devotees I spoke to repeated similar stories. The point here is that the dream narratives 
have become so common and accepted here in the local Sai community that they are used 
                                                 
96 Scholars have long asserted the social, emotional, and psychological importance of dreams (see Freud, 
1955; Tedlock, 1987; Edgar, 1995) and many conventional religions regard the sightings of sacred beings 
such as angels, saints, and other apparitions as spiritually significant. 
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socially by many as legitimating and validating tools to justify certain actions and 
spiritual beliefs. For instance, Hock Seng, a prominent devotee in the Sai Selegie Centre, 
recounted this story to me: 
This certain brother approached me about setting up an altar for Baba in China. 
He said he will arrange everything for me, but I ought to pay my own airfare. 
There was a limit of 20 [people to go]. But with me, [there were] 21. So I told 
him ‘it’s ok I no need to go. Let the others go’. But he said, no, I should go. So 
we stayed at this 8th floor of the hotel. […] One Indian lady from India at Bhajan 
[asked for] “Someone called Brother Seng… is he here?” This lady wanted to 
make sure that he was the right person and so she asked him to tell her more 
about himself. Because it was Baba’s message and she has to bring something to 
him, and she didn’t want to give to the wrong person. Baba had asked her in a 
dream to bring a photo to place at the altar in Beijing, on the 8th floor [and] that 
Baba had sent 21 people down there […] Everything we do is according to 
Baba’s miracles. We just do our part. (Hock Seng, Chinese-Christian, 69) 
 
Respondents who knew of this incident found that it was miraculous that the “Indian lady 
from India” was not Singaporean, which suggested that there was little possibility that she 
could have met Hock Seng prior to this event. Furthermore, Hock Seng had initially 
declined the offer to travel. However, Hock Seng was a prominent member of the Centre 
committee, and it was not an impossibility to assume that she did know of him, even if 
they had never met. Regardless, the dream became her way of legitimizing her request of 
placing the photo she had brought at the altar; in fact, her request was never questioned 
and honoured without hesitation. Similarly, her dream became a form of validation for 
Hock Seng’s action to establish the new place of worship in the Beijing hotel. Again, 
these narratives are then stored in the repository of myths and repeated to others within 
and without the community.  In fact, Hock Seng’s story was repeated to me by another 
group of respondents in another centre, although the re-told narrative was missing the 
names of those involved. Thus, the narrative becomes a sign. Once the narrative is 
perceived as a valid mode of communication of divine messages, they are then used as the 
alibi for a devotee’s actions. 
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Signs and Apparitions 
 
 The third type of popular narrative used by my respondents is the mysterious 
sightings of apparitions of Sai Baba in devotees’ homes. For instance, one of my 
respondents, Teresa, a Chinese-Buddhist who has been in the movement for over 25 years 
and lives in a terrace house with her son Daniel, claims she has had several sightings of 
Sai Baba in her home. Daniel similarly claims to have seen others signs that suggested the 
presence of the guru in his home, affirming his mother’s own story: 
 
You know, one Chinese boy ran for his life, when his mother was here. It seems 
he saw Baba coming in from the garden. […] My maid once got up early at 6am. 
She actually felt someone pass her, then after that she realized it was Baba. Then 
one day, sitting down there and then drinking [sic]. Every morning I serve him 
with a glass of water. Until you have the experience, it’s hard to believe. You 
know, that’s why I don’t read the experiences of others [in biographies or 
books]… because mine is so strong already. (Teresa, Chinese-Taoist, 64) 
 
I am sure I saw someone at the altar and I called out to him, but he walked off 
down to the kitchen. When I looked in [the kitchen] there was nobody. But on the 
altar was left a small amount of vibhuti. I [help my mum] clean the altar 
everyday, and there was none that morning when I cleaned it, so maybe he came 
and he left it there for me as a sign and as a blessing. My mum thinks so lah, 
maybe she’s right. I don’t really know what to think… But how else to explain? 
(Daniel, Chinese-freethinker, 35) 
 
Teresa equates her experience with that of faith-building; she and many others believe 
that to see the guru in person or manifestation is to realize his divinity and true nature as a 
God-man. It is also interesting to note that the experiences of the Chinese boy, the maid, 
Teresa and Daniel, are mutually reinforcing; at the lack of a clear explanation of the 
sighting, Daniel concedes that his mother’s account is the only available plausibility, and 
the accounts of the maid and the boy serve only to reinforce Teresa’s resolve that it was 
truly the god-man that was present in these occasions. These narratives are just two of 
several stories of encounters with the omnipresent guru. Others recalled that the guru 
appeared to them and rebuked them for “being naughty”. Again, such narratives are 
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constantly validated and re-produced as evidence of faith through mutual reinforcement, 
but more importantly, the constant repetition of such narratives strengthens the emotional 





 The fourth narrated experience and arguably the most significantly influential reason 
why people join the Movement is that of physical healing. Physical healing was one of 
the most commonly cited experiences that my respondents revealed as the reason for their 
adherence to Sai Baba. Healings varied from chronic, minor discomforts to potentially 
life-threatening illnesses. One respondent claimed that he came into Baba worship 
primarily because his daughter used to have fits periodically and that he had heard about 
the guru’s healing abilities. After seven trips to Puttaparthi on her behalf, his daughter’s 
conditioned improved and she eventually stopped having fits altogether. Other accounts 
included the curing of a patient on the brink of kidney failure by drinking a bottle of 
water that the guru had personally blessed, and the alleviation of arthritic pain at the mere 
touch of his hands. Cynthia, a Chinese devotee, recalled the miracle that led to her best 
friend’s belief in Sai Baba:  
[My] neighbours - friends - married for 11 years, [were] a bit sceptical about 
Baba. But they thought they have nothing to lose. So they came to Puttaparthi 
with us. She had four miscarriages. So Swami asked what they want, and they 
said ‘a child’. So he said next year, they would have ‘a son’. Next year they really 
had a son. He is 12 years old now. (Cynthia, 61, Chinese-Taoist) 
The experience of being healed, of seeing a loved one healed, or even hearing about a 
member of the community being healed by Sai Baba is one that carries sufficient 
influence to convince that individual to join the Sai Baba Movement. Many respondents, 
even those who had not personally experienced healing, viewed these events as the 
definitive example of what spirituality and religion should be, summed up succinctly by 
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one respondent as “even more powerful than any other religious miracle that has 
happened in my life”. The healing experience is tangible and therefore extremely 
convincing in two senses. Firstly, the healing is physical and therefore observable, and 
secondly, its power is derived directly from a physical, living person in the form of Sai 
Baba. As with the other three forms of popular narratives, the focus of the narratives of 
healing is once again the divine powers and tangible presence of Sai Baba. Furthermore, 
although not every devotee has been healed nor is personally connected to the recipient of 
such healing, the stories of those healed are readily accepted and validated by the 
community. As a result, healing is perceived as entirely plausible and commonly 
available to devotees of different class, sex, race, or religion at the level of ideology and 
rhetoric.  
 From the examination of the subjectivities of adherence, I have shown how the Sai 
Baba Movement is able to attract and maintain a membership of individuals from 
different ethnic and religious traditions in a cohesive religious community through the 
existence of strong interpersonal, rhetorical and ideological vertical links between 
charismatic leader and follower. The power of such subjectivities and dreams appear to 
have similar properties and value to devotees in other parts of the world97. Having said 
this, however, I will further argue that certain micro-structural conditions still exist and 
act upon these subjectivities, resulting in an uneven ‘pull’ of new members. As a result, 
only certain types of people are attracted to and may easily join the movement, while 
other types are both structurally as well as culturally restrained. I will next examine the 





                                                 
97 For example, see Klass (1991:143-153). 
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3.3  The Structural Conditions of Adherence 
 
 From the examination of the narratives of religious experiences above, several 
empirical observations and arguments may be made. Firstly, consistent with most 
research on new religions and cults, introduction and recruitment into the group is made 
via available social networks and interpersonal bonds (Dawson, 1998:79; see Barker, 
1984; Stark and Bainbridge, 1985; Snow and Phillips, 1980; Singer, 1995). Potential 
recruits are invited to join the movement by friends, family members, or acquaintances 
that are present and with whom they are in significant contact. For instance, Daniel 
became a Sai devotee because of his mother’s involvement, while Sheila was invited by 
her grandmother. Furthermore, the intensity of interaction98 between recruits and current 
devotees is vital to the maintenance of new members (Dawson, 1998:81). In the case of 
the Sai Baba movement, this interaction involves mainly the philosophical discussions of 
Sai teachings and the social activity of sharing stories and myths of Sai religious 
experience. In fact, only one respondent claimed that he became a Sai devotee simply by 
“coming across it by accident” and then proceeding to read up on the teachings on his 
own. However, this respondent seems to be an exception to the rule.  
 Secondly, regardless of how miraculous and emotional they were perceived by 
respondents, significant religious experiences and events were always coupled with a dual 
process of active seeking99 on the part of the potential devotee, and gradual initiation on 
the part of the community. In my field work, I witnessed several conversations between 
current members and new arrivals whereby the latter were strongly encouraged to come 
without obligation or pressure for as many Sai activities before deciding to join them; the 
length of time for this initiation into the community was periodically emphasized to these 
                                                 
98 In some cases the loss of these ties and interactions could result in deconversion (see Jacobs, 1989) 
99 The potential devotee is often portrayed in interactionist tradition as the social actor who purposefully 
seeks to attain “…meaningful change in his or her life experiences” (Strauss, 1979:158; cited in Anderson, 
2000:4). 
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new additions as indefinite. Committee members would refrain from placing their names 
to the Convenor’s weekly contact list in this period to avoid putting pressure on these new 
potentials by frequent calling that may be perceived as overzealousness. Clearly, such a 
method of recruitment was a deliberately careful social process, rather than “a 
consequence of some dramatic extraordinary event that affects fertile psychological 
dispositions” (Zurcher and Snow, 1981:462). Arguably, the latter appears to be important 
only insofar as the initial motivation for adherence, while the former was deemed vital for 
cultivating the future devotees’ long-term commitment to the Movement’s cause. 
 Thirdly, adherence to the Sai Baba Movement seems to be strongly correlated with 
the degree of relative dissatisfaction with one’s traditional religion, but not to the point of 
conversion. Many respondents displayed a desire for some kind of religious revival by 
“getting more” out of their religious life, although perceptions of what “getting more” 
entails varied significantly among the community. For example, one respondent quipped 
that she wanted “a more ‘real’ experience” by worshipping a living god “like Jesus” 
rather than the “cold, hard, non-existent” statues of Hindu temple worship. Several 
Chinese respondents found the Movement’s ritual practices and congregational form of 
worship “more vibrant and lively”. In the case of the Hindu devotee, the association of 
the Sai Baba movement with Hinduism and the similarities of Sai and Hindu rituals 
allowed for a smooth transition. It has also become increasingly common to see the 
Chinese in Singapore adhering to different syncretic religions as a result of their 
ethnocentric world view100. (To what extent Christians and Muslims adhere to Sai Baba 
will be discussed later in this chapter). For most devotees, a significant point of 
dissatisfaction is the lack of meaningfulness in one’s religious life. Many of my 
respondents point to the Movement’s provision of avenues for meaningful social action in 
                                                 
100 Tan (1985) and Wee (1976) assert that Chinese ethnicity or a “Chinese-ness” is at the core of Chinese 
Religion rather than religious beliefs and practices. Cited from Goh (2007). 
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community service as an important factor in their adherence. In fact, “serving others” was 
a refrain constantly repeated by my respondents, and as shown in Chapter 2, social 
welfare is indeed a prominent aspect in the life of a Sai devotee. 
Only one respondent emphasized individualized spirituality and well-being rather than 
congregational worship, and insisted that religious rituals and practices were not his 
concern, but rather that it was “all about the mind”; however his ultimate goal remained 
socially focused on the need to “help others understand the meaning behind Baba’s 
teaching”. On the whole, my fieldwork did not reveal any other active Sai devotees who 
were not members of an established, traditional religion. Despite their relative 
disconnection with traditional religion, devotees continue to be members of and 
participate in these religions. As I will argue in Chapter 4, traditional religions are 
favoured and protected by the Singapore State, and culturally embedded in its society; it 
thus remains highly valued by the majority of its population and is invisibly woven into 
everyday life. The fact that Sai devotees do not need to undergo the complex and costly 
process of conversion is another significant factor in determining adherence. 
Fourthly, the refrain of ‘religion as experience’ is one that repeats through many of 
my interviews, with adherents experiencing some form of spiritual connection or 
miraculous event through their interaction in and with the Sai community. These 
experiences are important in the reification of Sai spirituality; these stories reinforce what 
William James (1902) termed the “faith-state”, or “the state of trust or confidence that 
forms the ground of religious assurance” (James, cited in Proudfoot, 1985:158). The 
intellectualization of Sai teachings is thus formed upon this faith-state, and allows for 
devotees to adhere and accept multiple explanations of the sacred (see James, 1902:506). 
Hence, different people have different interpretations of Sai spirituality and different 
reasons why they joined the Movement, are attracted to, and continue to adhere to Sai 
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Baba. As I suggested in Chapter 1, these interpretations correspond with significant 
Durkheimian “centres” in the Sai syncretic framework. For instance, for most of my 
Indian-Hindu respondents, the appeal of the living “god-man” or avatar was a major 
determining factor in their choice of adherence, while for many of the Chinese devotees 
interviewed, the granting of boons like the sudden, invisible healing of an ill family 
member or the sudden alleviation of suffering after a prayer to the guru was a prominent 
narrative. In terms of religious affiliation, I found that my Catholic respondents identified 
more with accounts of the “miraculous healing hands” of Sai Baba than Taoists and 
Buddhists who seemed to articulate their religious experiences in terms of dreams and 
signs. Hence, certain devotees who adhere to particular distinct religious traditions seem 
to identify more with particular elements of Sai spirituality and practices as a point of 
identification with the teachings and subsequent entry into the community. I further argue 
that these particularities result in what I call a ‘Hierarchy of Affinity’. 
 
3.3.1 The Hierarchy of Affinity 
The hierarchy of affinity model I propose here is loosely based on Weber’s informal101 
ideas on elective affinity (Weber, 1905 [1976]). Weber suggested in Economy and Society 
that elective affinity is concerned with individual social action and social structure and 
“whether and how strongly they mutually favor one another’s continuance, or, 
conversely, hinder or exclude one another – are ‘adequate’ or ‘inadequate’ to one 
another” (Weber, 1922:183, [1968:341]). Furthermore, the term “elective” also implies 
that individual actors have a certain degree freedom when it comes to their choices of 
“ultimate values” (Howe, 1978:381). Thus, elective affinities operate with “the logic of 
the interrelationships of networks of meanings, of possible actions” (Howe, 1978:382), 
                                                 
101 The term “elective affinity” lacks a precise definition. Howe (1978) argued that Weber used the term 
“elective affinity” (Wahlverwandtschaft) in many of his works as “casual propositions” in numerous works, 
but never offered a clear, formal definition (Howe, 1978:368). 
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and the possible actions that an actor may take with regards to these meanings are 
constrained by the “elective affinities of their universe of meanings” (Howe, 
1978:382).Thus, there is a “degree” of elective affinity that results from the interaction of 
these individual and structural factors; and as Howe asserts, “the higher the meaning, the 
greater would be its elective affinity” (Howe, 1978:381).  
 However, it must be noted that the “harmony of values” is “by no means assured” 
(ibid, 381). These values are inevitably mediated by the assertion of power, resulting in 
the privileging of certain “values” over others. I will thus extend this concept by arguing 
that the act of privileging values or exerting power over this universe of meanings results 
in a form of hierarchical structure of relationships between internal subjectivities and 
external factors. In the case of the Sai community in Singapore, the interactions between 
the subjective and structural reality of race and religion, and their associated socio-
cultural norms that impose themselves on the individual result in a finite hierarchy of 
possibilities and meanings. Specifically, I argue that the success of the movement in 
attracting members may be examined by the potential or affinity of certain individuals to 














Table 1.1 Hierarchy of Affinity 
Ethnic Group Religious Affiliation
Indian Hinduism 











High Potential of Adherence 
 
Low Potential of Adherence 
 
It is important to note that the table here does not denote a hierarchical ranking of value 
in terms of importance, but as a hypothesis of the possibility of adherence to the Sai Baba 
Movement, based on empirical data and observations of membership patterns in 
Singapore. Having said this however, I acknowledge that the term ‘hierarchical’ does 
carry with it the suggestion that power is unequally distributed; in this case, if we think of 
power as the devotee’s ability to shape and control the nature of the Movement, then 
indeed one could argue that power is in the hands of the majority group at the top of the 
hierarchical table, although as we will see later in this chapter, other factors enable the 
Chinese minority group to contest this power distribution despite its demographical 
disadvantage. This model is based on the assumption that people are generally more 
willing to accept such new religious ideas, governed by 3 factors: (1) the extent to which 
the system of their dominant religious adherence is ‘closed’ or ‘open’, (2) the extent to 
which they can identify with other members of the community (for example along ethnic 
and religious lines), and lastly, (3) personal network ties, where devotees are recruited to 
the movement through their primary groups, for example, families and close friends. I 
will thus argue that adherence to the movement in Singapore is governed by race, 
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religion, and the nature of interpersonal ties. Hence, the potential for 
membership/adherence in the Sai Baba Movement is highest when the individual is 
Indian-Hindu, and lowest when Malay-Muslim. 
Firstly, I will argue that adherence to Sai Baba is strongly related to the extent to 
which a devotee is able to identify and match different symbols from both the Sai 
syncretic framework and the framework of his traditional religion. Thus, there is a higher 
possibility for a devotee to accept the idea of multiple god-heads in the Sai religious ritual 
if he also adheres to a religion that has a similar conception of the sacred, for instance 
Taoism102 or Hinduism. For instance, the belief in the notion of Avatars is a cultural 
element readily available and accepted as spiritual fact by the Hindu devotee as Avatars 
are a prominent part of the Hindu religion. I found that many of my Hindu youth 
respondents viewed the Movement as a revitalized, more engaging alternative to their 
Hindu religion. In a conversation over dinner, one of the devotees, Nunithee, recounted 
her journey of faith to and with the Movement: 
I was born and raised Hindu, but I never went to temple [because] all I 
understood was statues and more statues, cold hard, non-existent. […] I even 
lamented, why can’t I have someone to follow by example, a real person, not a 
statue or a non-person, but a man like Jesus? […] I was having problems at one 
point in my life, and one day I dreamt of Swami [Sathya Sai Baba]. I knew some 
friends in the Sai movement […] Rina and Mary are in it… and they invited me 
for bhajan. And I went. And I just kept going. I made many new friends very 
quickly […] Last year, we went to visit Swami, and it was just great to see him. 
Swami is the one I would like to emulate. (Nunithee, 27, Indian-Hindu) 
It is interesting that Nunithee compares the “non-existence” and “non-person” quality of 
the Hindu godheads to the “real person” of Jesus. Another respondent described the 
Hindu godheads as “scary, [with] many hands and animal heads”. Arguably, both divine 
beings exist only in symbolic representation rather than actual living beings and are 
                                                 
102 On the other hand, it was also found that although the potential for Buddhists to adhere to Sai teachings 
is lower than that of Taoism, there are more Buddhist members in the Movement in Singapore. This, 
however, is the result of a significantly lower and declining percentage of the population that adheres to the 
latter religion (see Tong, 2002). 
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therefore both “non-existent” and “non-person”. Hence, the comparison of these 
representations, and not the imagined, ‘actual’ source, are what affect their degree of 
apparent “human”-ness. Thus, it may be more accurately understood that Nunithee may in 
fact be speaking retrospectively; in isolating, objectifying, and subsequently articulating 
that religious experience, she justifies her belief in the God-man Sai Baba by 
symbolically relating him to that of the God-man Jesus. Moreover, Nunithee’s experience 
and the accounts of several other Hindu youth respondents highlight the importance of 
Hindu devotee perception of the Movement as one whose primary role was to revitalize 
their experience of traditional Hinduism. Prior to their experiences with Sai Baba, these 
respondents recalled a reluctance to worship the Hindu godheads. To these devotees, 
within the framework of the Sai Baba Movement, this practice no longer appears 
problematic. 
 The understanding of karma, the “divinity in Man”, and the evil in his ‘ego’ appealed 
to many of my Catholic and Buddhist respondents. Given that both ideas exist in Sai 
teachings, I found that the extent to which a Christian devotee, for example, may accept 
and practice these new ideas is also determined by his level of adherence to the teachings 
of his Church as well as the degree of social pressure exerted by kin to prevent his 
adherence to the Sai Movement. My respondents asserted that Catholics were more easily 
found participating in bhajans than the Charismatic Christians and Presbyterians, and this 
was confirmed by my own observations and informal meetings with the small number of 
these devotees. One respondent surmised: 
From what I see and those I know, Catholics are more accommodating to one-
God situations [where all religions are actually worshipping the same God]. The 
Protestants and the Presbyterians are difficult to keep… they’ve come before, but 
they just think we’re crazy. (Hock Seng, 47, Chinese-Buddhist) 
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Similarly, Li Ling recounted her experience with Catholics as being one of ‘opened 
enlightenment’: 
I went to University in England and I lived with the nuns. Of course, how they 
tried to convert me! But somehow I never did. Later on I did a lot of seva. They 
need some novices. So I was asked to talk about Baba. I told them that Baba was 
the only one who made me see God within five minutes. Because they asked me 
how come I was not converted to Catholicism [and] “who was my god”. So I told 
them all about Baba to them [sic]. They respected me for that because I was very 
international [ecumenical] in my explanation. (Li Ling, 55, Chinese-Buddhist) 
 My Catholic respondents informed me that they attend the Catholic mass every 
Sunday – more frequently, compared to bhajans which they attend only once a month. 
The reasons given by these respondents for their church-going, despite their new-found 
adherence to the Sai Baba Movement, ranged from feeling comfortable in a familiar 
setting or “[being] used to church services”, to more specific issues of experiencing “the 
real presence of God through the sacraments”. The Eucharist as a central and uniting 
symbol in Catholicism remains of central importance to these respondents. Thus, we can 
see that the presence of God for these devotees is reified within the boundaries of the 
Church walls through rituals, pictures and statues of Saints, and resonates particularly 
through the Catholic sacred symbol of the Eucharist. These symbols and rituals act as a 
source of comfort and allow them to maintain a spiritual relationship with the Christian 
God. Opinions on the bhajan differed; several of my respondents embraced the ritual as a 
“more lively and meaningful way of expressing [their] love for God”, while several others 
believed that the act of attending the bhajan was more important in terms of maintaining 
community togetherness and social bonds. The bhajan in this case, remains a peripheral 
sacred object and serves the function of revitalization and renewal of the religious 
experience. Although certain peripheral sacred objects and elements may be changed, 
substituted, or re-vitalized, the core sacred object in the Catholic respondents remains that 
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of the Christian deity. Thus, these Christians were able to alternate between the two 
religions along these lines of reasoning. 
 It is possible that more analysis may be done with relation to the different uses of 
religious symbols in the Catholic Church and her Protestant counterparts, and the 
similarities that could account for this affinity to the Movement; further research into the 
different denominational backgrounds and communities of these devotees is needed. 
However, at this point it is more prudent to reiterate the possibility that Li Ling’s 
experience suggests that certain groups of the Catholic community and their view of other 
religions in terms of their “validity” in the interpretation of the sacred, possess the 
necessary conditions for affinity and thereafter potential adherence to the Movement. 
 Secondly, as elaborated earlier, the importance of social networks, specifically, the 
role that family and friends play as agents of the Sai religious experience is another 
significant factor in ones’ potential to adhere. One of my respondents, Carol, first became 
a devotee when she travelled to Puttaparthi accompanied by and at the behest of her close 
“lady friends”, while on the other hand Cynthia was herself the agent of soft 
evangelization with regards to her neighbours. In the earlier case of Daniel, he did not 
“really know what to think” when confronted with the possibility of an encounter with the 
unknown and could neither fully embrace nor reject the idea of the god-man’s presence in 
his home. However, he eventually accepts his mother’s explanation and influence.  
In addition, I assert that ethnic identity is also a major affinity factor insofar that 
potential adherents identify with members of the same ethnic group, have friends and 
family who are of the same ethnicity, or share a common language with a group of 
devotees. These factors act as the catalyst to ease member-transition into the Movement 
and the cohesion of that community afterwards. For example, aside from her own desires 
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to seek religious renewal, Nunithee was also influenced by the presence and sustained 
involvement of her Indian friends in the Movement. Similarly, by virtue of race, Daniel 
was able to “fit in” with the members at the Sai Samithi his mother attended frequently as 
the congregation there was mostly Chinese.  
Furthermore, in cases where respondent profiles had a combination of high potential 
in race and low potential in religion, several determinants came into play: the level of 
adherence103 to the parent religion, and the type of social ties that exists. For instance, if 
adherence to the parent religion is low and social ties to the movement are strong, 
adherence to Sai Baba is highly possible. Kinship ties were found to have been the 
strongest determinant in these cases, and may act against or for the ‘pull’ to adherence. 
For instance, Daniel introduced himself as a “freethinker”, but in fact attends weekly 
service with his wife at a local Methodist church. His mother’s involvement was enough 
to persuade his adherence, although his wife’s presence at bhajans was infrequent.  
Based on the abovementioned affinity conditions, one would thus be hard-pressed to 
find a Malay-Muslim devotee. In fact, intensive participant observations of Sai activities 
revealed none. However, there have been accounts of Malay-Muslims attending bhajan 
celebrations out of gratitude and respect, and as a courtesy to the community that has 
aided them financially or in some other manner of service. Others may have been 
motivated by sheer curiosity or persuaded by close friends to attend Sai activities. 
Interestingly, however, many of my respondents reified the myth of the Malay-Muslim 
devotee, as if to perpetuate and reinforce their conviction with regard to the Sai ideal of 
universalism, seen here in the excerpts from two separate interviews: 
 
                                                 
103 Here the level of adherence refers to the level of religiosity in terms of daily practices, fulfilment of 
ritual requirements, and personal belief and identity. 
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Interviewer: Have you had any Muslims in your Centre? 
Devotee A: No… well, yes. The Muslim people we supplied the provisions to 
perhaps. Last time we supplied [aid] to 3 Muslims. But we never tell them to come 
here. We say we are Sai devotees […] it’s our jobs to serve them. 
Devotee B: A few Malay-Muslim friends have come before. Other Muslims have 
not really come before. 
--- 
Interviewer: Do people from all races and religions attend your activities? 
Devotee C: Yes, all are welcome. We even have Muslims. [Quite a few] Malay-
Muslims who used to come also. But I haven’t seen them for some time. 
It is interesting to note that in the second instance and several instances like it, 
respondents thought it important to voluntarily highlight the presence of Malay-Muslim 
participation. It appears that many adherents perceive that the ability to garner the support 
of a multi-religious and multi-ethnic membership is best highlighted by claiming the 
support of the Malay-Muslims. This is particularly so in Singapore because the adherence 
of the Malay community to Islam (99.6%) is virtually absolute, and to lay claim to 
individuals from this ethno-religious group may be seen as an attempt to increase the 
stature and credibility of the Movement’s leaders and the teachings of Sathya Sai Baba. 
Furthermore, such narratives of the myth are often made with vague references to “a few 
Malay-Muslim friends” and “other Muslims”, with no real links to a specific individual or 
group as evidence for supporting these claims. 
At the same time, some devotees insist that they have never expected to see any 
Malays attending bhajans or seva activities, for the fact that they were all Muslim. As one 
respondent put it, “…it is dangerous for them to come, because of their religion, they 
don’t allow it”. Another recalled an experience where she encountered what she 
perceived as a Malay-looking man near the bhajan hall: 
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I saw him walking around and at first I thought ‘eh why is this Melayu104 here?’ 
Maybe he’s here to ask for our [financial] help. So I asked him ‘are you looking 
for someone to help you?’ And he said yes, he wanted to pass something urgent 
[sic] to [Brother] Raj which he brought from work. Ah! You see? […] It didn’t 
occur to me that he was here to bhajan. (Karen, 58, Chinese-Buddhist) 
Karen’s responses revealed the paradox that faced many other Sai devotees that were 
interviewed. Most of them were unconsciously engaging in myth-making, while they 
were at the same time quite aware of its impossibilities: the very idea of a Malay-Muslim 
devotee, while conceptually desirable, was an extremely rare commodity in everyday life. 
This awareness was confirmed by a Malay-Muslim man whose family had been receiving 
help from one of the Sathya Sai Centres. He declined to meet in person, but agreed to a 
telephone interview, where he expressed his discomfort at attending any spiritual 
functions organized by the Movement because of his religious beliefs: 
I am very grateful to them for helping us […]I only went to one of their singing 
sessions [bhajans] to show that I am grateful, see-see [have a look]. I believe only 
in one God. What kind of a Muslim am I, if I go to these things? I don’t want 
people and my family [and] friends to misunderstand. (Farid, 45, Malay-Muslim) 
Farid perceived any adherence to the Movement on his part as a zero-sum conversion, a 
threat to his religious identity as well as his social role as a Malay-Muslim in his 
community. He questioned his identity as a Muslim, and feared social repercussions from 
his kin and other members of his social group. By comparison, Chinese devotees, the 
largest minority group within the local Movement, appear to experience less difficulty in 
adhering to the Movement’s teachings. In fact, studies on religion in Singapore revealed 
high levels of religious-switching amongst the Chinese from Taoism to Buddhism (Tong, 
1989), as well as charismatic Christianity (Goh, 1999), and this relative ease of switching 
religions seems to suggest that a Chinese devotee would also least likely experience a 
crisis of identity compared to that of a Malay. Tong and Chan (2001) argue that this is 
due to the low level of importance that the ethnic Chinese place on religion as an ethnic 
                                                 
104 The local term for a Malay person. 
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marker (Tong and Chan, 2001:374). Similarly, one may argue that this is also a factor in 
the different levels of adherence to Sai teachings between members of different ethnic 
groups. Therefore, adherence not only effects, but is affected by the degree to which the 
devotee’s identity is defined by his/her ethnicity or dominant religious tradition. This 
close interrelation between ethnic and religious identity clearly inhibits and constrains the 
devotee’s ability to alternate between the two religious realities. In any case, a hierarchy 
of sorts may be formed in terms of level of religiosity and adherence to the Sai 
movement, with the majority of its members being Indian-Hindus and Chinese-Buddhists. 
The success of the movement’s growth in Singapore then is limited along these two 
ethnic-religious lines. 
3.3.2 The Ethno-Religious Rift
The contention regarding the interpretations of adherents arises more poignantly not when 
members attempt to include non-Hindu elements to the rituals, but when they seek to 
exclude certain items, songs, and ritualistic acts in the bhajan in order to de-hinduize the 
ritual altogether. A prominent Chinese leader in one of the Movement’s major Centres 
recalled her experience with other leading Indian devotees in Puttaparthi: 
[The Indian leaders] were a bit restrictive. They said we couldn’t practice with 
the men and ladies together. But Baba said to me... “According to the 
environment, we can change…” We are Chinese. We are not Indians. […]What 
we are carrying on is [only] an Indian tradition. (Susan, 57, Chinese-Buddhist) 
In such cases, these interpretive acts are no longer merely a functional part of the wide 
range of possibilities for spiritual interpretations on the part of individuals, but become 
potentially divisive lines between those of different religions and ethnicities. These 
attempts are consequently met with resistance on the part of many Hindu and Indian 
members, who see the manipulation of such ritual behaviour as a tampering of sorts with 
what they see as the authentic ritual as it has been developed and passed down from their 
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religious leader. In other words, even the “overarching framework” is being contested by 
adherents of different groups within the Movement. Many Chinese devotees perceive the 
difference between Indian and Chinese forms of Sai worship as one that separates mere 
ritual performance from the more important aspect of philosophical interpretation. One 
devotee remarked that “Indians have [their] way of worshipping. Ganesh and all this [sic]. 
But the Chinese are different. We are not concerned about the procedures. We are more 
concerned about the mind. […] What is the meaning behind Baba’s meditation? That is 
more important.” 
 In fact, there exist even different interpretations of what constitutes an ‘acceptable’ 
framework. Certain ritual symbols and actions that have been passed down from the 
spiritual Centre in Puttaparthi, that is, those that have been practiced in bhajans around 
the world in its initial stages105 of transnational travel have long been considered by most 
devotees as the ‘authentic form’ of Sai ritual worship. This issue of authenticity is one of 
the points of contest between the Indian-Hindu and Chinese leadership. Chandra, an 
Indian-Hindu devotee and a committee member, explains that to him, there is no 
difference between his Hindu religious practices and the rituals in the Sai Movement: 
We follow exactly what Puttaparthi is doing [the order of songs, Ganesha, then 
Devi song, and so on…]. We do not go beyond [what is taught on] our own. 
Certain centers don’t have the Arathi. We still have the Arathi because we believe 
in it. Because this is the Hindu way - Swami’s way. (Chandran, 49, Indian-
Hindu) 
Siva, an Indian-Hindu and a non-committee member, initially espoused a more flexible 
view in terms of the choices of songs in the bhajan ritual: 
 
 
                                                 
105 This aspect of transnational travel and indigenization will be examined in Chapter 4. 
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Swami has mentioned that when we sing bhajans, we should sing for whoever is 
in the crowds (sic). If there’s Tamils, then sing for the Tamils in Tamil. If there’s 
Chinese, then sing Chinese bhajans. If there’s Sinhalese, sing in Sinhalese. If the 
majority is such then sing for them. I mean, you should move with the crowds. 
Swami mentioned this once. But the people here mostly are Tamil speaking, so 
why change? (Siva, 55, Indian-Hindu) 
Ultimately however, both Siva and Chandran believe that changing the types of songs, 
altar arrangements, and the language used on the whole are unnecessary given the 
majority Indian devotees in the community. Many respondents similarly support the 
maintenance of this status quo across the board, dismissing the changes that the leaders in 
“Chinese” Samithis have initiated as “petty and minor things” even though Siva’s logic 
should in fact support such variations in these centres that support a majority-Chinese 
group of devotees. 
 Taking into account the fact that the majority of members at the initial stages of 
development of its overseas Centres were Indian-Hindu migrants, this perception of 
authenticity was more readily accepted by the first wave of devotees, but this began to 
change as the community soon incorporated increasingly diverse members. Chinese 
devotees began to grow in numbers and soon took up leadership positions and established 
their own Samithis. Eager to establish themselves within the Movement, the minority 
Chinese attempted to exert some elements of their cultural identity onto the practices and 
beliefs of the Sai Baba Movement. Others sought to rationalize the teachings of 
universalism into these everyday practices, and resist the dominance of Hindu culture 
within this community that they adhered to, succinctly captured by the following 
complaint: 
The so-called [Hindu] tradition we should change. My daughter objects to it. She 
asks, “Why must we sing only to the godheads?” […] I also don’t understand it 
anyway. That’s a tradition from Puttaparthi. That’s why at the end [of bhajan] we 
sing one song [that] is very “international”. No mentioning of godheads. We 
should sing it like that. (May, 61, Chinese-Buddhist) 
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Unlike certain practices in other syncretistic religions, for example the death rituals in 
Chinese Religion whereby meanings and symbols are negotiated between the eldest or 
most wealthy of the deceased’s family (see Tong, 2004), the Sai Baba Movement does 
have the additional element which the Chinese may exploit to their advantage: access to, 
and the influence of, a powerful leader through the pilgrim network (see chapter 2). It is 
not uncommon for Chinese Samithi leaders to vocalize new ideas and proposals to their 
guru during their informal personal interviews, and these proposals are almost never 
submitted to or approved by the central council. I have observed some instances where 
‘guru-approved’ variations implemented by certain groups have resulted in disapproval 
from members of the central council, although no formal sanctions were undertaken since 
these variations did not involve a direct tampering of basic Sai teachings. Given that 
many of the various Samithi committee members that I spoke to, Indians and Chinese 
alike, had a relatively poor opinion of the central council, any action taken would have 
been met with considerable resistance or disregard. When asked why certain centres still 
performed Arathi and songs dedicated to the Hindu godheads despite such sentiments 
among the Chinese members there, May gestured to the bhajan participants and said 
Some things are hard to change, see later [the Indians] will complain [about us] 
and say we Chinese are changing Baba’s ways. When I was in Puttaparthi I 
actually asked Baba why we must do Arathi. He just pointed to the hundreds of 
people in front of us dressed in white and said “Look at all the white ants. Their 
dress is white but their hearts are black. All that matters is the heart and service to 
man, not the rituals or songs.” 
 
 Although a general instruction exists to outline the key elements and symbols to be 
employed in Sai rituals, these instructions are specific enough to adequately provide a 
stable condition necessary for functional variation and negotiation to take place, but to 
some degree too universal such that it creates a space for religious and ethnic differences 
and conflict to manifest. Many of my respondents viewed this space as a buffer zone; any 
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attempts to use this space by a member of another ethnic or religious group appeared as 
an encroachment into neutral territory and very real possibility that the assertion of one 
categorical point of view would result in the marginalization of their group in the 
community. Some members even find avenues of reprieve to express their desired ritual 
variations by holding bhajans in the privacy of their own homes and inviting like-minded 
individuals who wish to participate, much to the chagrin of some Central Council 
members although in principle they seem relatively powerless to initiate any action 
against them. The point here is that such conflict is less apparent as a process of 
negotiation with regards to constructing individual systems of beliefs and meaning, but 
more as an undercurrent of ethnic and religious differences, with both ethnic groups 
fighting to claim the Movement as authentically and uniquely their own. As the following 
responses adequately highlights this ongoing and seemingly irreconcilable conflict 
between the Chinese and Indians: 
Chinese can sing bhajans very well. They can sing very well, truly. Because I was 
telling the Indians, “you are Tamil, you are Hindi…what do you know about 
Sanskrit?”. They always say we pronounce wrongly. So I ask “how you know 
you are right?” So there’s always fighting and arguing, and there seems to be 
very little way around it. 
 
We are the richest centre in the whole of Singapore. All the other centres in the 
world rich because they raise funds, like in Australia. They sell the food every 
Sunday when they have bhajans. We don’t do it. We don’t even put out a box. 
Whoever wants [donate] does so. You know I used to receive 5 cents. You know 
the Indians [never gave anything]. I am not saying anything bad about any race. I 
am talking about services. But we kept quiet. For seva, we cook ourselves [and] 
never ask for money. Like last week, I had to cook one big pot of curry and 15kg 
of long beans. Cut until my hands also so pain. That is the proper way to serve. 
 
On the other hand, not all my respondents felt such animosity towards members of the 
other group. I found that devotees who could neatly separate the structural notions of 
‘culture’ and ‘tradition’ from that of meaning, or what they perceived as core religious 
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and spiritual beliefs106, found accepting the “Indian-ness” of the Sai Baba Movement 
relatively unproblematic. Most of my respondents, however, barring a conscious effort to 
accept and rationalize their adherence, often fall back on their innate predisposition to 
stereotypes of “the other”107. 
In summary, then, I reassert that adherence to Sai Baba is not only the result of 
individual subjectivities that rhetorically and ideologically bind the community and its 
charismatic leader through intense devotee exchange and interaction, but also mediated 
by structural conditions which paradoxically induce a heightened sense of difference at 
the same time. These differences manifest themselves in terms of the actual, everyday 
practices and rituals of Sai devotees, particularly those in positions of relative power. The 
community is therefore one characterized by incoherence; at the level of individual 
identity and everyday lived experience there is pronounced tendency for devotees to 
assert his or her ethnic identity, which is at once at odds with the pronouncement of its 
communal identity. However, the moment where the community transcends such a desire 
to concretize the incoherence of its universal identity is when members are actively 
engaged in the actual bhajan session. The re-creation of sacred space within the place of 
devotional worship - the imagined person of Sathya Sai Baba walking down the 
ceremonial carpet, the empty chair filled with his divine presence, the meditative aura of 
chanting and singing – ironically allow devotees to temporarily suspend their innate 
rejection of each other’s ethno-religious assertions on the preparation and operation of the 
Sai ritual, while in the midst of its actual performance. 
                                                 
106 One respondent succinctly sums up this logic: “Now I understand Indian culture better. It was difficult to 
enter a mosque initially, but after some time, it’s all the same. Just follow the rules, there is nothing wrong 
[with doing so]. Whether you wear a scarf or a turban, they’re just rules. Wearing [them] or whatever, it 
still means that you are one of us [a Sai devotee]. It’s understanding and accepting their religion.” 
107 It has been well-documented that in terms of identity, many groups define themselves in opposition to 
another group or “the other”. Among others, see Smedley (1998) for further details.  
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The Sai community in Singapore is thus ideologically held together by the teachings 
of universal love, the presence and experience of living with and worshipping a living 
saint or ‘god-man’. Stories, dreams, and narratives of healing encounters and 
extraordinary as well as everyday miracles continuously weave the fabric of unity and 
cooperation within the community through a shared understanding of meanings and 
symbols. In Singapore, however, where the State is preoccupied with categorizing 
identity markers in terms of sex, race, religion, and class, Sai devotees struggle to come to 
grips with their Sai identity that preaches what is in essence the universal identity of 
humanity rather than differentiated social sub-groups. In Chapter 4, I shall show how this 
politics of difference is played out structurally in the form of internal competition by 
examining the nature of religious competition and growth of the Sai Baba Movement in 









 In this chapter, I will address two key questions: How and why has the Sai Baba 
Movement spread so successfully in Singapore? In Chapter 3, I examined the popularity 
and hence the success of the movement via individual and community-level analysis. 
Thus, I will now shift my focus to the structural level and argue that the growth of the 
SSBM is the result of both complementary and conflict relations within a transnational 
social context. I will extend this argument by closely examining the processes of growth 
of the SSBM in Singapore in terms of internal and external relationships. Specifically, I 
will show that the movement’s growth in the socio-political context of Singapore is (1) 
part of the process of transnational flows, and (2) paradoxically the result of external 
relations of compromise and cooperation, and internal relations of conflict and 
competition. 
 Firstly, I will examine the growth of the movement in Singapore in terms of 
transnational migration and the diasporic community. In this chapter, I will show that 
many Samithis were formed both on the basis of accumulative expansion, or the influx of 
too many members beyond a Samithi’s ability to sustain such a large community, and 
internal conflict and competition between leaders, key members, and other devotees 
within a single Samithi, based on issues of race and religion. As Indian migrants arrived 
in Singapore, many formed communities based on common ethno-linguistic and religious 
lines. Based on the accounts of several respondents, some of these immigrants were Sai 
devotees, and upon their arrival began to form their own subgroups in which they 
conducted Sai rituals and practices. Gradually, other like-minded individuals began to 
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join, including those who were not formerly Sai devotees in India. As I mentioned in 
Chapter 2, these modest Sai gatherings had eventually recruited enough members to form 
the first Sai centre in 1967, and by the mid-1990s the Sai population had expanded to a 
multi-centred and multi-community organization. The underlying assumption in this 
analysis is that cultural artefacts do not merely travel at the abstract level, but rather 
people transmit culture that they have internalized via transnational networks which they 
later reify in the host society. As such, this section of the analysis relies heavily on the 
accounts of several key first generation and second generation devotees, many of whom 
are senior or founding members. Most notably, several respondents claimed that their 
fathers, grandparents, or other senior devotees with whom they were acquainted migrated 
from India in the late 1960s and began to meet regularly for bhajan worship. In this 
chapter, I suggest that the indigenization and expansion of the movement can only be 
understood in stages of development: its arrival, formation, and expansion are three 
interrelated yet distinct stages that must be analysed separately to fully understand how 
and why the movement has spread successfully in Singapore. More specifically, I will 
analyse the very process of indigenization of the movement by examining the structural 
changes to the SSBM vis-à-vis the growth of the Samithis and the community in three 
phases: foothold attainment, embedding and community formation, and accumulation and 
conflict. 
 Secondly, I will address an important question: what is the nature of the socio-
religious context in Singapore that provides a fertile ground for the growth of the SSBM 
over NRMs? In Chapter 1 argued that the socio-political climate and the point of insertion 
of the SSBM are important factors in analysing its successful development and 
significance within that particular social sphere. In this chapter, I argue that Singapore’s 
emphasis on race and religion heightens ethno-religious differences and plays an 
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important part in the indigenization process. I will extend the argument by examining the 
nature of the Singapore context whereby the Singapore State strictly governs religious 
institutions through legislation as well as the promotion of certain ‘ideal types’ that are in 
turn embedded within the cultural identity of the four major race categories of CMIO. 
Specifically, I suggest that Singapore’s protection of religious ideal types in fact allows 
for the proliferation of Sai centres rather than restricts it. I will show that the recognition 
of this by many of my respondents who were senior leaders and devotees contributed to 
the ability of the SSBM to exploit this socio-political gap through various official and 
rhetorical means and ease its insertion and expansion in Singapore society. By 
cooperating with the State and being seen as functionally useful in terms of providing 
social welfare, the SSBM was able to grow without political hindrance. In order to 
understand the process of indigenisation, one must examine both the context as well as 
the mode of insertion: I will thus also examine the external relations between State and 
the Movement later in this chapter. 
 Finally, I will extend the argument that the growth of the SSBM in Singapore is the 
result of a paradoxical relationship of external cooperation and internal competition and 
conflict by examining the nature of expansion, specifically the formation of new centres, 
and the local conditions that allow for the stable formation and maintenance of a Sai 
religious community. For instance, I will show that new Samithis were allowed to exist 
on Hindu temple grounds through certain types of cooperation and mutual benefit 
agreements between Samithi and the authorities of their host Hindu temples. This resulted 
in a relatively stable and legitimate environment from which to operate and recruit new 
devotees, particularly Hindus. On the other hand, I further suggest that the vibrancy and 
apparent growth of the Sai community in Singapore is not merely the result of new 
members joining, but also the result of animosity between key members on the basis of 
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ethno-religious and interpretive differences. In fact, I argue that ethno-religious conflict 
between individuals and racial subgroups as highlighted in chapter 3, coupled with inter-
Samithi competition, are also part of the indigenisation process; the growth associated 
with the successful indigenisation of the SSBM may in fact be attributed not solely to 




4.2 Indigenization of the SSBM in Singapore 
 
Studies of migrant religious communities especially those of Indian origin, are closely 
tied to studies and theories pertaining to the diaspora108, whereby migrating workers carry 
with them cultural artefacts from their homeland and establish themselves as a distinct 
migrant community109. As a result, transnational NRMs are necessarily intertwined with 
some elements of diaspora and migration. The growth of the diaspora and its changing 
form affect the religious community of the Sai Baba Movement in Singapore 
considerably in the early stages. What distinguishes this new community from its host 
culture is presumably a border110 that identifies, distinguishes, and symbolically insulates 
the community from that of the local. This bounded community is maintained by 
symbols, rituals, and practices that continuously recreate and reify the ties of the 
community to the motherland, hence making them clearly distinguishable from ‘local’ 
communities, while at the same time allowing for some level of permutation as the 
diaspora begins to incorporate certain elements of local culture over time. 
                                                 
108 Vertovec (2000) proffered that the ‘diaspora’ had been referred to primarily in three ways: as a social 
form, a type of consciousness, and a mode of cultural production, including the (re)production of religious 
belief and practices (Vertovec, 2000:141-59). I use ‘diaspora’ here in the last instance. See also Vertovec, 
1992). 
109 See particularly Waghorne, 2004; Mearns, 1995) 
110 Clifford (1994) argued that groups moving periodically across such borders are not in diaspora (Clifford, 
1994:303). The logical extension to Clifford’s notion therefore is that communities in diaspora are bounded 
and insulated, albeit imperfectly, by this border. 
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 However, in terms of understanding the transnational travel of NRMs via the 
migration of agents, this idea is insufficient. If we are to accept that these flows as the 
global integrating with the local, then we must also observe the integration of local 
individuals, groups and cultural elements into that particular, diasporic community, and 
not merely a one-way, controlled incorporation of local elements into the diaspora. It is 
this “reverse flow” process that will inevitably rupture and blur the boundaries between 
local and diasporic. In fact, my findings revealed that the current majority of Sai Baba 
members, except in the initial phases of indigenization, are largely Singaporean; many of 
the founding members, however, were not. The consequence then is an outpouring of 
various combinations and interpretations of religious meaning and practice through 
“local” and “global” elements that may potentially fragment the community. Studies on 
this global-local process in terms of the study of NRMs have been largely neglected, and 
thus is the central focus in this chapter. 
 Many scholars have noted the problems associated with the use of the term diaspora 
in such studies111. On the other hand, using similar understandings of transnational flows 
and the idea of the diaspora as a bordered community, we may be able to usefully analyze 
the current state of transnational religious movements and communities like the Sai Baba 
Movement. For instance, Sangha and Sahoo (2005) take their study of the Sai Baba 
Movement one step further by analyzing transmigration and transnational cultural flows 
in terms of the changing stages of community and its subsequent impact. The authors 
make three important contributions. Firstly, the authors rightly assume that these 
immigrants necessarily bring their cultural traditions, rituals, and artefacts with them 
when they travel to their new settlement. Secondly, these migrant communities have in 
fact changed over time and, as a result of interactions with the local environment, moved 
                                                 
111 See Baumann (2000) for an extensive examination of the problematic use of diaspora as an analytical 
tool. 
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from ‘immigrant communities’ to ‘diasporic communities’ (Sangha and Sahoo, 2005:75). 
Thirdly, the authors crucially assert that it is the differences in the degree or intensity of 
cultural and geographical ties to the motherland, not merely that such ties exist or not, 
that distinguish the transitional stages of the community. It is the examination of the 
intensity that is crucial to our study of the Movement and similar NRMs. As a result, a 
modified approach must be undertaken to study these forms of religious communities and 
the issues surrounding them. Thus, we may further understand the nature of transnational 
and local relationships that sustain the movement in Singapore. 
 
 
4.2.1 The 3-Stage Indigenisation Process 
 
 Applying and modifying the approach used by Sangha and Sahoo (2005), I argue that 
the global-local process occurs primarily in 3 distinct but overlapping phases: (1) 
Foothold attainment, (2) community formation and growth, and (3) accumulative 
expansion. These three phases are primarily distinguished by the changes in network ties 
to and notions of the ‘motherland’, the size and number of communities, and the types of 
leaders and members. 
 Foothold attainment refers to the arrival of “global” religious elements in the local 
host culture via migrants, and the initial years of migrant community formation whereby 
“external cultural elements […] become local elements when they try to get a foothold in 
their new cultural contexts” (Schuerkens, 2004:18). Naturally, it takes time for new 
migrants to band together, establish informal community structures and re-imbue them 
with the norms, values, traditional and religious practices from their homeland into a 
cohesive community. It also takes time for local elements including the State, religious 
institutions, and people to react to these new arrivals. Aside from problems typically 
encountered by new migrant communities, religious communities may face an additional 
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stigma of criminalization and cult-labelling. Furthermore, there was a deep desire in many 
of these migrant labourers to return to their homeland. As such, this phase would be 
marked by informality, uncertainty and temporariness. 
 Phase 2 involves the entrenchment of more advanced administrative apparatus and 
organization, with communities establishing a working committee or council of leaders to 
see to the group’s needs. By now, major problems with the local authorities, the State and 
any other affected parties within the host culture would have been sorted out or 
overcome. With the foothold firmly established, the new religious community would then 
begin to expand in its host society. This phase of migrant community development may 
also be referred to as the “Old Diaspora” (Bhat, 2003), or “labor diaspora” (Cohen, 1999). 
Concurrently, the religious community will continue to establish itself by routinely and 
systematically developing its religious and cultural programmes, practices and rituals for 
members and participants. In this period, new migrant members and their descendents, 
attracted by cultural familiarities and the strength of traditional familial ties, will join the 
community, contributing to its steady and accumulative growth. 
 In phase 3, the community may transform itself to a more established, official 
religious or spiritual group by various means like registration, obtaining a place of 
operations, and drawing up a set of rules of guidelines for members, services, values and 
leadership renewal. Accumulative expansion occurs when increasing numbers of devotees 
entering the community result in the division of the community into smaller groups. 
Furthermore, new members from the host society, unrelated to the migrant diaspora 
specifically, begin to join the community. The initial reasons for such divisions would be 
primarily administrative and practical. The larger the group, the more difficulties the 
committee would face in managing weekly meetings and offering various services. Hence 
when the community reaches a critical point in its growth, new groups are formed within 
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that community of believers. It is this process that is intrinsically complicated with the 
introduction of non-diasporic members into the community. One logical effect would be 
that the particular modes of practice and expression in the community would shift to suit 
its local context, and that newly-formed groups would be a uniformed ‘blend’ of such 
localized modes. However, this circumstance appears to occur mainly in societies 
whereby the ethnic local population is generally homogenous, as seen in Sanda Ionescu’s 
study of the Japanese New Religion Soka Gakkai in Germany (Ionescu, 2000). The other 
logical possibility, and more prevalent in generally more multi-ethnic societies, is that 
conflicting interpretations of beliefs between different ethnic groups, in this case 
diasporic and non-diasporic members, would result in the establishment of multiple 
communities with distinct interpretations of religious expression. I will show that this is 
the case with the SSBM in Singapore. 
  
4.2.2 Growth of the Samithi 
 
In this section, I will examine the growth of the movement in Singapore by looking 
closely at the establishment of Sai Samithis since the mid-1960s. The data required for 
this was obtained through in-depth interviews of several key and founding members in 
the local movement and official records from the Registry of Societies. By piecing 
together fragmented elements of respondent accounts as well as documented articles, I 
was able to map the historical and cultural factors that prompted the growth of the 
Movement from the 1960s to present day. 
 
Phase 1: Foothold Attainment 
 The formation of the Sai Baba Movement in Singapore occurred in stages. From the 
mid-1960s-70s, adherents of the Movement were mostly immigrants who settled in the 
local context of Singapore as labourers. Most had ‘real’ ties to family members and 
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friends in their motherland. In other words, these immigrants had direct relatives in the 
motherland, communicated with them via letters and personal visits, and had lived there 
for a considerable amount of time. The community at this time was made up of these 
ethnic Indians, and almost all were Hindu. Leadership of the movement was primarily 
informal - as small groups of devotees gathered for bhajan in the migrant labourer’s 
quarters or someone’s place of residence, a few stepped forward, including the respective 
house owners, to take up some of the mundane tasks of organizing and running these 
events. There was no large-scale migration of Indians to Singapore during this period, and 
hence these small Sai gatherings began with relatively little attention from local elements. 
The existence of a formal, organized society that was registered with the Singapore 
government did not materialize until 1975.  
 
Phase 2: Embedding and Community Formation 
 The formal registration of the first Samithi marked phase 2 of the localization process. 
The Movement’s early expansion was a result of the accumulation of immigrant devotees. 
After Singapore attained independence in 1965, the State embarked on a rigorous 
campaign of national and economic development. Migrant labourers were encouraged to 
enter the country, and most who stayed were granted citizenship. During this period, 
many more Indian migrants, some of whom were Sai devotees themselves, arrived and 
joined the Sai community. Many of my respondents claimed that their grandparents and 
parents were immigrant Sai devotees, although it is unclear statistically how many were, 
and how they came to be, Sai devotees112. In 1975, the first Samithi, Sri Sathya Sai Seva 
Samithi, was registered under the Registry of Societies and boasted an approximate 
membership size of 700. In 1982, a second Samithi, the Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre of 
Singapore, was established on Everton road. By the mid-1980s, two more Samithis had 
                                                 
112 The oldest member I interviewed claimed that he was a Sai devotee when he migrated from India. He 
passed away in 2006. 
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been established in Singapore, with membership estimated at 1,500 members each. 
Members included immigrants as well as their family members and children. The 
leadership of the Movement was now in transition and comprised of both the immigrant 
generation and second generation ethnic Indians. 
 In the early half of the 1980s, Singapore was in the midst of rapid national economic 
development, and the demand for labourers now shifted to professional and skilled 
workers. The labour diaspora thus gave way to a “New Diaspora” that possessed the 
means to use improved modes of communications and maintain network ties with the 
“motherland” (Bhat, 2003, cited in Sangha and Sahoo, 2005:79). However, unlike the 
labourers of old, these migrants did not necessarily possess the desire to physically return. 
One respondent, whose father was one of the early leaders, recalled a “kind of connection 
and strange curiosity about India” but insisted that Singapore was his birth home and 
there was no “… passionate need to go there [India].” One may argue that social networks 
at this stage included both real and imagined ties, where some members continued to 
maintain personal ties through correspondence and remittance to relatives in India, while 
many more, particularly their offspring, had never met (and may never have a chance to 
meet) those relatives. Most significantly, the old leadership of the movement was in the 
process of being replaced by their children and members of the New Diaspora. The period 
from 1975-1985 also saw the beginning of the development of small groups of non-ethnic 
members, predominantly Chinese members, but these communities were highly informal 
and a minority, and Chinese devotees were not organized as a community but scattered 





Phase 3: Accumulative Expansion 
 The most observable growth in the number of centres in Singapore occurred between 
1992 and 1997. During this period, the number of registered Samithis rose from 4 to 13. 
Informal groups were registered within a year of their formation with some exceptions. 
The Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre (Bartley) and Sathya Sai Centre Singapore (Selegie) were 
believed to have been formed in 1985 and 1990 respectively, but registered only in 1997 
and 1995. The Sri Sathya Sai Society (Telok Blangah) was initially formed in 1983, but 
only submitted its application for registration in 2006. It is unclear as to why these 
Samithis delayed their application for several years, but through interviews I deduced that 
conflicting opinions, both between members within the informal group as well as with 
leaders in the central council, were the primary factor. Another reason could also be that 
there was no pressing need to do so. In 1988, a few Sai leaders and members invested in 
an 8,000 sq. ft. freehold piece of land on behalf of the Movement, and by 1995, had 
erected the first and only Sai Baba Centre building on exclusive premises. The Sri Sathya 
Sai Society (Singapore), the oldest and first Samithi on the island, moved into these new 
premises both for symbolic as well as functional purposes. Presently, 14 Samithis are in 
existence as well-organized establishments overseen by a Central Council, with 4 
Samithis operating in the Sai Baba Centre Building. This period also saw the 
establishment of 3 Samithis led by a majority of Chinese leaders and whereby the 
movement on the whole saw the increase in the number of local Chinese devotees. 
 Network ties with India in phase 3 are predominantly imagined. The majority of 
members have little or no personal connection with their relatives in India, but most 
maintain ties to the Indian hamlet of Puttaparthi as their “Spiritual Motherland”. For some 
of these devotees, the ‘motherland’ is the sacred ‘heart’ of their spirituality; the 
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symbolism and the nature of the motherland in this case has shifted from one 
characterized by real ties and a longing to return, to one dominated by the nostalgic desire 
for short-term pilgrimage. In this case, the sacred space of the motherland is embodied in 
the person of Sathya Sai Baba. As the highest authority on all things spiritual, devotees 
may seek an audience with the guru personally. This empowers many leaders to take 
different courses of action particular to that leader’s own interpretations of Sai Baba’s 
teachings. Interestingly, these ties may in fact provide devotees and leaders alike with an 
avenue to circumvent the rational-legal authority represented by the Movement’s new 
bureaucratic apparatus. As a result, relationships between Samithis and their central 
committee leaders, though cordial, is one largely characterized by conflict and a 
disinterest in cooperation. This is affected by the processes of localization and expansion 
that the Sai community undergoes, which in turn effects the formation of new Samithis. 
In fact, I argue that accumulative expansion of the movement is paradoxically spurred by 
conflict and rivalry as well as membership volume and popularity. I will extrapolate this 
process in the next section. 
 
 
4.2.3 The Accumulation-Conflict Process of Indigenisation 
 
For the most part, the local growth and expansion of Samithis in Singapore appear to 
follow the aforementioned pattern (see Annex D). As the number of members in a 
Samithi increased, managing the entire group became increasingly difficult. At a certain 
point where the number of devotees reached a critical point, like-minded individuals 
gathered together and organized their own bhajans in their homes. The accumulative 
expansion [a] of the Samithi thus resulted in the formation of informal groups [b]. 
Devotees who attended these informal groups lived in a relatively closer area to those 
premises than the Samithi’s actual place of operations, had close relationships with those 
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who organized them, or believed that their personal or spiritual desires were better 
served113 with this ‘community-within-a-community’. In many cases, these informal 
groups were started as a result of in-fighting and disagreements with other devotees in 
their community, particularly with regard to ethno-religious differences highlighted in the 
previous chapter (this will be explored further below). As more people joined the 
informal group, leaders began to face all too familiar difficulties in accommodating their 
members, and were forced to seek new premises to hold their bhajans and other activities 
[c]. These informal, mobile groups were eventually recognized by their peers as proper 
Samithis, and on the initiative of the group’s leaders are officially registered with the 
government [d].  
 At this point, it is important to note the distinction between the terms informal groups 
and house bhajans as I’ve used them here. Whereas most informal groups started out and 
operated from devotee homes, one may not say that devotees who attended house bhajans 
are members of an informal group. House bhajans were and are still a common activity 
amongst Sai devotees, although their significance is highly debated among local Samithi 
leaders. Some leaders believe that house bhajans are “unofficial” and should be 
discouraged. Others insist that devotees leave “negative energies” behind after bhajans, 
and while this is dissipated easily on holy grounds like temples, these energies “resonate 
in the home and affect its occupants”. House bhajans, however, continue to be popular 
amongst the lay devotees to this day, especially during festive and religious holidays. It is 
possible, given the nature of informal groups and the problems faced by the Sai central 
council in exerting authority over the local Samithis that some leaders find the idea of 
these informal group house bhajans deeply unsettling. Furthermore, founding members of 
                                                 
113 One devotee recalled having “a stronger sense of spiritual connection” whereby “you feel that God pays 
more attention to you because there are less people around”. He also felt more “connected and personal 
with my brothers and sisters [other devotees]”. 
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newly-registered Samithis often retrospectively relate to these house bhajans as the 
original point of the formation of their community. Thus, house bhajans are concurrently 
contentious symbols of unity and disunity in the Sai community. 
 As such, one may observe that Samithi growth is driven by a combination of 
accumulative expansion and conflict. There are two types of relationships where such 
conflict appears most prominently in the Movement’s history. Firstly, intra-Samithi 
relations and the conflict that occurs when key leaders and devotees within a particular 
centre become particularly dissatisfied with those in authority [e]. The targets of 
dissatisfaction are often the Sai central council, the Samithi executive committee 
members, or generally different groups of devotees within that Samithi.  Issues of 
religious expression, notions of the “purity” or the nature of what are the “authentic” or 
“original” modes of practice, belief and expression are some common flashpoints. In my 
research, I found that disagreements over ethno-religious interpretations between the two 
more influential ethnic groups in the movement – the Indian and Chinese114 – are 
commonplace. Thus one may argue that the aforementioned micro-level, ethno-religious 
conflict is clearly reflected at the macro-structural level, and is indeed at the very heart of 
the movement’s expansion. 
 The second type, patron-client, involves the nature of the relationship between the Sai 
community and those who have power over their place of operations; temple authorities 
and landlords [f]. Patron-client relationships change over time, and have resulted in the 
subsequent displacement and relocation of Samithis in Singapore. The shift to find new 
premises for one Samithi could open the door for other informal groups to take its place. 
Conflict between informal groups that initially share their locale of operations with a 
registered Samithi could also precipitate the movement to a new locale and the formal 
                                                 
114 This aspect of the accumulative-conflict process was examined in Chapter 3. 
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registration of a new Samithi. For instance, the Sathya Sai Centre Singapore (Selegie) 
was one of several informal groups that began its operations within the premises of the 
old Muneesvaran Temple115 and were sharing the use of the temple hall. Eventually, two 
of these groups moved out of the temple grounds and into the newly-built Sai Baba 
Centre building. The liberty with which new, relatively autonomous Samithis may be 
formed under the administrative umbrella of the Sai Baba Movement, coupled with 
residual animosity from such conflicts that may occur and contribute to Samithi 
formation, may in fact explain the very nature of Sai centre relations in Singapore. These 
external and internal relationships will be examined in the next section. 
 
4.3 External Relationships: Cooperation and Tolerance 
 
In this section, I will examine the external relationships that effect the indigenization of 
the SSBM in Singapore. As I argued in chapter 1, the nature of Singapore’s religious 
economy rests greatly on the State’s emphasis on ideal type links between one’s race and 
one’s religion; this would undoubtedly have an impact on new entrants into the religious 
marketplace. The relatively large Indian population and the State’s multiracialism policy 
are major factors in the success rate of the movement to ground itself in the society more 
readily, compared to the centres in Japan and China which have not seen nearly as much 
growth in the last 30 years116. The movement is easily superficially identified with 
Hinduism in Singapore, contributing to the sustained and phenomenal growth of new 
centres from 1993- 2006, as opposed to other cultures without a large Indian and Hindu 
population where the Movement has faced a high degree of anti-cult resistance, or simply 
                                                 
115 This particular temple was commonly referred to as “Mandapam” which literally means “temple hall”. 
116 Since 1975, the number of major Centres registered under the Sai Baba organization in Singapore has 
risen to 14. This number is considerably lower in Japan (9) and Hong Kong (2). 
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has not developed significantly117. In the case of the Sai Baba Movement, the association 
with Hinduism was most suitable due to its coherent identity as a dominant religion, or 
what Durkheim refers to as a “constituted religion” (Durkheim, [1912] 1995:43). The 
difference, however, is that while both possess frameworks that are syncretistic, 
Hinduism enjoys international recognition as a “world religion”. Thus, a certain degree of 
legitimacy and a clearer sense of identity are accorded to the SSBM as well as to its 
adherents. As such, a question arises: how does the SSBM simultaneously deal with the 
contradicting circumstance of the State’s suspicion of new religions, but also to attract 
new members in Singapore’s religious marketplace as a group distinct from the religion 
of Hinduism? I will next examine these strategies and more in terms of the relationship 
between the SSBM and the State and how that sets the foundation of the success and 
popularity of the movement. 
 
4.3.1 SSBM-State Relations 
 
 In order for the Sai Baba Movement to successfully negotiate the ethno-centric 
religious economy in Singapore, it has to be functionally useful to the State and at the 
same time appeal to the people in a new and vibrant way without causing alarm or 
appearing “strange and cultish”. In other words, it requires some form of legitimacy and 
credibility. To some extent, one may argue that the SSBM fits the State’s ideal of 
Singapore society: it is multi-racial and multi-religious. In addition, the Movement 
functions as one of the providers of the social welfare “safety net”, a role that the 
government refuses to take on itself (see Chapter 1). As such, the State also has an 
interest in legitimizing and promoting the Movement’s existence to a limited extent. As I 
suggested in the preceding section, the superficial recognition of Sai devotees as Hindus 
                                                 
117 This observation is made based on several anti-cult accounts, reports, and documentaries. More actual 
field work and comparative research needs to be done in this area.  
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by members of the general public contributes to a certain degree of legitimacy to the 
movements’ existence. Other than its superficial identification as Hinduism, legitimacy 
for the SSBM is also bestowed upon the group by the State in the form of official visits. 
For instance, State representatives including Members of Parliament as well as the 
President of Singapore are often invited to and attend SSBM-organized charity events. 
The attendance of government representatives at such events is symbolic not in terms of 
exclusive support for any one religious group and teachings, but of the State’s recognition 
of such religious and spiritual groups as elements that operate within the realm of cultural 
preservation.  
 For the Sai devotees and leaders, on the other hand, the presence of these officials are 
in turn drawn upon as a sign of legitimacy, recognition, and therefore some form of 
justification for their purposeful existence and functional role in the nation-state. This 
legitimacy is claimed by the movement’s leaders symbolically in the form of rhetoric. 
Several devotees mentioned that the Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong was an 
ardent supporter of the Sai Baba Movement, although this appeared highly unlikely. The 
enthusiasm for ‘claiming’ these state officials and the legitimacy they offer is apparent. 
As one devotee quipped: 
Even the presidents come! Wee Kim Wee, Ong Teng Cheong. […] and President 
Nathan has been [coming for our events] for the fifth year now. That’s how they 
recognize us as a non- religious and spiritual group. We cannot name ourselves as 
‘religious’; the government will come after us. 
Many devotees shared the sentiment that to identify the Movement as a ‘religion’ would 
be misleading as well as devaluing the importance of the Movement’s work. Many of my 
lay-respondents opined that traditional religions were not doing enough in terms of social 
welfare, but were too engrossed in ‘other-worldly’ or cultural concerns; hence, the label 
‘religion’ was considered a negative one. In 2005, the State-formed Inter-religious 
Council informally mooted the inclusion of the Sai Baba Movement as one of the 
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religions in Singapore; respondent sentiments were mostly against it. In any case, given 
the sensitivity of the State with regards to Singapore’s religious economy, the State-
ascribed label of ‘religion’ carried a “sacred” significance and could not be easily applied 
to any registered group. This created some level of paranoia amongst the old and present-
day leaders, and suggested that any declaration of the group as “religious” would open its 
members to government surveillance and sanction. 
 On the other hand, many leaders recognized the ‘religious’ nature of the group, and 
acknowledged the difficulties faced by the Movement in engaging the needy and 
participating in welfare tasks. This sentiment is summed up in the quotation below: 
Ours is not a welfare group. Sai Baba is our guru. It’s a religious group. But we 
call it ‘spiritual’, never ‘religious’. We are not called Buddhists, Hindus or 
Christians. So we call ourselves spiritual movement. All printed in our papers. 
That’s why it’s much harder to do welfare in Singapore and let people know that 
we as Sai devotees are helping our fellow man at the same time. 
 
Difficulties often arose because Singaporeans (non-devotees) were generally neither able 
to distinguish between the notions of spirituality and religion, nor make the distinction 
between a Sai devotee and a Hindu. This often manifested in frustration amongst many of 
my respondents who felt that they were unable or curbed in their ability to tell others 
about Sai Baba and the nature of their beliefs. Thus, a constant tension exists both in their 
interaction with others as well as within themselves. The association of Sai devotees with 
the Hindu religion may also be attributed to the fact that the former often rendered aid 
through the legitimate authority of their patron temple and not in the name of the 
Movement itself. For example, devotees from the Queenstown centre provide counselling 
and skills-upgrading classes for prison inmates through avenues provided by the Sri 
Muneesvaran temple. As such, their efforts are recognized by prison authorities and 
inmates as those of the temple’s devotees.  
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 It was important therefore to maintain an identification with Hinduism for the benefit 
of outsiders, but vital that devotees saw the distinction between the “spirituality” of the 
SSBM and the “religiosity” of traditional religions. In the minds of the majority of 
devotees then, this is what separates the Sai Baba movement from Hinduism or any other 
form of traditional religion. These conflicting ‘internal’ and ‘external’ perceptions of the 
movement by devotees and non-devotees inevitably result in conflict and tension. It may 
be argued that the Movement and its devotees, whilst fulfilling its teachings of global 
humanism and mission of service regardless of ethnicity or religion in order to properly 
attend to their mission of humanistic welfare, are caught in between a desire for the 
symbolic legitimacy and value in Singapore’s religious system that being recognized as a 
‘religion’ implies, and the functional, material aspects of daily operations, ritual practice, 
and the housing of devotees118. As a result, material and functional alibis are given for the 
apparent incoherence between the articulation of the Sai universalistic principle and the 
particularization of its action. The abovementioned predicament is encapsulated below: 
To keep true to the teachings of Sai Baba, we should not associate our group with 
any one religion, because people might come to think of us as Hindu, or 
Christian, or Buddhist, or what. That’s why we try to have centres out of normal 
[secular] buildings and halls, and sometimes our bhajans move location. Our 
centres are registered with a mailing address, but it’s not necessarily fixed in that 
location. But sometimes, [we have] no choice and must hold our meetings in 
temple halls and such because of convenience and availability of space (Lim, 56, 
Chinese). 
 
The pressure to resist the perceived negative attributes of institutional religion but at the 
same time acquire the legitimacy vis-à-vis the State and cohesive structural strength it 
offers to the Movement was clearly seen at the 2004 Annual General Meeting. The idea 
of “Sai-ism”, or the teachings of the Movement as a religious philosophy, was mooted by 
a group of young leaders and promptly rejected by senior members of the assembly. 
Attempts to amend the Movement’s Charter accordingly were also blocked by senior 
                                                 
118 This will be expanded in the next section. 
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members with authority after consultation with their guru Sathya Sai Baba. For the time 
being, such tension between the devotees’ faithfulness to Sai teachings and the pressing 
desire for the material-functionality of legitimacy and recognition appears to be 
precariously maintained by the guru’s intervention. 
 
4.3.2 Samithi-Temple Relations 
 
Another set of external relationships that characterize the SSBM in Singapore are 
those between the Samithi and Temple. The first Sai community in Singapore established 
their first centre within the confines of a prominent Hindu temple, although this is not in 
itself surprising since the first wave of adherents were mostly Indian migrant workers. 
This was both the result of the historical incidence of transnational flows as well as an 
economic sensibility. As I argued earlier in this chapter, the need for a place of operations 
and the ease with which these could be obtained were crucial factors in the Movement’s 
establishment. The temple also provided the cultural and religious “sense of the familiar” 
for these migrant-devotees. These conditions were vital for the embedding and 
accumulation stages of indigenisation. As a result, the current majority of members are 
Hindus, and at the same time also ethnic Indians. The first Sai communities started out 
within the confines of Hindu temples, although in the early 1990s some began moving out 
of these Hindu spaces119. Currently, 7 out of the 14 centres in Singapore operate from 
Hindu temples120. With the inclusion of non-Hindu devotees in the later processes of 
indigenisation however, this become increasingly more problematic. 
In her study of sacred space in Singapore, Kong (1993) observed that tensions rose 
where the devotee’s personal conceptions and ‘creature feeling’121 experience of sacred 
space overlapped with the State’s functionalist and materialist approach to dealing with 
                                                 
119 This phenomenon will be explored later in this chapter. 
120 See Annex C 
121 This refers to the subjective, emotional, psychological and personal experience of the supernatural. 
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religious buildings and ritual space (Kong, 1999:345-6). In the Sai Baba Movement, a 
similar tension may be observed between the necessity to provide subjective religious 
experience for Sai devotees and the Movement’s more functional, secular needs. Ritual 
and religious space is often shared or borrowed, and hence highly mobile, temporary, or 
semi-permanent at best. Temple halls and similar locales are rented monthly or for one-
off events with no legal contract binding the agreement. What is of interest is that in 
exchange for services rendered to the temple, the group was allowed by the temple 
owners to hold meetings, prayers, and recruit new members. For the most part, this 
arrangement is subject to the goodwill of the temple owner and management, and with 
certain restrictions. For example, Sai activities were not allowed to be performed outside 
of the designated hall where the group held their weekly meetings. This was a clear 
boundary set by temple authorities which reinforced the patron-client relationship in 
terms of their “lease” of temple grounds. To counter this tension between functional need 
and the desire to assert their Sai identity, I observed that devotees sometimes wore the 
same coloured garbs, usually white, perhaps as a form of symbolic resistance. As I 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, these strategies occasionally exacerbate a deterioration 
of relations between Samithi and temple authorities, and result in their eventual ousting 
from the temple grounds. As a result, it is not surprising to note the nomadic properties of 
these Sai communities and their members. These incidences however, do appear to be a 
key part of the expansion of the movement in its early stages. 
Furthermore, these religious spaces are already ‘preloaded’ with the sacred 
symbolism of that particular religion. Thus, the move into such spaces is accompanied by 
an inherent tension whereby the conventional, normative process of investing a specific 
religious meaning in a sacred space and its resultant experience becomes problematic for 
Sai devotees, especially for non-Hindus (see Chapter 3). For instance, several of my 
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Chinese respondents pointed out that they felt “more comfortable” when attending bhajan 
in function halls like the ones in the main building on Moulmein Road because they 
“don’t feel like guests there” or that it was “more like a place for Baba, not for Hindus 
like the temples”. In these “neutral” spaces, Chinese devotees need not feel “obliged to 
follow the temple rules” and thus felt less constrained by the space during the conduct of 
Sai rituals.  
Conflict with temple leaders is also a frequent occurrence, but in most cases the 
functional needs of the centre takes precedence: 
The Buddhist Temple we were in […] do you know how many of them are 
against Swami? And I was sitting there, with my father as the trustee. We tell 
them straight that we are Sai devotees. But we don’t need to bring up Sai’s name 
in the Buddhist temple, but only [show by] his teachings and his ways. This is 
how it works. 
 
Actually we wanted to buy a centre [building], but […] then we found Krishnan 
temple. They allowed us to carry on there and we paid a nominal sum in return. It 
so happened, the person who owns the temple Mr Siva was sympathetic to Baba. 
His father (the previous owner) objected to the Sai movement. Not all the Indians 
are with Sai Baba. The father was anti-Baba, so after he died Mr Siva allowed us 
to use the wedding hall and even had it rebuilt underground when neighbours 
complained that our bhajans were too loud. 
 
In any case, the strategies adopted by Samithi leaders attempted to carve a relationship of 
cooperation and understanding in exchange for a place of operations, or a chance for their 
devotees to exercise their mission to serve others. These relationships may differ slightly 
with different patrons, but they are nonetheless non-antagonistic, fulfil their functional 
needs, and in turn benefit their hosts in some way. For instance, bhajans conducted in 
some Christian churches take a more educational role; by invitation of a pastor or church 
leader, the Sai Baba group hold talks and explain rituals for the purpose of spreading a 
universal message of service that mutually benefits both parties. However, temples 
provide the most support in terms of ritual and community space for devotees to reside 
and practice. In exchange, Sai devotees aide temple priests and workers by ministering to 
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Hindu devotees during festivals held at the temple. For instance, during the birthday 
celebration of Shiva, Sai devotees were seen helping the priests who were administering 
rites or conducting veneration rituals to Shiva’s statue. They also help out in the 
preparation for the festival by cooking food or washing temple grounds. Although Sai 
devotees also conduct bhajans in Buddhist temples they rely on invitations from Buddhist 
devotees or temple authorities; these bhajans are neither the primary event, nor are they 
conducted regularly. The Hindu temples, on the other hand, provide a relatively more 
stable and cultivating environment for the community to flourish, especially because the 
majority of Sai devotees are Indians. On the surface in terms of ethnicity, the average Sai 
devotee appears no different from that of a Hindu to the average temple devotee. 
Consequently, the assertion of difference at the level of the Hindu lay-person remains 
negligible, whilst in situations where ethnicity is more significantly highlighted, conflict 
with temple leaders and lay-persons occur more frequently. 
 
4.4 Internal Relationships: Conflict and Competition 
 
Unlike external relations with the State and host temples that are marked by the spirit of 
cooperation, benign neglect, or an uneasy tolerance for each other, internal relations are 
generally marked by a lack of cooperation, barring certain key festivals and events where 
one particular locale is required by multiple centres. For example, religious festivals such 
as Deepavali and Christmas often require the Samithis that use the Sathya Sai Baba 
Centre Building on Moulmein Road for their activities. When asked about the 
possibilities of initiating joint projects with other centres, Samithi leaders often expressed 
reluctance. Responses were strikingly similar to one respondent’s:  
You tell me what for? We haven’t fulfilled our own movement enough. How can 
we branch out? Anyway there’s no need to, I have never been to another centre. I 
am very happy here with what we’re doing. 
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However, there have been recent attempts at organizing religious festivals specific to 
Hinduism and Buddhism for example through some form of joint effort between 
Samithis. The Central Council, formed in 1993, has over the years attempted to unite and 
centralize control of the scattered and autonomous Samithis into a coherent organization, 
or what one respondent negatively regarded as the universalizing of the “Church of Sai”. 
The Central Council organizes several major events in a year and attempts to bring all the 
centres together as participants. These initiatives have been relatively successful. For 
example, the Sri Sathya Sai Baba Service Centre helps out in three major temple events a 
year, including the Krishna Jayanthi122. With the rise in manpower, bhajans can be held 
throughout the day. In addition, the high numbers of Sai devotees present on temple 
grounds provide temple authorities with additional manpower for the servicing of their 
own devotees for that particular event. Similarly during the celebration of Shiva’s 
birthday, the Telok Blangah group based in the Sri Ruthra Kaliaman Temple participated 
in and aided the temple officials for the various Hindu rituals associated with that 
celebration. The programme for Shiva’s birthday was planned by a few committee 
members representing each of the centres, and bhajans are held throughout the day along 
with themed talks and discussions. Other centres also participated and took responsibility 
for different activities on the programme. It was clear that the execution and preparation 
of the event required a complex organization of multiple events that would run the entire 
day. This was starkly different from that of a centre’s weekly service at welfare homes 
and hospitals, where volunteers went to the home of their own accord, and left when they 
were done. 
 In spite of the relative success of their centralized campaigns, the individual Sai 
Centres do not necessarily cooperate with each other in their activities for welfare 
                                                 
122 An important Hindu festival celebrating the birth of Lord Krishna. 
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programmes and spiritual classes. Even during these major events, it was often re-
emphasized that these devotees “came out of their own free will” or on “their own accord 
as Sai devotees”. Ironically, the centres even compete against each other for a common 
purpose. Every October, each Centre sends a group of young devotees, mostly children, 
to audition and compete for a place to perform in Puttaparthi on Sathya Sai Baba’s 
birthday. Competition is fierce, and after months of preparations, only one group is 
selected for the performance. My respondents informed me that politicking and animosity 
often accompanied these competitions, with rival communities verbally promoting the 
“quality” of their Samithis over others to their fellow centre devotees and new recruits. 
This process continues as each centre strives to outdo the other in this event and many 
others. In fact, many Samithis maintained closer ties to centres in other countries in the 
region, for example Malaysia, rather than within Singapore. During the crises in Aceh and 
the recent Tsunami disaster, several Samithis independently organized joint welfare 
projects with different foreign aid bodies and combined resources to send aid to the 
disaster areas. Many were apprehensive about cooperating with other local centres or the 
central council, and in fact felt that the Sathya Sai Central Council was relatively 
“powerless”, had little money and direct authority in the everyday running of the 
Samithis, and “served little purpose” other than to “pass down what message Puttaparthi 
has for [them]”: 
They are an umbrella organization, but it is not a controlling body. Every centre 
is registered [independently] with the Registrar of Societies, and we follow what 
you call ‘general guidelines’ from the umbrella body. Each group has their own 










The [Central Council] is a hindrance. I’ve never attended the meetings. But we 
send a representative to just listen. We never said anything. They want us to pay 
for this and that. Ask us to pay for all the activities, in the name of the Central 
Council. Like recently, we had a minister from Puttaparthi…Dinner and Talk. 
They had no money. After carrying out the function, they ran into deficit. So they 
asked the members to make up for it. So we have to tell them, we got no money. I 
mean if you got the funds, then you do it. If not, don’t. So like Queenstown 
[Samithi], they are not with the Council. They are registered but they don’t want 
to [send representatives to sit in the central council].  
 
 This divide between the central council, and the autonomy of the various Samithis in 
Singapore is further exacerbated by the pilgrim network that leaders, with their dual roles 
as devotees as well as office bearers, may and do exploit (see Chapter 2). Chinese 
minority leaders for instance, seem particularly aware of this avenue and often cite their 
personal interviews with Sathya Sai Baba as authoritative permission to take certain 
actions and liberties with the performance of certain rituals and the execution of everyday 
Samithi activities. One Chinese devotee remonstrated at the insistence of Indian devotees 
to run bhajans according to a more “Hindu way” or what they saw as the “true reflection” 
of the movement or “what Swami intended”. In her private interview with Sathya Sai 
Baba in his headquarters in Puttaparthi, the devotee raised this issue in her personal 
capacity by asking abstract questions about the nature of the movement, his teachings 
regarding the equality of all religions, and how they pertained to actual practice. 
Subsequently, she returned to Singapore and attempted to remove certain elements of 
Hindu worship like the Arathi from the bhajans conducted in her centre with the 
justification that the guru had given her expressed permission to do so. Her efforts had 
mixed results: the performance of Arathi continued in her centre, although songs 
dedicated to Hindu godheads were considerably reduced. Clearly, this informal, 
alternative network of authority is more influential in the Samithis than the collective 
bureaucracy of the central council. 
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 Through such internal processes of conflict and competition, the SSBM in Singapore 
continues to expand as new members arrive and older members leave to form new 
informal groups, either disgruntled with the changes that have been made in the present 
community like the one cited above, with the intention to join another more vibrant Sai 
community, or the motivation to start a new one. Conflict between the central authorities 
and the periphery, and competition between the latter ensure that the Sai communities 
remain vibrant and independent; through their autonomy these communities can continue 
to offer a wide range of interpretive variations to cater to different niches in the religious 
marketplace. Through several stages of structural development, expansion, and change, 
characterized by internal and external relationships and social factors, the Sai Baba 













 My main argument in this thesis is that the popularity if the Sathya Sai Baba 
Movement in Singapore is the result of its successful indigenisation or particularization to 
Singapore’s multicultural context. The core reason for this success is its relative position 
in playing a relevant role in Singapore, at the levels of the individual, multicultural 
community, and the State. As I have shown in this thesis, the popularity and success of 
the SSBM is thus both the result of subjective and structural conditions. Sai devotees join 
the Movement for many reasons; be it (a) subjectivities like the desire to revive their old 
religious beliefs, a miraculous event, and the intellectual stimulation of one’s spiritual 
philosophy, or (b) the micro-structural factors like kinship ties or the pull of ethno-centric 
community and other types of interpersonal bonds. 
 Due to the multicultural nature of Singapore society, the SSBM had not only the 
appeal to potential devotees, but also appear to non-devotees as an entity that was non-
threatening or ‘strange’ in order to successfully indigenise. Its syncretic blend of 
teachings and practices allowed people from different cultural and social backgrounds 
with different reasons for seeking a new religion to adhere to Sai Baba, while maintaining 
a stable membership base that included mostly Indian-Hindus. At the same time, it also 
allowed non-devotee Singaporeans to superficially dismiss the group as a Hindu welfare 
group. This syncretic blend however constrains the ethno-religious types of devotees to 
that of Indian-Hindus and Chinese-Buddhists. Furthermore, the SSBM took up and 
important socio-political roles as provider of social service and welfare, and consequently 
earned the benign neglect of the State in allowing its presence and operations. The 
SSBM’s operations within already-established places of worship like Hindu temples 
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allowed the movement to blend into the current multicultural and religious fabric of 
Singapore and further added to its expansion and increasing popularity, particularly 
amongst the Singapore Indians. Hence, macro-structural concerns of “fitting in” the 
Singapore religious milieu also affect the success of the movement. 
 However, to measure the growth of the SSBM solely in terms of the increased number 
of Sai centres is to take it merely at face-value. I have shown that the growth of the 
movement is linked to different stages of indigenisation; these stages reveal that while the 
movement grows in size and numbers, it also fragments into even smaller communities. 
Since variation is encouraged in terms of Sai beliefs, expression and practice within the 
movement as seen from the acceptance of all religions as equal, there is no apparent 
contradiction at the macro level; accumulative expansion and conflict expansion can 
coexist and mutually power the particularization process and consequent indigenisation of 
the SSBM in Singapore. The Sai centres are loosely incorporated into a bureaucratic 
structure overseen by a central council that is in effect an umbrella organization with little 
top-down authority. The alternative routes of authority whereby individual office bearers 
with dual roles exploit their personal capacity as devotees to seek the approval of 
administrative changes in terms of everyday practice in the Samithis arguably contribute 
to the increasing autonomy and variation within the movement in Singapore. 
Furthermore, the variety of interpretations and practices by local communities are the 
result of the structural inconsistencies of the SSBM’s system of authority as well as the 
wide range of cultural artefacts that devotees may draw upon to make sense of the Sai 
global humanist teachings. The socio-cultural climate of multiracial and multi-religious 
Singapore and the “hands-off” approach of the State provide excellent soil for the 
exponential growth of the SSBM. However, in spite of the universal spirituality espoused 
by the teachings and maintained by the circulation of Sai narrative, it effective 
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combination with a stable, pluralistic ethno-religious based also creates the potential to 
garment the community along the lines of ethnicity and religion. The Sai community thus 
may be described as one unified by the universalism of a global, human spirituality, but 
divided by the necessary particularization of that universal ideal. 
 As the SSBM continues to expand worldwide, its future still remains uncertain. For 
instance, certain network ties and interpersonal bonds, both local and transnational, that I 
have identified as key links in the structure of the movement may change at the demise of 
their charismatic leader, Sathya Sai Baba. The intense relationship that devotees have 
with their guru and the charismatic authority he wields will almost certainly, in Weberian 
terms, become “routinized” and replaced by a formal, bureaucratic committee of sorts 
(see also Barker, 1989). As I have shown, this form of bureaucratic routinization appears 
to be a clear source of conflict and fragmentation amongst local leaders and communities. 
Although the survival of the Sai community worldwide is assured for at least the next 50 
years with the presumed succession of Prema Baba, the nature of its organization, the 
focus of its teachings, and even the execution of its practices may vary even further from 
what has been observed to this date. 
 The overall theoretical implication here is that the nature of the Sai community as 
observed in Singapore is different from those that may be observed in other social 
contexts. Since the indigenisation of the SSBM in Singapore is affected by several key 
factors and conditions, changes in any one of these conditions will result in changes to the 
form of the Sai community as examined here in this thesis. For instance, how people 
perceive the movement, why they join, how successfully and to what extent the 
movement grows without societal and political opposition in less multicultural societies 
or less urban contexts will vary considerably. Thus, a fruitful avenue for future study 
would be a cross-cultural comparison of the particularization of the SSBM in different 
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social contexts along theses lines. In general, I suggest that in order to understand why 
certain people join certain NRMs, future studies must accept the plurality and high levels 
of variation that may exist even within a particular NRM, and that the generalizations 
across time and social contexts is becoming increasingly problematic as more and more 
religious and spiritual groups find ways to indigenise and ‘fit in’ to local religious 
systems. Such studies should focus on more than a single case or social context in order 
to draw more informed conclusions as to the nature of an NRM, and look at the dynamic 
relationships, both external and internal, structural and subjective that make up the 
essence of any religious community. The findings in this study are an attempt to further a 
more holistic view of the growth of the SSBM in Singapore, and more generally 
transnational NRMs, through a combination of sociological and ethnographical 
approaches, and eventually even prompt a review of the dominant sociological notions of 
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Codes of Conduct 
1. Do daily meditation and prayer 
2. Do devotional singing/prayer with family members once a week 
3. Participate in Sathya Sai Spiritual and Educational programmes organized by the 
Sai Centre for children of Sai devotees 
4. Participate in community work and other programmes of the Sai Organization 
5. Attend, at least once a month, Group Devotional Singing (‘Bhajans’) organized by 
Sai Centres 
6. Study Sai literature regularly 
7. Speak softly and lovingly to everyone 
8. Do not talk ill of others especially in their absence 




1. Treat as sacred the land in which you were born. Have patriotism to your nation 
but do not criticize other nations or put others down. Not even in your thoughts or 
dreams should you think of bringing grief to your country. 
2. Respect all religions equally. 
3. Recognize the Brotherhood of Man and treat all as brothers. Love all 
4. Keep your house and surroundings clean for this will promote hygiene and health 
and help you 
5. Practice charity, but do not encourage beggars by giving money. Provide them 
with food, clothing and shelter. Help them in other ways but do not encourage 
laziness 
6. Never give a bribe or take a bribe. Do not yield to corruption 
7. Curb envy and jealousy; expand your vision and outlook; treat all equally 
regardless of caste and creed 
8. Do as much as possible by yourself though wealthy and having servants [sic] 
9. Have and cultivate Love for God and fear of sin. Abhor sin. 




108 Names of Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba 
1. Om Sri Bhagavan Sathya Sai Babaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Divine Mother and Father of 
us all. 
2. Om Sri Sai Sathya Swarupaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of Truth.  
3. Om Sri Sai Sathya Dharma Parayanaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is solely devoted to teaching Truth 
and Righteousness.  
4. Om Sri Sai Varadaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Giver of boons.  
5. Om Sri Sai Satpurushaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the eternal Truth.  
6. Om Sri Sai Sathya Gunatmane Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who embodies supreme Virtue.  
7. Om Sri Sai Sadhu Vardhanaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who fosters and promotes Goodness in 
the world.  
8. Om Sri Sai Sadhu Jana Poshanaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who guards and guides good people.  
9. Om Sri Sai Sarvajnaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is Omniscient.  
10. Om Sri Sai Sarva Jana Priyaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is dear to all.  
11. Om Sri Sai Sarva Shakti Murthaye Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is omnipotent.  
12. Om Sri Sai Sarveshaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who embodies all forms of God.  
13. Om Sri Sai Sarva Sangha Parithyagine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is totally detached from all things.  
14. Om Sri Sai Sarva Antharyamine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the indwelling Spirit.  
15. Om Sri Sai Mahimatmane Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is all Majesty and Glory.  
16. Om Sri Sai Maheshwara Swarupaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of Lord 
Maheshwara.  
17. Om Sri Sai Parthi Gramodhbhavaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who was born in the village of Parthi.  
18. Om Sri Sai Parthi Kshetra Nivasine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is resident in the region of Parthi.  
19. Om Sri Sai Yashakaya Shirdi Vasine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who was famous in His previous body 
as the resident of Shirdi.  
20. Om Sri Sai Jodi Adipalli Somapaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who appeared as Shiva Shakti to save a 
devotee's child.  
21. Om Sri Sai Bharadwaja Rishi Gothraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who was born into the spiritual family of 
the Sage Bharadwaja.  
22. Om Sri Sai Bhaktavatsalaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who loves and protects the devotee like 
a mother.  
23. Om Sri Sai Apantaratmane Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai, the indwelling Spirit Who carries us 
across the sea of Samsara.  
24. Om Sri Sai Avatara Murthaye Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the essence of incarnating 
Godhead.  
25. Om Sri Sai Sarvabhaya Nivarine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who dissolves all fears.  
26. Om Sri Sai Apastamba Sutraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who was born in the lineage of the Sage 
Apasthamba.  
27. Om Sri Sai Abhaya Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who bestows courage.  
28. Om Sri Sai Ratnakara Vamshodbhavaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who was born in the Ratnakara dynasty.  
29. Om Sri Sai Shirdi Sai Abheda Shaktyavataraya 
Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Whose Glory is not different from the 
Shirdi Avatar.  
30. Om Sri Sai Shankaraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is Lord Shiva.  
31. Om Sri Sai Shirdi Sai Murthaye Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Incarnation of Shirdi Sai 
Baba.  
32. Om Sri Sai Dwarakamayi Vasine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Resident of Dwarakamayi.  
33. Om Sri Sai Chitravati Thata Puttaparthi Viharine 
Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who lives at Puttaparthi on the banks of 
the Chithravati.  
34. Om Sri Sai Shakti Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who bestows vitality and intelligence.  
35. Om Sri Sai Sharanagata Tranaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who saves those Who surrender.  
36. Om Sri Sai Anandaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is pure Bliss.  
37. Om Sri Sai Ananda Daya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who bestows pure Bliss.  
38. Om Sri Sai Artha Trana Parayanaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is ever engaged in serving the 
distressed.  
39. Om Sri Sai Anatha Nathaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the supreme Benefactor of the 
destitute.  
40. Om Sri Sai Asahaya Sahaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Helper of the helpless.  
41. Om Sri Sai Loka Bandhavaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is Kith and Kin of the whole world.  
42. Om Sri Sai Loka Raksha Parayanaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is ever engaged in fostering and 
guarding the world.  
43. Om Sri Sai Loka Nathaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is Lord of all the world.  
44. Om Sri Sai Dinajana Poshanaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Guardian of the 
downtrodden.  
45. Om Sri Sai Murthi Traya Swarupaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Form of Brahma, Vishnu, and 
Shiva.  
46. Om Sri Sai Mukti Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who grants absolute Liberation.  
47. Om Sri Sai Kalusha Viduraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is devoid of defects and 
deficiencies.  
48. Om Sri Sai Karuna Karaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is utterly compassionate.  
49. Om Sri Sai Sarva Adharaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Sustainer and Support of all.  
50. Om Sri Sai Sarva Hridvasine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who resides in the hearts of all beings.  
51. Om Sri Sai Punya Phala Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who bestows the fruits of merit.  
52. Om Sri Sai Sarva Papa Kshaya Karaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Destroyer of all wrong 
doings.  
53. Om Sri Sai Sarva Roga Nivarine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who removes all disease.  
54. Om Sri Sai Sarva Badha Haraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who destroys all suffering.  
55. Om Sri Sai Ananta Nuta Kartrine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai, the Creator Who is praised eternally.  
56. Om Sri Sai Adi Purushaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the primordial Being.  
57. Om Sri Sai Adi Shaktaye Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the primeval Energy.  
58. Om Sri Sai Aparupa Shaktine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who has delightful and wonderful 
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powers.  
59. Om Sri Sai Avyakta Rupine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Form of the Unmanifested 
Godhead.  
60. Om Sri Sai Kama Krodha Dwamsine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who destroys anger and desire.  
61. Om Sri Sai Kana Kambara Dharine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who wears a golden colored robe.  
62. Om Sri Sai Adbhuta Charyaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Whose acts are unprecedented.  
63. Om Sri Sai Apad Bandavaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is our Friend and Guide through all 
calamities.  
64. Om Sri Sai Prematmane Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is Love personified.  
65. Om Sri Sai Prema Murthaye Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of Love.  
66. Om Sri Sai Prema Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who inspires Love in all beings.  
67. Om Sri Sai Priyaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is loved by all.  
68. Om Sri Sai Bhakta Priyaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is precious to devotees.  
69. Om Sri Sai Bhakta Mandaraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who evokes supreme happiness in 
devotees.  
70. Om Sri Sai Bhaktajana Hridaya Viharaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who sports and plays in the hearts of 
devotees.  
71. Om Sri Sai Bhaktajana Hridaya Layaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who dwells in the hearts of devotees.  
72. Om Sri Sai Bhakta Paradinaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is bound to devotees by their 
devotion.  
73. Om Sri Sai Bhakti Jnana Pradipaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who ignites the spark of devotion and 
spiritual Knowledge.  
74. Om Sri Sai Bhakti Jnana Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who reveals the path of devotion leading 
to supreme Wisdom.  
75. Om Sri Sai Sujnana Marga Darshakaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who reveals the path of attaining right 
Knowledge.  
76. Om Sri Sai Jnana Swarupaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the manifestation of supreme 
Wisdom.  
77. Om Sri Sai Gita Bodhakaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who teaches us the Celestial Song.  
78. Om Sri Sai Jnana Siddhidaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who grants the attainment of divine 
Wisdom.  
79. Om Sri Sai Sundara Rupaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of divine 
Beauty.  
80. Om Sri Sai Punya Purushaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of Purity.  
81. Om Sri Sai Phala Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who bestows the fruits of our Karma.  
82. Om Sri Sai Purushottamaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Universal Being.  
83. Om Sri Sai Purana Purushaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the ever existent One.  
84. Om Sri Sai Atitaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Whose Glory transcends the three 
worlds.  
85. Om Sri Sai Kalatitaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is beyond the limits of time.  
86. Om Sri Sai Siddhi Rupaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of all 
accomplishment and perfection.  
87. Om Sri Sai Siddha Shankalpaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Whose Will is immediately effective.  
88. Om Sri Sai Arogya Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who grants good health.  
89. Om Sri Sai Anna Vastra Daya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who grants us food and clothing.  
90. Om Sri Sai Samsara Dukha Kshayakaraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who abates all suffering in this life.  
91. Om Sri Sai Sarvabhishta Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who fulfills all desires.  
92. Om Sri Sai Kalyana Gunaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who has excellent and beautiful 
qualities.  
93. Om Sri Sai Karma Dhwamsine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who neutralizes karma.  
94. Om Sri Sai Sadhu Manasa Shobhitaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who shines in the minds of good people.  
95. Om Sri Sai Sarva Mata Sammataya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who accepts all religions.  
96. Om Sri Sai Sadhu Manasa Parishodhakaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who purifies the mind of the spiritual 
aspirant.  
97. Om Sri Sai Sadhakanugraha Vata Vriksha 
Pratishthapakaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who planted a sacred banyan tree to 
benefit spiritual seekers.  
98. Om Sri Sai Sakala Samshaya Haraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who removes all doubts.  
99. Om Sri Sai Sakala Tatva Bodhakaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who grants the essence of all 
knowledge.  
100. Om Sri Sai Yogishwaraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Path and Fruit of all Yoga.  
101. Om Sri Sai Yogindra Vanditaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is revered by the masters of Yoga.  
102. Om Sri Sai Sarva Mangalakaraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Cause of all prosperity.  
103. Om Sri Sai Sarva Siddhi Pradaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who grants all accomplishment and 
success.  
104. Om Sri Sai Apan Nivarine Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who prevents misfortune.  
105. Om Sri Sai Arthi Haraya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who removes physical and mental 
distress.  
106. Om Sri Sai Shanta Murtaye Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is the Embodiment of Peace.  
107. Om Sri Sai Sulabha Prasannaya Namaha.  
We surrender to Sai Who is easy to please.  
108. Om Sri Sai Sri Bhagavan Sathya Sai Babaya 
Namaha. 
We surrender to the most excellent Divine Lord Sri Sathya 
Sai Baba. 
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Annex C  
 
No. Name of Samithi Date of 
Registration 
 
Formation of Informal 
Group 
Official Place of 
Business 
Current Operating 





1 Sri Sathya Sai Society, Singapore 
(Shri Sathya Sai Seva Samithi, 
Singapore) 
 





2 Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre of 
Singapore 
 
09/01/1982 1982 24 Everton Rd Muneesvaran 
Temple/ 
“Mandapam” 
(20 Everton Rd) 
 
25/30 
3 Sri Sathya Sai Baba Service Centre 
(Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre of 
Serangoon Gardens) 
 






4 Sathya Sai Mission (Sri Sathya Sai 
Baba Mission) 
 




5 Sathya Sai Centre Singapore 
(Moulmein) 
 





** Sathya Sai Central Organization 
Singapore 
 
23/11/1993  133 New Bridge Rd N/A 14 Central Council 
Members 
 









7 Sathya Sai Centre Singapore 
(Selegie) 
 











9 Sathya Sai Seva Centre 23/11/1996 1996 20 Maxwell Rd Yoga Centre 25/unknown 
 
10 Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre Bartley 02/04/1997 1985 42 Lorong Penchalak Members’ House/ 






11 Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre of 
Changi 











13 Sri Sathya Sai Baba Centre, 
Queenstown 





14 Sri Sathya Sai Society (Telok 
Blangah)  
 
unregistered as of 
2006 


















Intra-Samithi Expansion Patron-Client  
Conflict Conflict  
[a] [e] [f] 
Formation of  Seek new premises 
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2.1 -  Sathya Sai Baba manifesting sacred ash from his hands. 
 
 
3.1 – Area of Influence of the SSBM in India 
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4.1 - Former Sai Logo                 4.3 – Current SSBM Logo 
             
            
4.2 – Unity of Faiths 
 
(HINDUISM)  
"Listen to the primeval Pranava ‘AUM’ resounding in your heart as well as in the heart of 









"Remember the wheel of cause and consequence, of deed and destiny and the wheel of 








"Offer all bitterness in the sacred fire and emerge grand, great and godly."  
 
Explanation of the Sathya Sai Organization Logo: the notion of Religious Unity. Taken from Sathya Sai 
Central Trust (SSCT) website, http://www.srisathyasai.org.in/Pages/His_teachings/Unity_of_Faiths.htm 
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5.1 - Bhajan Altar 
 
5.2 – Sai Baba’s Lotus Feet 
5.3 – Saffron Robes 
 
 




6.1 – Multiracial Bhajan 
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6.2 Lingam Manifestation 
 
 
Picture from Google images. 
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EHV 1 – Multiracial Human Values Class 
 
 
 
EHV 2 
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